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5) Flat Billing Ñ Certain applications involve service to the load of a Þxed characteristic. For such loads, the
supplying utility may offer no-meter or ßat-connected service. Billing is based upon time and load
characteristics. Examples include street lighting, trafÞc signals, and area lighting.

6) Off-Peak Billing Ñ Is reduced billing for service utilized during utility off-peak periods, such as water
heating and ice making loads. The utility monitors may control off-peak usage through control equipment or
special metering. Off-peak billing is also based upon on-peak and time-of-day, or time-of-use, metering for
all billing loads.

7) Standby Service Billing Ñ Also known as ÒbreakdownÓ or Òauxiliary service,Ó this service is applicable to
utility customers whose electric requirements are not supplied entirely by the utility. In such cases, billing
demand is determined either as a Þxed percentage of the connected load or by meter, whichever is higher.
This applies to loads that are electrically connected to some other source of supply and for which breakdown
or auxiliary service is requested.

8) Backup Service Billing Ñ Is provided through more than one utility circuit, solely for a utility customer's
convenience. The utility customer customarily bears the cost of establishing the additional circuit and
associated supply facilities. Generally, each backup service is separately metered and billed by the utility.

9) Demand Billing Ñ Usually represents a signiÞcant part of electric service billing and a good understanding
of kW demand metering and billing is important. An electric-demand meter measures the average rate of use
of electric energy over a given period of time, usually 15 minute, 30 minute, or 60 minute intervals. A demand
register records the maximum demand since the last reading. The demand register is reset when recorded for
billing purposes.

10) Minimum Billing Demand Ñ A utility customer may be subject to minimum demand billing, generally
consisting of a Þxed amount or a Þxed percentage of the maximum demand established over a prior billing
period. This type of charge usually applies to customers with high instantaneous demand loads, such as users
of welding or x-ray equipment, customers whose operations are seasonal, or those who have contracted for a
given service capacity. Equipment requirements and service usage schedules should be carefully reviewed to
reduce or avoid minimum billing demand charges.

11) Load Factor Billing Ñ The ratio of average kW demand to peak kW demand during a given time period is
referred to as the Òload factor.Ó Utilities may offer a billing allowance or credit for high load factor usage, a
qualiÞcation usually determined by evaluating how many hours during the billing period the metered demand
was used. As an example of such a credit, the utility may provide a reduced rate for the number of kWh that
are in excess of the maximum (metered) demand multiplied by a given number of hours (after 360 hours for
a 720 hour month or a 50% load factor).

12) Interruptible or Curtailable Service Ñ Another form of peak-load shaving used by the utilities is interruptible
or curtailable service. Primarily available for large facilities with well-deÞned loads that can be readily
disconnected, the utility offers the customer a billing credit for the capability of requesting a demand
reduction to a speciÞed contract level during a curtailment period. The monthly credit for each billing month
is determined by applying a demand charge credit to the excess of the maximum measured demand used for
billing purposes over the contract demand. Should the customer fail to reduce the measured demand during
any curtailment period, at least to the contract demand, severe Þnancial penalties may be incurred. An
alternative to disconnecting loads is to supply power from in-plant generation.

4.5 Transformer Connections

Commercial building utilization of low-voltage, three-phase systems of recent vintage in the United States fall into
either of two nominal voltage levels: 208Y/120 V or 480Y/277 V. Either of these systems can supply three-phase or
single-phase loads; both frequently exist in the typical commercial building. The transformer connection used to
derive these voltages is almost exclusively delta-wye or a specially constructed (such as Þve-legged core) wye-wye
transformer commonly used in pad-mounted transformers. The delta primary cancels out virtually all third harmonic
components and multiples thereof that may be introduced in electrical transformation equipment or in lighting ballasts.
The secondary wye connection provides a tap for the neutral and convenient grounding point as described in 4.7.1.

When power loads are fed from a separate transformer, the delta-delta connection is excellent from the harmonic and
unbalanced load standpoints; but a convenient balanced grounding point is not provided (and, in some instances, may
not be desired). There is little need to consider this connection under normal circumstances in new commercial
building electric systems.
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When systems are to be expanded, existing conditions may dictate the use of other connections than delta-wye or
delta-delta. It is important to understand that certain transformer connections are less desirable than others for given
applications; and that some connections, such as three single-phase transformers supplying a three-phase, four-wire
unbalanced load from a three-wire supply, can actually be destructive (in terms of a ßoating neutral).

Occasionally, service requirements of the utility may dictate the use of a system with a four-wire wye primary. The
following paragraphs cover a few of the limitations of the connections in the special circumstances when the preferred
connections listed above cannot be used.

When it is desired to use a wye primary and a wye secondary, consideration should be given to using a shell-type core
construction that will carry zero-sequence ßux.

The primary or secondary windings of a three-phase transformer can be connected using either delta or wye. It is
recommended that at least one of the windings be connected to provide a path for third harmonic currents to circulate.

The wye four-wire primary with the wye four-wire secondary and the wye four-wire primary with the delta three-wire
secondary are not to be recommended for use without proper engineering consideration. In three-legged core
construction, if one leg of the primary line is lost, the presence of the neutral will provide three-phase ßux conditions
in the core. The phase that has lost its primary will then become a very high reactance winding, resulting in fringing
ßux conditions. The ßux will leave the core and enter the surrounding magnetic materials, such as the clamping angles,
tie rods, enclosure, etc. This produces an effective induction heater and results in a high secondary voltage across the
load of the faulty phase. In a matter of seconds, this induction effect can destroy the transformer. It is also possible that,
should the fault occur by the grounding of one of the primary lines, the primary winding at fault could then act as a
secondary and feed back to the ground, thereby causing high current to ßow in this part of the circuit. These conditions
are inherent with this type of connection. Whether the transformer is of the dry or liquid type makes no difference.

4.6 Principal Transformer Secondary Connections

Systems of more than 600 V are normally three-phase wye or delta ungrounded, or wye solid or resistance grounded.
Systems of 120- 600 V may be either single-phase or three-phase. Three-phase, three-wire systems are usually solidly
grounded or ungrounded, but may also be impedance grounded. They are not intended to supply loads connected
phase-to-ground. Three-phase, four-wire solidly grounded wye systems are used in most modern commercial
buildings. Single-phase services and loads may be supplied from single-phase systems, or from three-wire systems and
either phase-to-phase loads (e.g., 208 V) or phase-to-neutral loads (e.g., 120 V) from three-phase, four-wire systems
(see Fig 19).

Transformers may be operated in parallel and switched as a unit, provided that the overcurrent protection for each
transformer meets the requirements of the NEC, Section 450 [6]. To obtain a balanced division of load current, the
transformers should have the same characteristics (rated percent IR and rated percent IX) and be operated on the same
voltage-ratio tap. Both IR and IX should be equal in order for two transformers to divide the load equally at all power
factors of loads.
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Figure 19ÑTransformer Secondary Connections                                                                                                       
(a)  Most Commonly Used                                                                                                                                                           
(b) Least Commonly Used

4.7 System Grounding

IEEE Std 142-1982, IEEE Recommended Practice for Grounding of Industrial and Commercial Power Systems
(ANSI) [13] recommends grounding practices for most systems involving grounding of one conductor of the supply,
and the NEC [6] requires grounding of certain systems, as described below. The conductor connected to ground is
called the Ògrounded conductorÓ and should be distinguished from the grounding conductor (equipment grounding
conductor), which is the conductor used to connect noncurrent-carrying conductive parts of electrical equipment to
ground. This prevents these parts from acquiring a potential above ground as a result of an insulation failure and
causing injury to a person who might come in contact with them. System grounding has the following advantages:

1) It limits the voltages due to lightning, line surges, or unintentional contact with higher voltage lines and
stabilizes the voltage to ground during normal operation.

2) It limits or prevents the generation of transient overvoltages by changes in the electrostatic potential to
ground caused by an intermittent ground on one of the conductors of an ungrounded system.

3) In combination with equipment grounding, it can be designed to provide a safe method of protecting electric
distribution systems by causing the overcurrent or ground-fault protective equipment to operate to disconnect
the circuit in case of a ground fault.

4) It stabilizes the voltage to ground of line conductors should one of the line conductors develop a fault to
ground.
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4.7.1 Grounding of Low-Voltage Systems (600 V and Below)

The NEC [6] requires that the following low-voltage systems be grounded:

1) Systems that can be grounded so that the voltage to ground of any ungrounded conductor does not exceed 150
V. This makes grounding mandatory for the 208Y/120 V three-phase, four-wire system and the 120/240 V
single-phase, three-wire system.

2) Any system in which load is connected between any ungrounded conductor and the grounded conductor. This
extends mandatory grounding to the 480Y/277 V three-phase, four-wire system. The 240/120 V, i.e., 240D/
120 V three-phase, four-wire, open-delta, center-tap ground system, is sometimes supplied for small
commercial buildings, where the single-phase load is high and the three-phase load is minimal.

3) The NEC [6] has special requirements for grounding dc systems and ac systems under 50 V.

The grounded conductor is called the ÒneutralÓ on three-phase wye connected systems and single-phase, three-wire
systems since it is common to all ungrounded conductors. The NEC [6] requires the grounded conductor to be
identiÞed to prevent confusion with the ungrounded conductors.

A few utilities provide 240 V and 480 V three-phase, three-wire systems with one phase grounded (corner grounded).
This type of grounding is not recommended for commercial buildings and should be accepted only if a suitable
alternative system will not be provided.

The NEC [6] requires that separately derived systems be grounded in accordance with its rules. An example of a
separately derived system is one in which a transformer is used to derive another voltage. The best examples of this are
the transformation from a 480 V system to 208Y/120 V or 240/120 V to supply a 120 V load.

An exception to the NEC's grounding requirements is permitted for health care facilities (see the NEC, Article 517 [6])
where the use of a grounded system might subject a patient to electrocution or a spark might ignite an explosive
atmosphere in case of an insulation failure (see Chapter 16).

The 240 V, 480 V, and 600 V three-phase, three-wire systems are not required to be grounded; but these systems are not
recommended for commercial buildings. When they are used, consideration should be given to providing a derived
ground by using a zigzag transformer or delta-wye grounding transformer to obtain the advantages of grounding and
limit the damage as described above.

4.7.2 Grounding of Medium-Voltage Systems (Over 600 V)

Medium-voltage systems are encountered in commercial buildings when the building becomes too large to be supplied
from a single transformer station and the utility primary distribution voltage should be taken through or around the
building or buildings to supply the various transformers. Many utility distribution systems are solidly grounded to
permit single-phase transformers to be connected phase-to-neutral to supply residences and other small loads,
although ungrounded or impedance-grounded systems may occasionally be encountered. The designer should accept
whatever grounding system the supplying utility provides. About the only time that the designer has a choice in the
grounding of medium-voltage systems is when the supplying utility provides a voltage over 15 000 V and the designer
elects to step this voltage down to a lower voltage to distribute through the building, or where large motors (several
hundred horsepower) are required, such as in large airconditioning installations, and it is more economical to use an
intermediate voltage, such as 4160 V.

Under these conditions, one method to use is a wye-connected system and then ground the neutral through a resistance
that is low enough to stabilize the system voltages but high enough to limit the ground-fault current to a value that will
not cause extensive equipment damage before the protective devices can operate. (See IEEE Std 142-1982 (ANSI)
[13] for more details.) Since the ground-fault current is limited, ground-fault protection should be installed in addition
to phase overcurrent protection to disconnect the circuit in case of a ground fault.
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Figure 1—Grounding Systems

1.4 Methods of System Neutral Grounding

1.4.1 Introduction

Most grounded systems employ some method of grounding the system neutral at one or more points. These methods
can be divided into two general categories: Solid grounding and impedance grounding. Impedance grounding may be
further divided into several subcategories: Reactance grounding, resistance grounding and ground-fault-neutralizer
grounding. Fig 2 shows examples of these methods of grounding. Each method, as named, refers to the nature of the
external circuit from system neutral to ground rather than to the degree of grounding. In each case the impedance of the
generator or transformer whose neutral is grounded is in series with the external circuit. Thus a solidly grounded
generator or transformer may or may not furnish effective grounding to the system, depending on the system source
impedance.

Many of the concepts involved in defining system-grounding types and levels are best explained in terms of
symmetrical components or equivalent circuits. The reader who is not familiar with these analytical methods is
referred to Chapter 2 of Beeman [10] and to Chapter 3 of the IEEE Brown Book [5] for guidance.

Molded-case circuit-breaker interrupting capabilities can be affected by the method of grounding. If other than
effective grounding is used, circuit breakers should be reevaluated for the application.

1.4.2 Ungrounded Systems (No Intentional Grounding)

Electrical power systems which are operated with no intentional ground connection to the system conductors are
generally described as ungrounded. In reality, these systems are grounded through the system capacitance to ground.
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In most systems, this is an extremely high impedance, and the resulting system relationships to ground are weak and
easily distorted.

Two principal advantages are attributed to ungrounded systems. The first is operational: The first ground fault on a
system causes only a small ground current to flow, so the system may be operated with a ground fault present,
improving system continuity. The second is economic: No expenditures are required for grounding equipment or
grounded system conductors.

Numerous advantages are attributed to grounded systems, including greater safety, freedom from excessive system
overvoltages that can occur on ungrounded systems during arcing, resonant or near-resonant ground faults, and easier
detection and location of ground faults when they do occur.

Resonant effects can occur when the ground fault path includes an inductive reactance approximately equal to the
system capacitive reactance to ground. Beeman [10], pp. 281–285, discusses this phenomenon in depth. For an
extensive discussion of the advantages of grounded systems, see pp 345–348 of Beeman [10]. Also, Article 250–5 of
[1] requires certain systems to be grounded. Grounded systems are now the predominant choice.

When an ungrounded system is chosen, a ground detection scheme may be applied to the system. This scheme
frequently takes the form of three voltage transformers with their primary windings connected in wye and with the
primary neutral grounded. The secondary windings of the voltage transformers are usually connected in broken delta,
with a voltage relay connected in the open corner and used to operate an indication or alarm circuit. Loading resistors
may be required either in the primary neutral circuit or in the secondary circuit to avoid ferroresonance.

1.4.3 Resistance Grounding

In resistance grounding, the neutral is connected to ground through one or more resistors. In this method, with the
resistor values normally used, and except for transient overvoltages, the line-to-ground voltages that exist during a
line-to-ground fault are nearly the same as those for an ungrounded system.

A system properly grounded by resistance is not subject to destructive transient overvoltages. For resistance-grounded
systems at 15 kV and below, such overvoltages will not ordinarily be of a serious nature if the resistance value lies
within the following boundary limits: R0 ≤ XC0, R0 ≥ 2X0. The corresponding ground-fault current is far less than is
normally used for low-resistance grounding, but is the design criterion for high-resistance grounding.

The reasons for limiting the current by resistance grounding may be one or more of the following.

1) To reduce burning and melting effects in faulted electric equipment, such as switchgear, transformers, cables,
and rotating machines.

2) To reduce mechanical stresses in circuits and apparatus carrying fault currents.
3) To reduce electric-shock hazards to personnel caused by stray ground-fault currents in the ground return path.
4) To reduce the arc blast or flash hazard to personnel who may have accidentally caused or who happen to be

in close proximity to the ground fault.
5) To reduce the momentary line-voltage dip occasioned by the occurrence and clearing of a ground fault.
6) To secure control of transient overvoltages while at the same time avoiding the shutdown of a faulty circuit on

the occurrence of the first ground fault (high-resistance grounding).

Resistance grounding may be either of two classes, high resistance or low resistance, distinguished by the magnitude of
ground-fault current permitted to flow. Although there are no recognized standards for the levels of ground-fault current
that define these two classes, in practice there is a clear difference. High-resistance grounding typically uses ground-
fault current levels of 10 A or less, although some specialized systems at voltages in the 15 kV class may have higher
ground-fault current levels. Low-resistance grounding typically uses ground-fault current levels of at least 100 A, with
currents in the 200–1000 A range being more usual.
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Figure 2—System Neutral Circuit and Equivalent Diagrams for Ungrounded and Various Types of 
Grounded-Neutral Systems

Both types are designed to limit transient overvoltages to a safe level (within 250% of normal). However, the high-
resistance method usually does not require immediate clearing of a ground fault since the fault current is limited to a
very low level. This low level must be at least equal to the system total capacitance-to-ground charging current. The
protective scheme associated with high-resistance grounding is usually detection and alarm rather than immediate
tripout. In general the use of high-resistance grounding on systems where the line-to-ground fault current exceeds 10 A
should be avoided because of the damage potential of an arcing current larger than 10 A in a confined space.
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The low-resistance method has the advantage of immediate and selective clearing of the grounded circuit, but requires
that the minimum ground-fault current be large enough to positively actuate the applied ground-fault relay. High-
resistance grounding is a method that can be applied to existing medium-voltage ungrounded systems to obtain the
transient overvoltage protection without the modification expense of adding ground relays to each circuit.

Systems grounded through resistors require surge arresters suitable for use on ungrounded-neutral circuits. Metal
oxide surge arrester ratings must be chosen so that neither the maximum continuous operating voltage capability nor
the one-second temporary overvoltage capability is exceeded under system ground fault conditions.

1.4.4 Reactance Grounding

The term reactance grounding describes the case in which a reactor is connected between the system neutral and
ground. Since the ground-fault that may flow in a reactance-grounded system is a function of the neutral reactance, the
magnitude of the ground-fault current is often used as a criterion for describing the degree of grounding. In a
reactance-grounded system, the available ground-fault current should be at least 25% and preferably 60% of the three-
phase fault current to prevent serious transient overvoltages (X0 ≤ 10X1). This is considerably higher than the level of
fault current desirable in a resistance-grounded system, and therefore reactance grounding is usually not considered an
alternative to resistance grounding.

In most generators, solid grounding, that is, grounding without external impedance, may permit the maximum ground-
fault current from the generator to exceed the maximum three-phase fault current that the generator can deliver and for
which its windings are braced. Consequently, neutral-grounded generators should be grounded through a low-value
reactor that will limit the ground-fault current to a value no greater than the generator three-phase fault current. In the
case of three-phase four-wire systems, the limitation of ground-fault current to 100% of the three-phase fault current
is usually practical without interfering with normal four-wire operation. In practice, reactance grounding is generally
used only in this case and to ground substation transformers with similar characteristics.

1.4.5 Ground-Fault Neutralizer (Resonant Grounding)

A ground-fault neutralizer is a reactor connected between the neutral of a system and ground and having a specially
selected, relatively high value of reactance. The reactance is tuned to the system charging current so that the resulting
ground fault current is resistive and of a low magnitude. This current is in phase with the line-to-neutral voltage, so that
current zero and voltage zero occur simultaneously. If the ground fault is in air, such as an insulator flashover, it may
be self-extinguishing. This method of grounding is used primarily on systems above 15 kV, consisting largely of
overhead transmission or distribution lines. Since systems of such construction are rarely used in industrial or
commercial power systems, the ground-fault neutralizer finds little application in these systems. For further
information on the use of ground-fault neutralizers, see Reference [9].

1.4.6 Solid Grounding

Solid grounding refers to the connection of the neutral of a generator, power transformer, or grounding transformer
directly to the station ground or to the earth.

Because of the reactance of the grounded generator or transformer in series with the neutral circuit, a solid ground
connection does not provide a zero-impedance neutral circuit. If the reactance of the system zero-sequence circuit is
too great with respect to the system positive-sequence reactance, the objectives sought in grounding, principally
freedom from transient overvoltages, may not be achieved. This is rarely a problem in typical industrial and
commercial power systems. The zero-sequence impedance of most generators used in these systems is much lower
than the positive-sequence impedance of these generators. The zero-sequence impedance of a delta-wye transformer
will not exceed the transformer's positive-sequence impedance. There are, however, conditions under which relatively
high zero-sequence impedance may occur.
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One of these conditions is a power system fed by several generators and/or transformers in parallel. If the neutral of
only one source is grounded, it is possible for the zero-sequence impedance of the grounded source to exceed the
effective positive-sequence impedance of the several sources in parallel.

Another such condition may occur where power is distributed to remote facilities by an overhead line without a
metallic ground return path. In this case, the return path for ground-fault current is through the earth, and, even though
both the neutral of the source and the nonconducting parts at the load may be grounded with well-made electrodes, the
ground return path includes the impedance of both of these ground electrodes. This impedance may be significant.
Another significant source of zero sequence impedance is the large line-to-ground spacing of the overhead line.

To ensure the benefits of solid grounding, it is necessary to determine the degree of grounding provided in the system.
A good guide in answering this question is the magnitude of ground-fault current as compared to the system three-
phase fault current. The higher the ground-fault current in relation to the three-phase fault current the greater the
degree of grounding in the system. Effectively grounded systems will have a line-to-ground short circuit current of at
least 60% of the three-phase short-circuit value. In terms of resistance and reactance, effective grounding of a system
is accomplished only when R0≤X1 and X0 ≤ 3X1 and such relationships exist at any point in the system. The X1
component used in the above relation is the Thevenin equivalent positive-sequence reactance of the complete system
including the subtransient reactance of all rotating machines.

Application of surge arresters for grounded-neutral service requires that the system be effectively grounded.

1.4.7 Obtaining the System Neutral

The best way to obtain the system neutral for grounding purposes in three-phase systems is to use source transformers
or generators with wye-connected windings. The neutral is then readily available. Such transformers are available for
practically all voltages except 240 V. On new systems, 208Y/120 V or 480Y/277 V wye-connected transformers may
be used to good advantage instead of 240 V. Wye-connected source transformers for 2400, 4160, and 13 800 V systems
are available as a standard option, whereas 4800 and 6900 V wye-connected source transformers may be priced at a
premium rate. The alternative is to apply grounding transformers.

System neutrals may not be available, particularly in many old systems of 600 V or less and many existing 2400, 4800,
and 6900 V systems. When existing delta-connected systems are to be grounded, grounding transformers may be used
to obtain the neutral. Grounding transformers may be of either the zigzag, the wye-delta, or the T-connected type. One
type of grounding transformer commonly used is a three-phase zigzag transformer with no secondary winding. The
internal connection of the transformer is illustrated in Fig 3. The impedance of the transformer to balanced three-phase
voltages is high so that when there is no fault on the system, only a small magnetizing current flows in the transformer
winding. The transformer impedance to zero-sequence voltages, however, is low so that it allows high ground-fault
currents to flow. The transformer divides the ground-fault current into three equal components; these currents are in
phase with each other and flow in the three windings of the grounding transformer. The method of winding is seen
from Fig 3 to be such that when these three equal currents flow, the current in one section of the winding of each leg
of the core is in a direction opposite to that in the other section of the winding on that leg. This tends to force the
ground-fault current to have equal division in the three lines and accounts for the low impedance of the transformer-to-
ground currents.
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Figure 3—(a) Core Windings 
(b) Connections of Three-Phase Zigzag Grounding Transformer

A wye-delta-connected three-phase transformer or transformer bank can also be utilized for system grounding. As in
the case of the zigzag grounding transformer, the usual application is to accomplish resistance-type grounding of an
existing ungrounded system. The delta connection must be closed to provide a path for the zero-sequence current, and
the delta voltage rating is selected for any standard value. A resistor inserted between the primary neutral and ground,
as shown in Fig 4, provides a means for limiting ground-fault current to a level satisfying the criteria for resistance-
grounded systems. For this arrangement, the voltage rating of the wye winding need not be greater than the normal
line-to-neutral system voltage. For high-resistance grounding it is sometimes more practical or economical to apply
the limiting resistor in the secondary delta connection. Three single-phase distribution class transformers are used,
with the primary wye neutral connected directly to ground. The secondary delta is closed through a resistor that
effectively limits the primary ground-fault current to the desired low level. For this alternative application, the voltage
rating of each of the transformer windings forming the wye primary should not be less than the system line-to-line
voltage.

The rating of a three-phase grounding transformer or bank, in kVA, is equal to the rated line-to-neutral voltage in
kilovolts times the rated neutral current [18]. Most grounding transformers are designed to carry their rated current for
a limited time only, such as 10 s or 1 min. Consequently, they are much smaller in size than an ordinary three-phase
continuously rated transformer with the same rating.
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Figure 4—Vectors Representing Current Flow in Wye-Delta Transformer Used as Grounding 
Transformer with Line-to Ground Fault

It is generally desirable to connect a grounding transformer directly to the main bus of a power system, without
intervening circuit breakers or fuses, to prevent the transformer from being inadvertently taken out of service by the
operation of the intervening devices. (In this case the transformer is considered part of the bus and is protected by the
relaying applied for bus protection.) Alternatively, the grounding transformer should be served by a dedicated feeder
circuit breaker, as shown in Fig 5(a), or connected between the main transformer and the main switchgear, as
illustrated in Fig 5(b). If the grounding transformer is connected as shown in Fig 5(b), there should be one grounding
transformer for each delta-connected bank supplying power to the system, or enough grounding transformers to assure
at least one grounding transformer on the system at all times. When the grounding transformer is so connected, it is
included in the protective system of the main transformer.

1.5 Grounding at Points Other than System Neutral

In some cases, low-voltage systems (600 V and below) are grounded at some point other than the system neutral to
obtain a grounded electrical system. This is done where exiting delta transformer connections do not provide access to
the system neutral. Two systems are in general use.
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1.5.1 Corner-of-the-Delta Systems

Low-voltage systems, which in the past have been nearly all supplied from transformers with delta-connected
secondaries, have been ungrounded. Grounding of one-phase corner-of-the-delta grounding has sometimes been used
as a means of obtaining a grounded system. The advantages are the following:

1) It is the least costly method of converting an ungrounded delta system to a grounded system. This method was
adapted by one very large industrial company in 1935 for their older plants. No problems have been reported
and it is still in use. The first costs of a new transformer are approximately the same for either a delta or a wye
secondary connection.

2) Although motor overload protection, theoretically, is needed only in the two phases that are not grounded, the
NEC Table 430–37 states that for three-phase systems, three overloads are required, one in each phase. The
advantage in the past of having only two overloads is no longer viable.

3) With properly connected control circuits, ground faults in the control circuit will neither start the motor nor
prevent stopping the motor by means of the stop push button.

4) There is a high probability of sustaining arcing for 480 V or higher, phase-to-phase, single-phase circuit
extension, without escalation to a three-phase fault.

5) The corner-grounded system will effectively control transient and overvoltages; however, a maximum of 1.73
times the normal phase-to-neutral voltage can exist between two conductors and the ground.

6) A fault from phase to ground is easily detected and found.

The disadvantages are the following:

1) An inability to supply dual-voltage service for lighting and power loads.
2) The necessity of positive identification of the grounded phase throughout the system to avoid connecting

meters, fuses, instruments, and relays in the grounded phase.
3) A higher line-to-ground voltage on two phases than in a neutral-grounded system.
4) The possibility of exceeding interrupting capabilities of marginally applied circuit breakers, because for a

ground fault, the interrupting duty on the affected circuit-breaker pole exceeds the three-phase fault duty.

Because of its limitations, this type of grounding has not been widely used in industrial systems.

1.5.2 One Phase of a Delta System Grounded at Midpoint

In some areas where the utility had a large single-phase 120/240 V load and a small three-phase 240 V load, they have
supplied a large single-phase 120/240 transformer and one or two smaller 240 V transformers. In other cases where
three single-phase transformers are connected in delta, the midpoint, if available, is grounded. With this method it is
possible to gain some of the advantages of neutral grounding by grounding the midpoint of one phase. This method
does not provide all the advantages of a system neutral grounding and is not recommended for voltages over 240 V.
The advantages are the following:

1) The first costs are approximately the same as a solidly grounded system.
2) Fast tripping for phase-to-ground faults.
3) Mid-phase grounding effectively controls, to safe levels, the over-voltages.
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Figure 5—Methods of Connecting Grounding Transformer to a Delta-Connected or Ungrounded 
Power System to Form Neutral for System Grounding

The disadvantages are the following:

1) The shock hazard of the high phase leg to ground is 1.73 times the voltage from the other two phases.
2) There must be positive identification of the conductor with the highest voltage to ground to avoid connecting

120 V loads to that conductor.
3) Serious flash hazard from a phase-to-ground fault can exist because of the high fault levels.
4) The cost of maintenance is somewhat above the neutral grounded system due to the sustained higher voltage

and insulation stress on one phase.
5) Grounding of one phase of a delta system at the midpoint of that phase for three-phase systems with phase-

to-phase voltages over 240 V has little application.
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1.6 Location of System Grounding Points

1.6.1 Selection

Each system as described in 1.2 of this chapter is defined by “its isolation from adjacent grounding systems. The
isolation is provided by transformer primary and secondary windings.” The new system created by each transformer or
generator requires the establishment of a new system ground.

The selection of a system grounding point is influenced by whether the transformer or generator windings are
connected “wye” or “delta” “Delta-wye” or “wye-delta” transformers effectively block the flow of zero-sequence
current between systems. Although the wye connection is generally more conducive to system grounding because of
the availability of a neutral connection, that fact alone should not be the sole criteria for the location of the system
ground point.

The system ground point should always be at the power source. An archaic concept of grounding at the load or at other
points in the system because of the availability of a convenient grounding point is not recommended because of the
problems caused by multiple ground paths and because of the danger that the system could be left ungrounded and
therefore unsafe. The National Electrical Code recognizes this danger and prohibits system grounding at any place
except the source and/or service equipment.

As previously described in 1.4.6 of this chapter, grounding of other than neutrals may be accomplished with the use of
zigzag grounding transformers or grounded wye primary-delta secondary grounding transformer banks connected
directly to the phase bus.

1.6.2 Single Power Source

When a system has only one source of power (generator or transformer), grounding may be accomplished by
connecting the source neutral to earth either directly or through a neutral impedance (Fig 6). Provision of a switch or
circuit breaker to open the neutral circuit is not recommended. It is not desirable to operate the system ungrounded by
having the ground connection open while the generator or transformer is in service.

In the event that some means of disconnecting the ground connection is required for measurement, testing, or repair, a
disconnecting link should be used and only opened when the system is de-energized.

1.6.3 Multiple Power Sources

For installation with multiple power sources (i.e., generators or power transformers) interconnected that are or can be
operated in parallel, the system ground can be accomplished in one of two ways:

1) Each source grounded, with or without impedance (Fig 7).
2) Each source neutral connected to a common neutral bus, which is the grounded, with or without impedance

(Fig 8).

For Solidly Grounded Systems with multiple sources where all sources must be solidly grounded, it is always
acceptable to separately ground each power source as shown in Fig 7(a). Levels of fault current are determined by the
number and available fault current of each interconnected source. Where sources are in close proximity, Common
Ground Point connection [Fig 8(a) will allow for selective relaying to identify and isolate only the faulted source.
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Figure 6—Grounding for Systems with One Source of Power
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Figure 7—Grounding for Systems with Multiple Power Sources 
(Method 1)
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Figure 8—Grounding for Systems with Multiple Power Sources 
(Method 2)

If the power sources are not in close proximity, Common Ground Point is not recommended. The impedance in the
neutral bus connection may become large enough to prevent effectively grounding the neutral of the source at the
remote location. The interconnect may inadvertently become open, allowing the transformer to operate ungrounded.

For Impedance Grounded Systems it is always acceptable to separately connect each neutral to ground through
individual impedances [Fig 7(b)]. Each impedance rating should allow sufficient current to satisfy the criteria for the
grounding system being used.
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Individual neutral switching devices (automatic or manual) are not recommended, since incorrect operation may allow
a power source to operate ungrounded.

System relaying is more complex when such impedance grounding is used, because of multiple grounding points.
Capability of detecting a ground fault at any point in the system requires sensing at each ground point in addition to
any normal feeder protection. The fault current sensed by the feeder is variable, depending on the number of sources
that are grounded at the time of the fault.

When individual impedances are used, circulation of third-harmonic currents between paralleled generators is not a
problem since the impedance limits the circulating current to negligible values. When total ground-fault currents with
several individual impedances would exceed about 1000–4000 A, a Common Ground Point and single impedance to
limit the fault current should be considered [Fig 8(b)]. The advantage of this connection is that the maximum fault
current is known and selective relaying can be used to open tie breakers and selectively isolate the faulted bus.

The primary purpose of neutral disconnecting devices in impedance grounded systems is to isolate the generator or
transformer neutral from the neutral bus when the source is taken out of service, because the neutral bus is energized
during ground faults. A generator or transformer disconnected from the power bus, but with an unbroken connection
of its neutral to a neutral bus, would have all of its terminals elevated with respect to ground during a ground fault.
Disconnecting devices should be metal-enclosed and interlocked in such a manner as to prevent their operation except
when the transformer primary and secondary switches or generator main and field circuit breakers are open.

In the case of multiple transformers, all neutral isolating devices may be normally closed because the presence of
delta-connected windings (which are nearly always present on at least one side of each transformer) minimizes the
circulation of harmonic current between transformers. Generators that are designed to suppress zero sequence
harmonics, usually by the use of a two-thirds pitch winding, will have negligible circulating currents when operated in
parallel; therefore, it is often found practical to operate these types of generators with the neutral disconnect device
closed. This simplifies the operating procedure and increases assurance that the system will be grounded at all times,
because interlocking methods can be used.

It is sometimes desirable to operate with only one generator neutral disconnecting device closed at a time to eliminate
any circulating harmonic or zero-sequence currents. In addition, this method provides control over the maximum
ground fault current and simplifies ground relaying. When the generator whose neutral is grounded is to be shut down,
another generator is grounded by means of its neutral disconnecting device before the main and neutral disconnecting
device of the first one are opened. This method has some inherent safety considerations that must be recognized and
addressed in order to ensure continual safe operation. The procedures required to permit only one disconnecting device
to be closed with multiple sources generally do not permit the use of conventional interlocking methods to ensure that
at least one neutral disconnecting device will be closed. Therefore, this method should only be used where strict
supervision of operating procedures is assured.

When only one source is involved, but others are to be added to the station in the future, space should be allowed to add
neutral switchgear when this becomes necessary.

1.6.4 Creation of Stray Currents and Potentials

If a current-carrying conductor, even though nominally at ground potential, is connected to earth at more than one
location, part of the load current will flow through the earth because it is then in parallel with the grounded conductor.
Since there is impedance in both the conductor and the earth, a voltage drop will occur both along the earth and the
conductor. Most of the voltage drop in the earth will occur in the vicinity of the point of connection to earth, as
explained in Chapter 4. Because of this nonlinear voltage drop in the earth, most of the earth will be at a different
potential than the grounded conductor due to the load current flowing from this conductor to earth.

An equipment grounding conductor connected to the same electrode as the grounded load conductor will also have a
potential difference from most of the earth due to the potential drop caused by the load current. In most instances the
potential difference will be too low to present a shock hazard to persons or affect operation of conventional electrical



250.20 Alternating-Current Systems to Be Grounded

Alternating-current systems shall be grounded as provided for in 250.20(A), (B), (C), or (D).
Other systems shall be permitted to be grounded. If such systems are grounded, they shall
comply with the applicable provisions of this article.

FPN: An example of a system permitted to be grounded is a corner-grounded delta transformer connection.
See 250.26(4) for conductor to be grounded.

(A) Alternating-Current Systems of Less Than 50 Volts Alternating-current systems of less
than 50 volts shall be grounded under any of the following conditions: 

(1)      Where supplied by transformers, if the transformer supply system exceeds 150 volts to
ground 

(2)      Where supplied by transformers, if the transformer supply system is ungrounded 

(3)      Where installed as overhead conductors outside of buildings

(B) Alternating-Current Systems of 50 Volts to 1000 Volts Alternating-current systems of 50
volts to 1000 volts that supply premises wiring and premises wiring systems shall be grounded
under any of the following conditions: 

(1)      Where the system can be grounded so that the maximum voltage to ground on the
ungrounded conductors does not exceed 150 volts 

Exhibit 250.4 illustrates the grounding requirements of 250.20(B)(1) as applied to a 120-volt,
single-phase, 2-wire system and to a 120/240-volt, single-phase, 3-wire system. The selection
of which conductor is to be grounded is covered by 250.26. 
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Exhibit 250.4 Typical systems required to be grounded in accordance with 250.20(B)(1).
The conductor to be grounded is in accordance with 250.26. 

(2)      Where the system is 3-phase, 4-wire, wye connected in which the neutral is used as a
circuit conductor 

(3)      Where the system is 3-phase, 4-wire, delta connected in which the midpoint of one phase
winding is used as a circuit conductor

Exhibit 250.5 illustrates which conductor is required to be grounded for all wye systems if the
neutral is used as a circuit conductor. Where the midpoint of one phase of a 3-phase, 4-wire
delta system is used as a circuit conductor, it must be grounded and the high-leg conductor
must be identified. See 250.20(B)(2) and 250.20(B)(3), as well as 250.26. 

Exhibit 250.5 Typical systems required to be grounded by 250.20(B)(2) and 250.20(B)(3).
The conductor to be grounded is in accordance with 250.26.

(C) Alternating-Current Systems of 1 kV and Over Alternating-current systems supplying
mobile or portable equipment shall be grounded as specified in 250.188. Where supplying other
than mobile or portable equipment, such systems shall be permitted to be grounded.

(D) Separately Derived Systems Separately derived systems, as covered in 250.20(A) or (B),
shall be grounded as specified in 250.30.

Two of the most common sources of separately derived systems in premises wiring are
transformers and generators. An autotransformer or step-down transformer that is part of
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electrical equipment and that does not supply premises wiring is not the source of a separately
derived system. See the definition of premises wiring in Article 100.

FPN No. 1: An alternate ac power source such as an on-site generator is not a separately derived system if
the neutral is solidly interconnected to a service-supplied system neutral.

Exhibit 250.6 and Exhibit 250.7 depict a 208Y/120-volt, 3-phase, 4-wire electrical service
supplying a service disconnecting means to a building. The system is fed through a transfer
switch connected to a generator intended to provide power for an emergency or standby
system.

In Exhibit 250.6, the neutral conductor from the generator to the load is not disconnected by
the transfer switch. There is a direct electrical connection between the normal grounded system
conductor (neutral) and the generator neutral through the neutral bus in the transfer switch,
thereby grounding the generator neutral. Because the generator is grounded by connection to
the normal system ground, it is not a separately derived system, and there are no requirements
for grounding the neutral at the generator. Under these conditions, it is necessary to run an
equipment grounding conductor from the service equipment to the 3-pole transfer switch and
from the 3-pole transfer switch to the generator. This can be in the form of any of the items
listed in 250.118. 

Exhibit 250.6 A 208Y/120-volt, 3-phase, 4-wire system that has a direct electrical
connection of the grounded circuit conductor (neutral) to the generator and is therefore

not considered a separately derived system. 



Exhibit 250.7 A 208Y/120-volt, 3-phase, 4-wire system that does not have a direct
electrical connection of the grounded circuit conductor (neutral) to the generator and is

therefore considered a separately derived system.

In Exhibit 250.7, the grounded conductor (neutral) is connected to the switching contacts of a
4-pole transfer switch. Therefore, the generator system does not have a direct electrical
connection to the other supply system grounded conductor (neutral), and the system supplied
by the generator is considered separately derived. This separately derived system (3-phase,
4-wire, wye-connected system that supplies line-to-neutral loads) is required to be grounded in
accordance with 250.20(B) and 250.20(D). The methods for grounding the system are
specified in 250.30(A).

Section 250.30(A)(1) requires separately derived systems to have a system bonding jumper
connected between the generator frame and the grounded circuit conductor (neutral). The
grounding electrode conductor from the generator is required to be connected to a grounding
electrode. This conductor should be located as close to the generator as practicable, according
to 250.30(A)(4). If the generator is in a building, the preferred grounding electrode is required
to be one of the following, depending on which grounding electrode is closest to the generator
location: (1) effectively grounded structural metal member or (2) the first 5 ft of water pipe
into a building where the piping is effectively grounded. (The exception to 250.52(A)(1)
permits the grounding connection to the water piping beyond the first 5 ft.) For buildings or
structures in which the preferred electrodes are not available, the choice can be made from any
of the grounding electrodes specified in 250.52(A)(3) through 250.52(A)(7).

FPN No. 2: For systems that are not separately derived and are not required to be grounded as specified in
250.30, see 445.13 for minimum size of conductors that must carry fault current.

(E) Impedance Grounded Neutral Systems Impedance grounded neutral systems shall be
grounded in accordance with 250.36 or 250.186.

250.30 Grounding Separately Derived Alternating-Current Systems
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(A) Grounded Systems A separately derived ac system that is grounded shall comply with
250.30(A)(1) through (A)(8). A grounding connection shall not be made to any grounded circuit
conductor on the load side of the point of grounding of the separately derived system except as
otherwise permitted in this article.

FPN: See 250.32 for connections at separate buildings or structures, and 250.142 for use of the grounded
circuit conductor for grounding equipment.

Exception: Impedance grounded neutral system grounding connections shall be made as
specified in 250.36 or 250.186.

Section 250.30(A) provides the requirements for bonding and grounding the separately derived
systems described in 250.20(D). A separately derived system is defined in Article 100 as a
premises wiring system in which power is derived from a battery, a solar photovoltaic system,
a generator, a transformer, or converter windings. It has no direct electrical connection,
including a solidly connected grounded circuit conductor, to supply conductors originating in
another system.

The requirements of 250.30 are commonly applied to 480-volt transformers that transform a
480-volt supply to a 208Y/120-volt system for lighting and appliance loads. These
requirements provide for a low-impedance path to ground so that line-to-ground faults on
circuits supplied by the transformer result in a sufficient amount of current to operate the
overcurrent devices. These requirements also apply to generators or systems that are derived
from converter windings, although these systems do not have the same wide use as separately
derived systems that are derived from transformers.

(1) System Bonding Jumper An unspliced system bonding jumper in compliance with
250.28(A) through (D) that is sized based on the derived phase conductors shall be used to
connect the equipment grounding conductors of the separately derived system to the grounded
conductor. This connection shall be made at any single point on the separately derived system
from the source to the first system disconnecting means or overcurrent device, or it shall be
made at the source of a separately derived system that has no disconnecting means or
overcurrent devices.

Where a separately derived system provides a grounded conductor, a system bonding jumper
must be installed to connect the equipment grounding conductors to the grounded conductor.
Equipment grounding conductors are connected to the grounding electrode system by the
grounding electrode conductor. The system bonding jumper is sized according to 250.28(D)
and may be located at any point between the source terminals (transformer, generator, etc.) and
the first disconnecting means or overcurrent device. See the commentary following 250.28(D)
for further information on sizing the system bonding jumper.

Exception No. 1: For separately derived systems that are dual fed (double ended) in a common
enclosure or grouped together in separate enclosures and employing a secondary tie, a single
system bonding jumper connection to the tie point of the grounded circuit conductors from each
power source shall be permitted.

Exception No. 2: A system bonding jumper at both the source and the first disconnecting means
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shall be permitted where doing so does not establish a parallel path for the grounded
conductor. Where a grounded conductor is used in this manner, it shall not be smaller than the
size specified for the system bonding jumper but shall not be required to be larger than the
ungrounded conductor(s). For the purposes of this exception, connection through the earth
shall not be considered as providing a parallel path.

Exception No. 3: The size of the system bonding jumper for a system that supplies a Class 1,
Class 2, or Class 3 circuit, and is derived from a transformer rated not more than 1000
volt-amperes, shall not be smaller than the derived phase conductors and shall not be smaller
than 14 AWG copper or 12 AWG aluminum.

Section 250.30(A)(1) requires the system bonding jumper to be not smaller than the sizes
given in Table 250.66, that is, not smaller than 8 AWG copper. Exception No. 3 to
250.30(A)(1) permits a system bonding jumper for a Class 1, Class 2, or Class 3 circuit to be
not smaller than 14 AWG copper or 12 AWG aluminum.

(2) Equipment Bonding Jumper Size Where a bonding jumper of the wire type is run with the
derived phase conductors from the source of a separately derived system to the first
disconnecting means, it shall be sized in accordance with 250.102(C), based on the size of the
derived phase conductors.

(3) Grounding Electrode Conductor, Single Separately Derived System A grounding
electrode conductor for a single separately derived system shall be sized in accordance with
250.66 for the derived phase conductors and shall be used to connect the grounded conductor of
the derived system to the grounding electrode as specified in 250.30(A)(7). This connection
shall be made at the same point on the separately derived system where the system bonding
jumper is installed.

Exception No. 1: Where the system bonding jumper specified in 250.30(A)(1) is a wire or
busbar, it shall be permitted to connect the grounding electrode conductor to the equipment
grounding terminal, bar, or bus, provided the equipment grounding terminal, bar, or bus is of
sufficient size for the separately derived system.

Exception No. 2: Where a separately derived system originates in listed equipment suitable as
service equipment, the grounding electrode conductor from the service or feeder equipment to
the grounding electrode shall be permitted as the grounding electrode conductor for the
separately derived system, provided the grounding electrode conductor is of sufficient size for
the separately derived system. Where the equipment ground bus internal to the equipment is not
smaller than the required grounding electrode conductor for the separately derived system, the
grounding electrode connection for the separately derived system shall be permitted to be made
to the bus.

Exception No. 3: A grounding electrode conductor shall not be required for a system that
supplies a Class 1, Class 2, or Class 3 circuit and is derived from a transformer rated not more
than 1000 volt-amperes, provided the grounded conductor is bonded to the transformer frame
or enclosure by a jumper sized in accordance with 250.30(A)(1), Exception No. 3, and the
transformer frame or enclosure is grounded by one of the means specified in 250.134.



If a separately derived system is required to be grounded, the conductor to be grounded is
allowed to be connected to the grounding electrode system at any location between the source
terminals (transformer, generator, etc.) and the first disconnecting means or overcurrent
device. The location of the grounding electrode conductor connection to the grounded
conductor must be at the same point as where the bonding jumper is connected to the grounded
conductor. By establishing a common point of connection, normal neutral current will be
carried only on the system grounded conductor. Metal raceways, piping systems, and structural
steel must not provide a parallel circuit for neutral current. Exhibits 250.13 and  250.14
illustrate examples of grounding electrode connections for separately derived systems. 

Exhibit 250.13 A grounding arrangement for a separately derived system in which the
grounding electrode conductor connection is made at the transformer. 



Exhibit 250.14 A grounding arrangement for a separately derived system in which the
grounding electrode conductor connection is made at the first disconnecting means.

(4) Grounding Electrode Conductor, Multiple Separately Derived Systems Where more
than one separately derived system is installed, it shall be permissible to connect a tap from
each separately derived system to a common grounding electrode conductor. Each tap
conductor shall connect the grounded conductor of the separately derived system to the
common grounding electrode conductor. The grounding electrode conductors and taps shall
comply with 250.30(A)(4)(a) through (A)(4)(c).

Exception No. 1: Where the system bonding jumper specified in 250.30(A)(1) is a wire or
busbar, it shall be permitted to connect the grounding electrode conductor to the equipment
grounding terminal, bar, or bus, provided the equipment grounding terminal, bar, or bus is of
sufficient size for the separately derived system.

Exception No. 2: A grounding electrode conductor shall not be required for a system that
supplies a Class 1, Class 2, or Class 3 circuit and is derived from a transformer rated not more
than 1000 volt-amperes, provided the system grounded conductor is bonded to the transformer
frame or enclosure by a jumper sized in accordance with 250.30(A)(1), Exception No. 3 and the
transformer frame or enclosure is grounded by one of the means specified in 250.134. 

(a)      Common Grounding Electrode Conductor Size. The common grounding electrode
conductor shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum. 

(b)      Tap Conductor Size. Each tap conductor shall be sized in accordance with 250.66 based
on the derived phase conductors of the separately derived system it serves. 

Exception: Where a separately derived system originates in listed equipment suitable as service
equipment, the grounding electrode conductor from the service or feeder equipment to the



grounding electrode shall be permitted as the grounding electrode conductor for the separately
derived system, provided the grounding electrode conductor is of sufficient size for the
separately derived system. Where the equipment ground bus internal to the equipment is not
smaller than the required grounding electrode conductor for the separately derived system, the
grounding electrode connection for the separately derived system shall be permitted to be made
to the bus. 

(3)      Connections. All tap connections to the common grounding electrode conductor shall be
made at an accessible location by one of the following methods:  

(1)  A listed connector. 

(2)  Listed connections to aluminum or copper busbars not less than 6 mm × 50 mm ( 1/ 4
in. × 2 in.). Where aluminum busbars are used, the installation shall comply with
250.64(A). 

(3)  By the exothermic welding process.

Tap conductors shall be connected to the common grounding electrode conductor in such a
manner that the common grounding electrode conductor remains without a splice or joint.

A common grounding electrode conductor serving several separately derived systems is
permitted instead of installing separate individual grounding electrode conductors from each
separately derived system to the grounding electrode system. A tapped grounding electrode
conductor is installed from the common grounding electrode conductor to the point of
connection to the individual separately derived system grounded conductor. This tap is sized
from Table 250.66 based on the size of the ungrounded conductors for that individual
separately derived system.

The sizing requirement for the common grounding electrode conductor was revised for the
2005 Code. So that the grounding electrode conductor always has sufficient size to
accommodate the multiple separately derived systems that it serves, the minimum size for this
conductor is now 3/0 AWG copper or 250-kcmil aluminum. Note that this new minimum size
for the common grounding electrode conductor correlates with the maximum size grounding
electrode conductor required by Table 250.66; therefore, the 3/0 AWG copper or 250-kcmil
aluminum becomes the maximum size required for the common grounding electrode
conductor. The sizing requirement for the common grounding electrode conductor is specified
in 250.30(A)(4)(a), and the sizing requirement for the individual taps to the common
grounding electrode conductor is specified in 250.30(A)(4)(b). The rules covering the method
of connection of the tap conductor to the common grounding electrode conductor are specified
in 250.30(A)(4)(c). The following example, together with Exhibit 250.15, illustrates this new
permitted installation method.

Example

A large post-and-beam loft-type building is being renovated for use as an office building. The
building is being furnished with four 45-kVA, 480 to 120/208-volt, 3-phase, 4-wire,
wye-connected transformers. Each transformer secondary supplies an adjacent 150-ampere



main circuit breaker panelboard using 1/0 AWG, Type THHN copper conductors. The
transformers are strategically placed throughout the building to facilitate efficient distribution.
Because the building contains no effectively grounded structural steel, each transformer
secondary must be grounded to the water service electrode within the first 5 ft of entry into the
building. A common grounding electrode conductor has been selected as the method to
connect all the transformers to the grounding electrode system.

What is the minimum-size common grounding electrode conductor that must be used to
connect the four transformers to the grounding electrode system? What is the minimum-size
grounding electrode conductor to connect each of the four transformers to the common
grounding electrode conductor?

Solution

STEP 1.

Determine the minimum size for the common grounding electrode conductor. In accordance
with 250.30(A)(4)(a), the minimum size required is 3/0 copper or 250-kcmil aluminum. No
calculation is necessary, and the common grounding electrode conductor does not have to be
sized larger than specified by this requirement. Additional transformers installed in the
building can be connected to this common grounding electrode conductor, and no increase in
its size is required.

STEP 2.

Determine the size of each individual grounding electrode tap conductor for each of the
separately derived systems. According to Table 250.66, a 1/0 AWG copper derived phase
conductor requires a conductor not smaller than 6 AWG copper for each transformer
grounding electrode tap conductor. This individual grounding electrode conductor will be used
as the permitted tap conductor and will run from the conductor to be grounded of each
separately derived system to a connection point located on the common grounding electrode
conductor. This conductor is labeled ``Conductor B'' in Exhibit 250.15. 



Exhibit 250.15 The grounding arrangement for multiple separately derived systems
using taps from a common grounding electrode conductor, according to 250.30(A)(4)(a)

and 250.30(A)(4)(b).

(5) Installation The installation of all grounding electrode conductors shall comply with
250.64(A), (B), (C), and (E).

(6) Bonding Structural steel and metal piping shall be bonded in accordance with 250.104(D).

(7) Grounding Electrode The grounding electrode shall be as near as practicable to and
preferably in the same area as the grounding electrode conductor connection to the system. The
grounding electrode shall be the nearest one of the following: 

(1)      Metal water pipe grounding electrode as specified in 250.52(A)(1) 

(2)      Structural metal grounding electrode as specified in 250.52(A)(2)

Exception No. 1: Any of the other electrodes identified in 250.52(A) shall be used where the
electrodes specified by 250.30(A)(7) are not available.

Exception No. 2 to (1) and (2): Where a separately derived system originates in listed
equipment suitable for use as service equipment, the grounding electrode used for the service
or feeder equipment shall be permitted as the grounding electrode for the separately derived
system.



FPN: See 250.104(D) for bonding requirements of interior metal water piping in the area served by
separately derived systems.

Section 250.30(A)(7) requires that the grounding electrode be as near as is practicable to the
grounding conductor connection to the system to minimize the impedance to ground. If an
effectively grounded structural metal member of the building structure or an effectively
grounded metal water pipe is available nearby, 250.30(A)(7) requires that it be used as the
grounding electrode. For example, where a transformer is installed on the fiftieth floor, the
grounding electrode conductor is not required to be run to the service grounding electrode
system. However, where an effectively grounded metal water pipe is used as an electrode for a
separately derived system, 250.52(A) specifies that only the first 5 ft of water piping entering
the building can be used as a grounding electrode. Therefore, the grounding electrode
conductor connection to the metal water piping must be made at some point on this first 5 ft of
piping.

Concern over the use of nonmetallic piping or fittings is the basis for the ``within 5 ft''
requirement. Where the piping system is located in an industrial or commercial building and is
serviced only by qualified persons and the entire length that will be used as an electrode is
exposed, the connection may be made at any point on the piping system.

The practice of grounding the secondary of an isolating transformer to a ground rod or running
the grounding electrode conductor back to the service ground (usually to reduce electrical
noise on data processing systems) is not permitted where either of the electrodes covered in
item (1) or item (2) of 250.30(A)(7) is available. However, an isolation transformer that is part
of a listed power supply for a data processing room is not required to be grounded in
accordance with 250.30(A)(7), but it must be grounded in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions.

Exhibit 250.13 and Exhibit 250.14 are typical wiring diagrams for dry-type transformers
supplied from a 480-volt, 3-phase feeder to derive a 208Y/120-volt or 480Y/277-volt
secondary. As indicated in 250.30(A)(1), the bonding jumper connection is required to be
sized according to 250.28(D). In Exhibit 250.13, this connection is made at the source of the
separately derived system, in the transformer enclosure. In Exhibit 250.14, the bonding jumper
connection is made at the first disconnecting means. With the grounding electrode conductor,
the bonding jumper, and the bonding of the grounded circuit conductor (neutral) connected as
shown, line-to-ground fault currents are able to return to the supply source through a short,
low-impedance path. A path of lower impedance is provided that facilitates the operation of
overcurrent devices, in accordance with 250.4(A)(5). The grounding electrode conductor from
the secondary grounded circuit conductor is sized according to Table 250.66.

(8) Grounded Conductor Where a grounded conductor is installed and the system bonding
jumper is not located at the source of the separately derived system, 250.30(A)(8)(a), (A)(8)(b),
and (A)(8)(c) shall apply. 

(a)      Routing and Sizing. This conductor shall be routed with the derived phase conductors and
shall not be smaller than the required grounding electrode conductor specified in Table
250.66 but shall not be required to be larger than the largest ungrounded derived phase



conductor. In addition, for phase conductors larger than 1100 kcmil copper or 1750 kcmil
aluminum, the grounded conductor shall not be smaller than 12 1/ 2percent of the area of
the largest derived phase conductor. The grounded conductor of a 3-phase, 3-wire delta
system shall have an ampacity not less than that of the ungrounded conductors. 

(b)      Parallel Conductors. Where the derived phase conductors are installed in parallel, the size
of the grounded conductor shall be based on the total circular mil area of the parallel
conductors, as indicated in this section. Where installed in two or more raceways, the size
of the grounded conductor in each raceway shall be based on the size of the ungrounded
conductors in the raceway but not smaller than 1/0 AWG. 

FPN: See 310.4 for grounded conductors connected in parallel. 

(c)      Impedance Grounded System. The grounded conductor of an impedance grounded neutral
system shall be installed in accordance with 250.36 or 250.186.

(B) Ungrounded Systems The equipment of an ungrounded separately derived system shall be
grounded as specified in 250.30(B)(1) and (B)(2).

(1) Grounding Electrode Conductor A grounding electrode conductor, sized in accordance
with 250.66 for the derived phase conductors, shall be used to connect the metal enclosures of
the derived system to the grounding electrode as specified in 250.30(B)(2). This connection
shall be made at any point on the separately derived system from the source to the first system
disconnecting means.

For ungrounded separately derived systems, a grounding electrode conductor is required to be
connected to the metal enclosure of the system disconnecting means. The grounding electrode
conductor is sized from Table 250.66 based on the largest ungrounded supply conductor. This
connection establishes a reference to ground for all exposed non–current-carrying metal
equipment supplied from the ungrounded system. The equipment grounding conductors of
circuits supplied from the ungrounded system are connected to ground via this grounding
electrode conductor connection.

(2) Grounding Electrode Except as permitted by 250.34 for portable and vehicle-mounted
generators, the grounding electrode shall comply with 250.30(A)(7).

250.36 High-Impedance Grounded Neutral Systems

High-impedance grounded neutral systems in which a grounding impedance, usually a resistor,
limits the ground-fault current to a low value shall be permitted for 3-phase ac systems of 480
volts to 1000 volts where all the following conditions are met: 

(1)      The conditions of maintenance and supervision ensure that only qualified persons service
the installation. 

(2)      Continuity of power is required. 

(3)      Ground detectors are installed on the system. 

(4)      Line-to-neutral loads are not served.



Section 250.36 covers high-impedance grounded neutral systems of 480 to 1000 volts.
Systems rated over 1000 volts are covered in 250.186. For information on the differences
between solidly grounded systems and high-impedance grounded neutral systems, see
``Grounding for Emergency and Standby Power Systems,'' by Robert B. West, IEEE
Transactions on Industry Applications, Vol. IA-15, No. 2, March/April 1979.

As the schematic diagram in Exhibit 250.20 shows, a high-impedance grounded neutral system
is designed to minimize the amount of fault current during a ground fault. The grounding
impedance is usually selected to limit fault current to a value that is slightly greater than or
equal to the capacitive charging current. This system is used where continuity of power is
required. Therefore, a ground fault results in an alarm condition rather than in the tripping of a
circuit breaker, which allows a safe and orderly shutdown of a process in which a non-orderly
shutdown can introduce additional or increased hazards. 

Exhibit 250.20 Schematic diagram of a high-impedance grounded neutral system.

High-impedance grounded neutral systems shall comply with the provisions of 250.36(A)
through (G).

(A) Grounding Impedance Location The grounding impedance shall be installed between the
grounding electrode conductor and the system neutral. Where a neutral is not available, the
grounding impedance shall be installed between the grounding electrode conductor and the
neutral derived from a grounding transformer.

(B) Neutral Conductor The neutral conductor from the neutral point of the transformer or
generator to its connection point to the grounding impedance shall be fully insulated.

The neutral conductor shall have an ampacity of not less than the maximum current rating of
the grounding impedance. In no case shall the neutral conductor be smaller than 8 AWG copper
or 6 AWG aluminum or copper-clad aluminum.



The current through the neutral conductor is limited by the grounding impedance. Therefore,
the neutral conductor is not required to be sized to carry high-fault current. The neutral
conductor cannot be smaller than 8 AWG copper or 6 AWG aluminum.

(C) System Neutral Connection The system neutral conductor shall not be connected to
ground except through the grounding impedance.

FPN: The impedance is normally selected to limit the ground-fault current to a value slightly greater than or
equal to the capacitive charging current of the system. This value of impedance will also limit transient
overvoltages to safe values. For guidance, refer to criteria for limiting transient overvoltages in ANSI/IEEE
142-1991, Recommended Practice for Grounding of Industrial and Commercial Power Systems.

Additional information can be found in ``Charging Current Data for Guesswork-Free Design
of High-Resistance Grounded Systems,'' by D. S. Baker, IEEE Transactions on Industry
Applications, Vol. IA-15, No. 2, March/April 1979; and ``High-Resistance Grounding,'' by
Baldwin Bridger, Jr., IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications, Vol. IA-19, No. 1,
January/February 1983.

(D) Neutral Conductor Routing The conductor connecting the neutral point of the transformer
or generator to the grounding impedance shall be permitted to be installed in a separate
raceway. It shall not be required to run this conductor with the phase conductors to the first
system disconnecting means or overcurrent device.

(E) Equipment Bonding Jumper The equipment bonding jumper (the connection between the
equipment grounding conductors and the grounding impedance) shall be an unspliced
conductor run from the first system disconnecting means or overcurrent device to the grounded
side of the grounding impedance.

(F) Grounding Electrode Conductor Location The grounding electrode conductor shall be
attached at any point from the grounded side of the grounding impedance to the equipment
grounding connection at the service equipment or first system disconnecting means.

(G) Equipment Bonding Jumper Size The equipment bonding jumper shall be sized in
accordance with (1) or (2) as follows: 

(1)      Where the grounding electrode conductor connection is made at the grounding
impedance, the equipment bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance with 250.66,
based on the size of the service entrance conductors for a service or the derived phase
conductors for a separately derived system. 

(2)      Where the grounding electrode conductor is connected at the first system disconnecting
means or overcurrent device, the equipment bonding jumper shall be sized the same as
the neutral conductor in 250.36(B).



pendent grounding system. This practice is very dan-
gerous and violates the NEC because the earth will not
provide the low-impedance path necessary to clear a
ground fault [250.4(A)(5)]. See 250.54 for the proper
application of a supplementary electrode and 250.96(D)
and 250.146(D) for the requirements of isolated equip-
ment grounding (bonding) conductors for sensitive elec-
tronic equipment. Figure 250-46 250.8 Termination of Grounding and Bonding

Conductors

Equipment grounding (bonding) conductors, grounding
electrode conductors and bonding jumpers shall terminate by
exothermic welding, listed pressure connectors of the set screw or
compression type, listed clamps, or other listed fittings. Sheet-
metal screws shall not be used for the termination of grounding
(or bonding) conductors. Figure 250-47
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250.10 Protection of Grounding Fittings

Ground clamps and other grounding fittings shall be pro-
tected from physical damage by:

(1) Locating the grounding fitting where they are not like-
ly to be damaged 

(2) Enclosing the grounding fittings in metal, wood, or
equivalent protective covering

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: Grounding fittings are
permitted to be buried or encased in concrete if installed
in accordance with 250.53(G), 250.68(A) Ex. and
250.70.

250.12 Clean Surface

Nonconductive coatings such as paint, lacquer and enamel
shall be removed on equipment to be grounded or bonded to
ensure good electrical continuity, or the termination fittings shall
be designed so as to make such removal unnecessary [250.53(A)
and 250.96(A)].

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: Some feel that “tarnish”
on copper water pipe should be removed before mak-
ing a grounding termination. This is a judgment call by
the AHJ.

Part II. System and Equipment Grounding

250.20 Alternating-Current Systems to be Grounded

System (power supply) grounding is the intentional connec-
tion of one terminal of a power supply to the earth for the purpose
of stabilizing the phase-to-earth voltage during normal operation
[250.4(A)(1)].

(A) AC Circuits of Less than 50V. Alternating-current circuits
supplied from a transformer that operate at less than 50V are
not required to be grounded unless:

(1) The primary is supplied from a 277V or 480V circuit.

(2) The primary is supplied from an ungrounded power
supply.

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: Typically, circuits operat-
ing at less than 50V are not grounded because they are
not supplied from a 277V or 480V system, nor are they
supplied from an ungrounded system. Figure 250-48

(B) AC Systems Over 50V. Alternating-current systems over
50V that require a grounded (neutral) conductor shall have
the grounded neutral terminal of the power supply grounded

to earth in accordance with 250.4(A)(1) and 250.30(A)(1).
Such systems include: Figure 250-49

• 120V or 120/240V single-phase systems

• 208Y/120V or 480Y/277V, 4-wire, 3-phase, wye-con-
nected systems

• 120/240V 4-wire, 3-phase, delta-connected systems

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: Other power supply sys-
tems, such as a corner-grounded delta-connected sys-
tem, are permitted to be grounded [250.26(4)], but this
is beyond the scope of this book.
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(D) Separately Derived Systems. Separately derived systems,
which are required to be grounded by 250.20(A) or (B),
shall be grounded (and bonded) in accordance with the
requirements contained in 250.30. 

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: According to Article 100,
a separately derived system is a premises wiring system
that has no direct electrical connection between the sys-
tems, including the grounded (neutral) conductor.
Transformers are typically separately derived because
the primary and secondary conductors are electrically
isolated from each other. Generators that supply a trans-
fer switch that opens the grounded (neutral) conductor
are also separately derived. Figure 250-50

FPN 1: A generator is not a separately derived system if the

grounded (neutral) conductor from the generator is solidly

connected to the supply system grounded (neutral) conduc-

tor. In other words, if the transfer switch does not open the

neutral conductor, then the generator will not be a sepa-

rately derived system. Figure 250-51

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: This fine print note points
out that when a generator is not a separately derived
system, the grounding and bonding requirements con-
tained in 250.30 do not apply and a neutral-to-case
connection shall not be made at the generator [250.6(A)
and 250.142].

FPN 2: If the generator transfer switch does not open the

grounded (neutral) conductor, then the grounded (neutral)

conductor will be required to carry fault current back to the

generator. Under this condition, the grounded (neutral) con-

ductor shall be sized no smaller than required for the

unbalanced load by 220.22 and in addition, it shall be

sized no smaller than required by 250.24(B) [445.13].

Figure 250-52
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250.24 Grounding and Bonding at Service Equipment

The metal parts of electrical equipment shall be grounded to
earth to protect persons from electric shock and to protect prop-
erty from fires by limiting voltage on the metal parts from light-
ning [250.4(A)(2)].

(A) Grounding. Services supplied from a grounded utility
transformer shall have the grounded (neutral) conductor
grounded to any of the following grounding electrodes:

• Metal Underground Water Pipe [250.52(A)(1)]

• Effectively Grounded Metal Frame of the Building or
Structure [250.52(A)(2)]

• Concrete-Encased Grounding Electrode [250.52(A)(3)]

• Ground Ring [250.52(A)(4)]

Where none of the above grounding electrodes are available,
then one or more of the following grounding electrodes shall
be installed:

• Ground Rod [250.52(A)(5)]

• Grounding Plate Electrodes 250.52(A)(6)]

• Other Local Metal Underground Systems or Structures
[250.52(A)(7)]

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: The grounding of the
grounded (neutral) conductor to earth at service equip-
ment is intended to help the utility limit the voltage
imposed by lightning, line surges, or unintentional con-
tact with higher-voltage lines by shunting potentially
dangerous energy into the earth. In addition, grounding
of the grounded (neutral) conductor to earth helps the
electric utility clear high-voltage ground faults when they
occur.

(1) Accessible Location. A grounding electrode conductor
shall connect the grounded (neutral) conductor at service
equipment to the grounding electrode. This connection
shall be at any accessible location, from the load end of
the service drop or service lateral, up to and including the
service disconnecting means. Figure 250-53

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: Some inspectors require
the grounding electrode conductor to terminate to the
grounded (neutral) conductor at the meter enclosure and
others require this connection at the service disconnect.
However, the Code allows this grounding connection at
either the meter enclosure or the service disconnect.

(4) Main Bonding Jumper. The grounding electrode con-
ductor can terminate to the equipment grounding termi-
nal, if the equipment grounding terminal is bonded to
the service equipment enclosure [250.28].

(5) Load-Side Bonding Connections. A neutral-to-case
bond shall not be made on the load side of the service
disconnecting means, except as permitted in
250.30(A)(1) for separately derived systems,
250.32(B)(2) for separate buildings, or 250.142(B) Ex.
2 for meter enclosures. Figure 250-54

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: If a neutral-to-case bond
is made on the load side of service equipment, objec-
tionable neutral current will flow on conductive metal
parts of electrical equipment in violation of 250.6(A)
[250.142]. Objectionable current on metal parts of
electrical equipment can create a condition where
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electric shock and even death from ventricular fibrillation
can occur if a neutral-to-case connection is made.
Figure 250-55

(B) Grounded (neutral) Conductor Brought to Each Service.
Because electric utilities are not required to install an equip-
ment grounding (bonding) conductor, services supplied
from a grounded utility transformer shall have a grounded
(neutral) conductor run from the electric utility transformer

to each service disconnecting means. The grounded (neu-
tral) conductor shall be bonded to the enclosure of each dis-
connecting means. Figures 250-56 and 250-57

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: It is critical that the metal
parts of service equipment be bonded to the grounded
(neutral) conductor (effective ground-fault current path)
to ensure that dangerous voltage from a ground fault will
be quickly removed [250.4(A)(3) and 250.4(A)(5)]. To
accomplish this, the grounded (neutral) conductor shall
be run to service equipment from the electric utility, even
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when there are no line-to-neutral loads being supplied!
Figure 250-58

DANGER: If the grounded (neutral) service conduc-
tor is not run between the electric utility and service
equipment, there would be no low-impedance effec-
tive ground-fault current path. In the event of a
ground fault, the circuit protection device will not
open and metal parts will remain energized. Figure
250-59

(1) Minimum Size Grounded (neutral) Conductor.
Because the grounded (neutral) service conductor is
required to serve as the effective ground-fault current
path, it shall be sized so that it can safely carry the max-
imum ground-fault current likely to be imposed on it
[110.10 and 250.4(A)(5)]. This is accomplished by siz-
ing the grounded (neutral) conductor in accordance
with Table 250.66, based on the total area of the largest
ungrounded conductor. In addition, the grounded (neu-
tral) conductors shall have the capacity to carry the
maximum unbalanced neutral current in accordance
with 220.22. Figure 250-60

Question: What is the minimum size grounded (neutral)
service conductor required for a 400A, 3-phase, 480V serv-
ice where the ungrounded service conductors are 500 kcmil
and the maximum unbalanced load is 100A? Figure 250-61

(a) 3 AWG (b) 2 AWG

(c) 1 AWG (d) 1/0 AWG

Answer: (d) 1/0 AWG

Table 250.66 = 1/0 AWG. The unbalanced load requires a 3
AWG rated for 100A in accordance with Table 310.16, but
1/0 AWG is required to accommodate the maximum possi-
ble fault current [310.4]. At the service, the grounded (neu-
tral) conductor also serves as the effective ground-fault cur-
rent path to the power source.
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(2) Parallel Grounded Conductor. Where service con-
ductors are installed in parallel, a grounded (neutral)
conductor shall be installed in each raceway, and each
grounded (neutral) conductor shall be sized in accor-
dance with Table 250.66 based on the size of the largest
ungrounded conductor in the raceway. 

Question: What is the minimum size grounded (neutral)
service conductor required for an 800A, 480V, 3Ø service
installed in two raceways, if the maximum unbalanced neu-
tral load is 100A? The ungrounded service conductors in
each raceway are 500 kcmil. Figure 250-62

(a) 3 AWG (b) 2 AWG

(c) 1 AWG (d) 1/0 AWG

Answer: (d) 1/0 AWG per raceway, 310.4 and Table 250.66

Danger of Open Service Neutral

The bonding of the grounded (neutral) conductor to the
service disconnect enclosure creates a condition where ground
faults can be quickly cleared and the elevated voltage on the metal
parts will not be much more than a few volts. Figure 250-63

Shock Hazard. However, if the grounded (neutral) service
conductor, which serves as the effective ground-fault current path,
is opened, a ground fault cannot be cleared and the metal parts of
electrical equipment, as well as metal piping and structural steel,
will become and remain energized providing the potential for
electric shock. Figure 250-64

When the service grounded (neutral) conductor is open,
objectionable neutral current flows onto the metal parts of the
electrical system because a neutral-to-case connection (main
bonding jumper) is made at service equipment. Under this condi-
tion, dangerous voltage will be present on the metal parts provid-
ing the potential for electric shock as well as fires. This danger-
ous electrical shock condition is of particular concern in buildings
with pools, spas and hot tubs. Figure 250-65
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AUTHOR’S COMMENT: To determine the actual
voltage on the metal parts from an open service ground-
ed (neutral) conductor, you need to do some fancy math
calculations with a spreadsheet to accommodate the
variable conditions. Visit www.NECcode.com and go to
the Free Stuff link to download a spreadsheet for this
purpose.

Fire Hazard. If the grounded (neutral) service conductor is
open, neutral current flows onto the metal parts of the electrical

system. When this occurs in a wood frame construction building
or structure, neutral current seeking a return path to the power
supply travels into moist wood members. After many years of this
current flow, the wood can be converted into charcoal (wood with
no moisture) because of the neutral current flow, which can result
in a fire. This condition is called pyroforic-carbonization. Figure
250-66

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: We can’t create an
acceptable graphic to demonstrate how pyroforic-car-
bonization causes a fire by an open service neutral.
However, if you would like to order a video showing
actual fires caused by pyroforic-carbonization, call 1-
888-NEC-CODE.

250.28 Main Bonding Jumper

At service equipment, a main bonding jumper shall bond the
metal service disconnect enclosure to the grounded (neutral) con-
ductor. When equipment is listed for use as service equipment as
required by 230.66, the main bonding jumper will be supplied by
the equipment manufacturer [408.3(C)]. Figure 250-67

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: The main bonding
jumper serves two very important needs. First, it estab-
lishes a connection between the equipment enclosure
and the earth through the grounding electrode conduc-
tor to dissipate lightning and other high-voltage surges
[250.4(A)(2)]. Secondly, it establishes a connection
between the effective ground-fault current path and the
service grounded (neutral) conductor to clear a ground
fault. Figure 250-68
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An effective ground-fault current path cannot be provid-
ed if a main bonding jumper is not installed in an instal-
lation where a CT enclosure is used. The result is that
metal parts of the electrical installation will remain ener-
gized with dangerous voltage from a ground fault. Figure
250-69

(A) Material. The main bonding jumper shall be a wire, bus, or
screw of copper or other corrosion-resistant material.

(B) Construction. Where a main bonding jumper is a screw, the
screw shall be identified with a green finish that shall be vis-
ible with the screw installed.

250.30 Grounding (and Bonding) Separately Derived
Systems

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: A separately derived sys-
tem is a premises wiring system that has no direct elec-
trical connection to conductors originating from another
system. See Article 100 definition and 250.20(D). All
transformers, except an autotransformer, are separately
derived because the primary supply conductors do not
have any direct electrical connection to the secondary
conductors. Figure 250-70

A generator, a converter winding or a solar photovoltaic
system can only be a separately derived system if the
grounded (neutral) conductor is opened in the transfer
switch [250.20(D) FPN 1]. Figure 250-71
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If a generator, which is not part of a separately derived
system, is bonded in accordance with 250.30(A), dan-
gerous objectionable neutral current will flow on the
bonding paths in violation of 250.6(A). Figure 250-72

All online UPS systems are separately derived even if the
input and output voltages are the same. An automatic
transfer switch has no impact on this determination. This
is because an isolation transformer is provided as part of
the module.  Utilize caution when connecting these sys-
tems.

(A) Grounded Systems. Separately derived systems that oper-
ate at over 50V [250.20(A) and 250.112(I)] shall comply
with the bonding and grounding requirements of
250.30(A)(1) through (A)(6). 

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: Bonding the metal parts
on the secondary of the separately derived system to
the secondary grounded (neutral) terminal ensures that
dangerous voltage from a ground fault on the secondary
can be quickly removed by opening the secondary cir-
cuit’s overcurrent protection device [250.2(A)(3)]. In addi-
tion, separately derived systems are grounded to stabi-
lize the line-to-earth voltage during normal operation
[250.4(A)(1)]. Figure 250-73

(1) Bonding Jumper (Neutral-to-Case Connection). To
provide the effective ground-fault current path neces-
sary to clear a ground fault on the secondary side of the
separately derived system, the metal parts of electrical
equipment shall be bonded to the grounded (neutral)
terminal of the separately derived system. The bonding

jumper used for this purpose shall be sized in accor-
dance with Table 250.66 based on the area of the largest
derived ungrounded conductor. Figure 250-74

Question: What size bonding jumper is required for a 45
kVA transformer if the secondary conductors are 3/0 AWG?
Figure 250-75 

(a) 4 AWG (b) 3 AWG

(c) 2 AWG (d) 1 AWG

Answer: (a) 4 AWG, Table 250.66

DANGER: If a bonding jumper is not installed from
the equipment grounding (bonding) conductor to the
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grounded (neutral) terminal of the separately derived
system, then a ground fault cannot be cleared and
the metal parts of electrical equipment, as well as
metal piping and structural steel, will remain ener-
gized providing the potential for electric shock as
well as fires. Figure 250-76

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: The neutral-to-case
bonding jumper establishes the effective ground-fault
current path for the equipment grounding (bonding)
conductor on the secondary and the separately derived
system (secondary). To protect against a primary ground
fault, the primary circuit conductors shall contain an
effective ground-fault current path. Figure 250-77

The point of connection for the separately derived sys-
tem neutral-to-case bond shall be made at the same
location where the separately derived grounding elec-
trode conductor terminates in accordance with
250.30(A)(2)(a). Figure 250-78

The neutral-to-case bond can be made at the source of
a separately derived system or at the first system dis-
connecting means, but not at both locations. Figure
250-79
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CAUTION: The neutral-to-case bond for a separate-
ly derived system cannot be made at more than one
location, because doing so results in a parallel
path(s) for neutral current. Multiple neutral current
return paths to the grounded (neutral) terminal of the
power supply can create dangerous objectionable
current flow on grounding and bonding paths in vio-
lation of 250.6 and 250.142(A). Figure 250-80

Exception No. 2: The bonding jumper for a system rated not
more than 1,000 VA shall not be smaller than the derived
phase conductors, and shall not be smaller than 14 AWG
copper.

(2) Grounding. To stabilize the line-to-earth voltage dur-
ing normal operation, a grounding electrode conductor
shall ground the separately derived system grounded
(neutral) conductor to a suitable grounding electrode.

(a) Single Separately Derived System. The grounding
electrode conductor for a single separately derived
system shall be sized in accordance with 250.66,
based on the area of the largest separately derived
ungrounded conductor. This conductor shall
ground the grounded (neutral) conductor of the
separately derived system to a suitable grounding
electrode as specified in 250.30(A)(4). Figure
250-81

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: The grounding electrode
conductor connection shall terminate directly to the
grounded (neutral) terminal, not to the separately
derived system enclosure.

To prevent objectionable current from flowing on
grounding and bonding conductors, the grounding
electrode conductor shall terminate at the same
point on the separately derived system where the
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neutral-to-case bonding jumper is installed.
Figure 250-82

Exception: A grounding electrode conductor is not required
for a system rated not more than 1,000 VA. However, the sys-
tem shall be bonded in accordance with 250.30(A)(1) Ex. 2.

(b) Multiple Separately Derived Systems. Where
multiple separately derived systems are grounded
to a common grounding electrode conductor as
provided in 250.30(A)(3), the common grounding
electrode conductor shall be sized in accordance
with Table 250.66 based on the total circular mil
area of the separately derived ungrounded con-
ductors from all of the separately derived systems.
Figure 250-83

(3) Grounding Electrode Taps. A grounding electrode tap
from a separately derived system to a common ground-
ing electrode conductor shall be permitted to ground the
grounded (neutral) terminal of the separately derived
system to a common grounding electrode conductor.

(a) Tap Conductor Size. Each grounding electrode tap
conductor shall be sized in accordance with
250.66, based on the size of the largest separately
derived ungrounded conductor of the separately
derived system.

(b) Connections. All grounding electrode tap connec-
tions shall be made at an accessible location by a
listed irreversible compression connector, listed

connections to copper busbars, or by exothermic
welding. Grounding electrode tap conductors
shall be grounded to the common grounding elec-
trode conductor as specified in 250.30(A)(2)(b) in
such a manner that the common grounding elec-
trode conductor is not spliced.

(c) Installation. The common grounding electrode
conductor and the grounding electrode taps to
each separately derived system shall be:

• Copper where within 18 in. of earth
[250.64(A)].

• Securely fastened to the surface on which it is
carried and adequately protected if exposed to
physical damage [250.64(B)].

• Installed in one continuous length without a
splice or joint, unless spliced by irreversible
compression-type connectors listed for the pur-
pose or by the exothermic welding process
[250.64(C)].

• Metal enclosures (such as a raceway) enclosing
a common grounding electrode conductor shall
be made electrically continuous from the point
of attachment to cabinets or equipment to the
grounding electrode and shall be securely
fastened to the ground clamp or fitting
[250.64(E)].
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(4) Grounding Electrode Conductor. The grounding
electrode conductor shall terminate to a suitable
grounding electrode that is located as close as practica-
ble and preferably in the same area as the grounding
electrode conductor termination to the grounded (neu-
tral) conductor. The grounding electrode shall be the
nearest one of the following:

(1) Effectively grounded metal member of the struc-
ture.

(2) Effectively grounded metal water pipe, within 5 ft
from the point of entrance into the building.

Exception: For industrial and commercial buildings where
conditions of maintenance and supervision ensure that only
qualified persons service the installation, the grounding elec-
trode conductor can terminate on the metal water-pipe system
at any point, if the entire length of the interior metal water
pipe that is being used for the grounding electrode is exposed.

(3) Where none of the grounding electrodes as listed in (1)
or (2) above are available, one of the following ground-
ing electrodes shall be used:

• A concrete-encased grounding electrode encased by
at least 2 in. of concrete, located within and near the
bottom of a concrete foundation or footing that is in
direct contact with earth, consisting of at least 20 ft of
one or more bare or zinc galvanized or other electri-
cally conductive coated steel reinforcing bars or rods
of not less than 1/2 in. in diameter, or consisting of at
least 20 ft of bare copper conductor not smaller than
4 AWG [250.52(A)(3)].

• A ground ring encircling the building or structure,
buried at least 30 in., consisting of at least 20 ft of
bare copper conductor not smaller than 2 AWG
[250.52(A)(4) and 250.53(F)].

• A ground rod having not less than 8 ft of contact with
the soil [250.52(A)(5) and 250.53(G)].

• A buried ground plate electrode with not less than 2
sq ft  of exposed surface area [250.52(A)(6)].

• Other metal underground systems or structures, such
as piping systems and underground tanks
[250.52(A)(7)].

FPN: Interior metal water piping in the area served by a sep-

arately derived system shall be bonded to the grounded

(neutral) conductor at the separately derived system in

accordance with the requirements contained in

250.104(A)(4).

(5) Equipment Bonding Jumper Size. Where an equip-
ment bonding jumper is run with the derived phase con-
ductors from the source of a separately derived system
to the first disconnecting means, it shall be sized in
accordance with Table 250.66, based on the total area of
the largest separately derived ungrounded conductors.

(6) Grounded (neutral) Conductor. Where the neutral-to-
case bond is made at the first system disconnecting
means, instead of at the source of the separately derived
system, the following requirements shall apply: Figure
250-84

(a) Routing and Sizing. Because the grounded (neu-
tral) conductor is to serve as the effective ground-
fault current path, the grounded (neutral) conduc-
tor shall be routed with the secondary conductors,
and it shall be sized no smaller than specified in
Table 250.66, based on the largest derived
ungrounded conductor.

(b) Parallel Conductors. If the secondary conductors
are installed in parallel, the grounded (neutral)
secondary conductor in each raceway shall be
sized based on the area of the largest derived
ungrounded conductors in the raceway.

AUTHOR’S COMMENT: When the neutral-to-case
bonding jumper is located in the first system discon-
necting means, the grounding electrode conductor shall
terminate at the same location to prevent objectionable
current from flowing on grounding and bonding paths
[250.30(A)(2)(a)].
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Special Purpose Transformers

 

Non-Ventilated Transformers 

 

For use in contaminated or dust-laden 
environments, indoor or outdoor.

 

Stainless Steel 
Enclosed Transformers 

 

Built for the most severe environ-
ments; featuring superior corrosion 
resistance.

 

Drive Isolation Transformers

 

Specifically designed for the rigorous 
demands of ac and dc motor drive loads.

 

Buck and Boost Transformers

 

Economical space-saving design for 
providing small  changes in voltages 
to match load requirements.

 

Mini Power-Zone

 

®

 

 Transformers

 

Combine transformer and circuit breaker 
distribution panel into one space and labor 
saving unit.

 

NL and NLP Transformers for Non-
Linear Loads 

 

K-factor rated specifically to withstand 
harmonic heating and high neutral 
currents associated with computer 
equipment and other single phase 
electronic loads. 

 

Export Model Transformers

 

Designed to accommodate voltage systems 
world-wide.

 

Shielded Isolation Transformers 

 

Protect sensitive loads from damaging tran-
sients and electrical noise. Models with
filters combine the protection of shielding 
with enhanced low-pass  filters to help con-
trol the most severe electrical noise and 
transients.
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General Purpose Transformers
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Lug Kits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Enclosures and Accessories  . . . . . . . . 27
Enclosure Styles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

 

Other Transformer Products
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Transformer Disconnects . . . . . . . . . . . 36
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WATCHDOG

 

®   

 

Energy-
Efficient Transformers 

 

Low temperature rise for  
energy savings and 
longer life.

 

Control Power Transformers

 

Designed to handle high inrush current associated with contac-
tors and relays; available in a variety of designs to meet the 
needs of panel builders and machinery OEMs.

 

Transformer Disconnects

 

A convenient source of 120V power  that can be used for auxil-
iary or isolated loads such as panel lighting, portable power 
tools, and programmable controller equipment.

 

Motor Starting Autotransformers

 

Designed for medium-duty motor starting service. Available in a 
two- or three-coil design.

 

General Purpose
Transformers

 

High quality standard 
transformers for the major-
ity  of routine lighting and 
power applications.

 

Copper-Wound Transformers

 

To meet specifications or when copper 
windings are preferred.

 

General Purpose Transformers

Other Transformer Products

 

Open Core and Coil Transformers

 

Space-saving, compact design for general applications.  
Available in single- and three- phase.
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For Low Voltage Transformers

 

Product Selection Guidelines

NO

YES

Is more than 20% of load: 3-phase dc, 
variable-frequency electronic motor 
drive, or similar 3-phase rectifier type? 
(See Selection Note 1)

SELECT
3-Phase Drive Isolation

Transformers
Page 25

NO

YES

Is more than 50% of load single-phase 
computers or similar electronic power 
supply loads? 
(See Selection Note 2)

SELECT
Type NL or NLP K-Rated

Transformers
Page 16

NO

YES

Has experience shown that the loads 
require unusual protective measures 
against voltage surges or transients? 
(See Selection Note 3)

SELECT
Shielded Isolation 

Transformers
Page 17

NO

YES

Is higher initial cost justified in order 
to save in long-term energy costs, or 
do you need long-term overload 
capability? (See Selection Note 4)

SELECT
Low Temperature Rise

WATCHDOG® 
Transformers    Page 12

NO

YES

Does the environment contain large 
quantities of dust or airborne 
contaminants, or is moisture present? 
(See Selection Note 5)

SELECT
Non-Ventilated or 

Resin-Filled Transformers
Page 14

NO

YES
Does the specification require 
copper-wound transformers?
(See Selection Note 6)

SELECT
Copper-Wound

Transformers
Page 13

NO

YES
Does the installation require a lower 
audible sound level than standard? 
(See Selection Note 7)

NO

YES
Are loads of an unusual or special 
nature, or is unusual transformer 
construction or performance required?

Contact Your Local
Square D Company

Sales Office

YES

A
C

C
E

S
S

O
R

IE
S

SELECT
General Purpose

Dry Type Transformers
Pages 9-11

Transformer Products

NO

Are ventilated transformers to be 
installed outdoor, or is light water 
spray possible at installation site?

NO

YES

YES

YES

Are ventilated or non-ventilated 
transformers to be ceiling hangar 
mounted?

Are standard mechanical or crimp type 
cable lugs required to be supplied by 
Square D Company?

SELECT
Weathershield 

Accessory
Page 27

SELECT
Ceiling Mounting 

Accessory
Page 27

SELECT
Lug Kit Accessory

Page 26

Accessories
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Product Selection Guidelines

 

Note 1: Drive Isolation Transformers

 

Drive isolation transformers help reduce voltage distortion
caused by ac and dc motor drives. To help reduce drive current
distortion, a minimum of 4% reactance should be specified. In
addition, the isolation created by separate, electrically insulated
secondary windings allows grounding of the load-side neutral.
Grounding helps prevent drive generated common-mode elec-
trical noise from passing upstream into the primary system as it
would with simple line reactors. Three-phase ac and dc drives
cause distorted current to flow in the windings of transformers,
creating additional heating. DC drives in particular have high
current pulses that cause system voltage notching and stress in
transformer windings. Consider this resulting additional heat
and mechanical stress when specifying drive isolation trans-
formers.

 

Selection Criteria Drive Isolation Transformer:

 

The use of standard, general purpose lighting transformers is
not recommended for this application. Make sure that your drive
transformer has been specifically compensated and tested per
UL 1561 procedure for the typical harmonic spectrum for phase
converters defined in IEEE-519. In addition, drive transformers
must be capable of supplying the drive overload requirements
defined as Class B in IEEE-597, and be suitable for 150% load
for one minute occurring once per hour.

 

Note 2: K-Rated Transformers for Non-Linear 
Loads

 

Many types of single-phase loads cause distorted current
waveforms. These loads include common office automation
equipment such as personal computers, copiers, facsimile
machines, and printers. Other similar loads include single-
phase process control systems, lighting controls, UPS systems,
and discharge lighting. If the current distortion is high enough, it
can cause overheating of system neutrals and transformers. To
prevent shortened transformer life expectancy when high har-
monic current conditions exist, K-rated transformers are recom-
mended.

 

Selection Criteria K-Rated Transformer for Non-Linear 
Load:

 

K-rated transformers should never be specified for three-phase
non-linear loads such as motor drives, three phase UPSs, or
any three-phase device with SCR phase-control or static-diode
input circuits. K-rated transformers are evaluated only for the
heating effects of harmonic currents, not for the thermal and
mechanical stress of drive loads. These transformers have dou-
ble-size neutral terminals and, therefore, are intended only for
use in high 3rd harmonic-single phase non-linear loads. For
transformers specifically designed for high 5th and 7th harmon-
ics and current pulse stress of three-phase converter loads, see
Note 1: 

 

Drive Isolation Transformers

 

.

 

Selection Notes

   

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

Do you want to combine primary 
overcurrent protection, transformer, and 
secondary main distribution panel in one 
unit?

Does application require a voltage change 
of less than 26.6% but does not require 
separate insulated windings?

Do you want to combine a branch circuit 
disconnect and transformer for local, single 
phase receptacle loads?

Do you need open core and coil lighting, 
motor starting autotransformers or control 
transformers?

Do you have a specialty OEM or industrial 
transformer application not covered in this 
Selection Guide?

SELECT
Mini Power-Zone

NEMA Type 3R Transformers
Page 24

SELECT
Buck and Boost

Transformers
Page 19

SELECT
Type SK

Transformer Disconnects
Page 36

SELECT FROM
OEM Product Section

Pages 29-35

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL
Square D Company

Sales Office

Small Specialty Products
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Product Selection Guidelines

 

Note 3: Shielded Isolation Transformers

 

Electrostatic shields in transformers divert some types of elec-
trical noise and transients to ground, providing a moderate
amount of load protection from some surges and line distur-
bances. The addition of secondary filters and primary MOV
type surge suppressors provides significant additional protec-
tion, particularly from very high-level transient energies.

 

Selection Criteria Shielded Isolation Transformer:

 

No industry standards exist for testing the performance of elec-
trostatic shields. Many manufacturers use unrealistic test meth-
ods using “dry circuit” unenergized transformers and adjust the
method to provide the best data for their product.  Importantly,
the supplier must perform both ring wave and short rise time
impulse injection tests in actual, energized, loaded, and
grounded installation conditions. NOTE: Isolation transformers
without shields provide excellent transient and noise reduction
when the secondary is grounded in accordance with the
National Electrical Code. 

The introduction of shields in transformers improves transient
and surge protection for some frequencies, but testing has
shown shields can introduce resonances and parasitic oscilla-
tions at other frequencies, particularly in the 150 kHz range typ-
ically found in industrial applications. 

 

In those ranges, shields
can actually amplify the noise and transients, possibly making
power quality problems worse.

 

 For this reason, shielded trans-
formers are not recommended to be routinely supplied in all
applications. Restrict shield use to protecting loads such as
computers, process controls, or other electronic loads from
lighting and switching impulses that have much higher fre-
quency components. Use caution in selecting shielded trans-
formers when the loads share feeders with motor controls,
switches, contactors, or any load generating arcing type tran-
sients on the line. Contact your local Square D field office for
application assistance.

 

Note 4: Low Temperature Rise Transformers

 

Transformers can be designed with lower temperature rise than
the maximum allowed for the insulation system used in the wind-
ings. This creates the benefits of 1) lower conductor loss, poten-
tially lowering the cost of transformer operation, and 2)
continuous overload capacity if future expansion is planned, or
for temporary loads, such as summertime air conditioning, which
will cause the average load to exceed the nameplate rating.   

 

Selection Criteria Low Temperature Rise Transformer:

 

When calculating energy savings for low temperature rise
transformers, consider the importance of the average loading of
the transformer. Low temperature rise transformers can have
significantly higher core losses. Lowered conductor loss typi-
cally can overcome the disadvantage of higher core loss only if
the load, on average, exceeds 50–70% of the nameplate rating.
Statistical estimates show that 75% of all installed transformers,
on average, never carry more than a 50% load. Under these
light loading conditions, 150

 

°

 

C rise transformers can actually
have lower total loss than lower temperature rise designs. Con-
tact your local Square D field office for loss data to properly
evaluate your energy costs.

 

Insulation System Temp. Rise
(Deg. C.)

Continuous Overload
Capacity

180 115 0%

180 80 15%

220 150 0%

220 115 15%

220 80 30%

 

Selection Notes
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Product Selection Guidelines

 

Note 5: Environmental Considerations

 

One of the greatest dangers to ventilated, dry type transformers
is the moisture content or presence of contamination in the
cooling air that passes through the coil ducts and around the
coil conductors. High quantities of airborne fibers or lint can
clog air ducts and prevent cooling air from reaching the conduc-
tors. Conductive material, such as carbon, metal, or coal dust in
the surrounding air, should also be a major concern in trans-
former selection. Non-ventilated or resin-filled dry type trans-
formers do not have ventilation openings, and therefore provide
superior protection from many moisture and contamination
problems, in both indoor and outdoor applications.

 

Selection Criteria Environmental Considerations:

 

Non-ventilated or resin-filled transformers are not gasketed and
are not intended to meet requirements of NEMA Type 4 or
NEMA Type 12. Non-ventilated or resin-filled transformers can
be located outdoor without the addition of weathershields or
other accessories.

 

Note 6: Copper-Wound Transformers

 

Copper-wound transformers are significantly higher in price
and weight than the more popular aluminum wound transform-
ers. On average, the losses are equivalent between copper and
aluminum transformers. Therefore, the major reason for specifi-
cation of copper-wound transformers is either preference for
copper connections or dimensional restrictions that can only be
met by copper windings.

 

Selection Criteria Copper-Wound Transformer:

 

Before investing in the additional cost of copper-wound trans-
formers, examine the reasons for copper preference in your
specifications. Although copper-wound transformers can theo-
retically be made smaller than aluminum-wound transformers,
most manufacturers supply aluminum-wound and copper-
wound transformers in the same enclosure size. Many specifier
preferences stem from fear that installers will not employ the
required installation practices and hardware necessary to make
reliable aluminum connections. Aluminum connections are now
commonplace in electrical installations. Aluminum-wound
transformers are chosen in the majority of United
States specifications.

 

Note 7: Transformer Sound Levels

 

All transformers produce some sound as a necessary part of
operation. Standards limit the allowable sound levels to those
shown in the following table and are based on the nameplate
kVA rating. If sound level is  a concern in the location of the
transformer, such as near offices, living areas, theater stages,
or seating, reduced sound level designs are available to meet
your specifications. Contact your local Square D sales office for
these special applications.

 

Selection Criteria Transformer Sound Levels:

 

Apparent sound level is typically reduced by half for every 3

 

 

 

db
of sound level reduction. Sound level testing is specified by
NEMA standards under special conditions that are not usually
present at the job site installation. The presence of reflective
surfaces within 10

 

 

 

feet of the transformer can add to the appar-
ent sound of a transformer. In extremely unfavorable installa-
tions, such as a theater designed for high acoustical efficiency,
the apparent sound of a transformer can be as much as 20

 

 

 

db
higher than when tested under NEMA standard conditions.
Reduced sound level transformers can represent a significant
increase in cost for your project. In addition, reduction beyond
8–10

 

 

 

db is not practical. Make sure to compare this additional
cost with either relocation of transformers into different areas or
providing better equipment room acoustic treatments. Consider
the type of environment where the transformer will be located
and choose the construction that best suits the requirement.

 

kVA NEMA Standard Sound Level

0–9 40 db

10–50 45 db

51–150 50 db

151–300 55 db

301–500 60 db

 

Selection Notes
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Product Selection Guidelines

 

Table 1: AC Motor Full-Load Running Currents    

 

a

 

A= Amperes

 

Table 2: Single-Phase, Full Load Currents Table 3: Three-Phase, Full Load Currents

 

Horsepower
HP

110–120 Volts 220–240 Volts 440–480 Volts 550–600 Volts

Single-Phase Three-Phase Single-Phase Three-Phase Single-Phase Three-Phase Single-Phase Three-Phase

A

 

a

 

A A A A As A A

0.5 9.8 4.0 4.9 2.0 2.5 1.0 2.0 0.8

0.75 13.8 5.6 6.9 2.8 3.5 1.4 2.8 1.1

1 16.0 7.2 8.0 3.6 4.0 1.8 3.2 1.4

1.5 20.0 10.4 10.0 5.2 5.0 2.6 4.0 2.1

2 24.0 13.6 12.0 6.8 6.0 3.4 4.8 2.7

3 34.0 19.2 17.0 9.6 8.5 4.8 6.8 3.9

5 56.0 30.4 28.0 15.2 14.0 7.6 11.2 6.1

7.5 80.0 44.0 40.0 22.0 21.0 11.0 16.0 9.0

10 100.0 56.0 50.0 28.0 26.0 14.0 20.0 11.0

15 135.0 84.0 68.0 42.0 34.0 21.0 27.0 17.0

20 — 108.0 88.0 54.0 44.0 27.0 35.0 22.0

25 — 136.0 110.0 68.0 55.0 34.0 44.0 27.0

30 — 160.0 136.0 80.0 68.0 40.0 54.0 32.0

40 — 208.0 176.0 104.0 88.0 52.0 70.0 41.0

50 — 260.0 216.0 130.0 108.0 65.0 86.0 52.0

60 — — — 154.0 — 77.0 — 62.0

75 — — — 192.0 — 96.0 — 77.0

100 — — — 248.0 — 124.0 — 99.0

kVA 
Rating

120V 208V 240V 277V 480V 600V

Amperes

0.050 0.416 0.240 0.208 0.181 0.104 0.083

0.075 0.625 0.360 0.312 0.270 0.156 0.125

0.100 0.833 0.480 0.417 0.361 0.208 0.167

0.150 1.25 0.721 0.625 0.541 0.313 0.250

0.250 2.08 1.20 1.04 0.902 0.521 0.417

0.500 4.16 2.40 2.08 1.80 1.04 8.33

0.750 6.25 3.60 3.13 2.70 1.56 1.25

1 8.33 4.81 4.17 3.61 2.08 1.67

1.5 12.5 7.21 6.25 5.42 3.13 2.50

2 16.7 9.62 8.33 7.22 4.17 3.33

3 25.0 14.4 12.5 10.8 6.25 5.0

5 41.6 24.0 20.8 18.0 10.4 0.833

7.5 62.5 36.1 31.3 27.1 15.6 12.5

10 83.3 48.1 41.7 36.1 20.8 16.7

15 125 72.1 62.5 54.2 31.3 25.0

25 208 120 104 90.3 52.1 41.7

37.5 313 180 156 135 78 62.5

50 416 240 208 181 104 83.3

75 625 361 313 271 156 125

100 833 481 417 361 208 167

167 1392 803 695 603 348 278

200 1667 962 833 722 417 333

250 2083 1202 1042 903 521 417

kVA Rating
208V 240V 480V 600V

Amperes

3 8.34 7.23 3.61 2.89

6 16.6 14.4 7.2 5.8

9 25.0 21.7 10.8 8.67

15 41.7 36.1 18.1 14.5

30 83.4 72.3 36.1 28.9

45 125 108 54.2 43.4

75 208 181 90.3 72.3

112.5 313 271 135 108

150 417 361 181 145

225 625 542 271 217

300 831 723 361 289

500 1390 1204 602 482

750 2082 1804 902 722

1000 2776 2406 1203 962

1500 4164 3609 1804 1443

2000 5552 4811 2406 1925

2500 6940 6014 3007 2406

3750 10409 9021 4511 3609

 

Recommended Ratings
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General Purpose Dry Type Transformers

 

Single Phase   

 

Note:

 

 Boldface catalog numbers indicate in-stock transformers.

 

a

 

(FCBN) Full Capacity Taps Below Normal where noted.

 

c

 

For enclosure styles, see 

 

Dimensions Table

 

, Page 27. 

 

f

 

See 

 

Wiring Diagrams

 

, Page 41.

 

q

 

When 240V connection is used there will be 3-5% taps, 1 above and 2 
below 240 volts.

 

Application

 

General purpose standard transformers are intended for power,
heating, and lighting applications. 

 

Ventilated-Type

 

All ventilated transformers have core and coil assemblies
mounted on rubber isolation pads to minimize the sound level.
Vented openings in the enclosure allow air to flow directly over
the core-and-coil assembly for cooling. Each is manufactured
and tested to meet or exceed IEEE, NEMA and ANSI stan-
dards. Their compact size permits installation near the load
being supplied. Adding weathershields allows these normally
indoor rated units to be used outdoors. 

 

Resin-Filled

 

Resin-filled general purpose transformers are epoxy encapsu-
lated.  The enclosure has no openings, making resin-filled
transformers ideal for use indoor or outdoor where airborne
particles or contaminants could be detrimental to operation.
The core-and-coil assembly is embedded in an epoxy resin
compound and wall mounted for maximum protection. These
units can be used outdoor without accessories. 

 

Single Phase

 

kVA Catalog 
Number

Full Capacity 
Taps

 

a

 

Deg. C. 
Temp. 
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.

 

c

 

Wiring

 

f

 

240 x 480 Volts Primary
120/240 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

 

0.050

 

50SV1A

 

None 55 4.2 1A 1

0.100

 

100SV1A

 

None 55 4.5 2A 1

0.150

 

150SV1A

 

None 55 6.2 3A 1

0.250

 

250SV1B

 

None 80 10.5 4A 1

0.500

 

500SV1B

 

None 80 13.8 5A 1

0.750

 

750SV1F

 

None 115 15.5 6A 1

1

 

1S1F

 

None 115 21.2 7A 1

1.5

 

1.5S1F

 

None 115 30.1 8A 1

2

 

2S1F

 

None 115 39.1 9A 1

3

 

3S1F

 

None 115 55.2 10A 1

5

 

5S1F

 

None 115 115 13B 1

7.5

 

7S1F

 

None 115 150 13B 1

10

 

10S1F

 

None 115 165 13B 1

15

 

15S1H

 

None 150 200 17D 1

25

 

25S3H

 

6–2.5%2+4-

 

q

 

150 230 17D 3

37.5

 

37S3H

 

6–2.5%2+4-

 

q

 

150 325 18D 3

50

 

50S3H

 

6–2.5%2+4-

 

q

 

150 350 18D 3

75

 

75S3H

 

6–2.5%2+4-

 

q

 

150 495 21D 3

100

 

100S3H

 

6–2.5%2+4-

 

q

 

150 705 22D 3

167

 

167S3H

 

6–2.5%2+4-

 

q

 

150 1020 24D 3

Resin-Filled
0.05–30 kVA

Ventilated
15–750 kVA

 

kVA Catalog 
Number

Full Capacity 
Taps

 

a

 

Deg. C. 
Temp. 
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.

 

c

 

Wiring

 

f

 

480 Volts Primary, 120/240 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

 

3

 

3S40F

 

2—5%FCBN 115 55.2 10A 28

5

 

5S40F

 

2—5%FCBN 115 115 13B 28

7.5

 

7S40F

 

2—5%FCBN 115 150 13B 28

10

 

10S40F

 

2—5%FCBN 115 165 13B 28

15

 

15S40F

 

2—5%FCBN 115 320 15B 28

15

 

15S40H

 

2—5%FCBN 150 200 17D 18

25

 

25S40F

 

2—5%FCBN 115 385 15B 28

 

600 Volts Primary, 120/240 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

 

0.050

 

50SV51A

 

None 55 4.2 1A 6

0.100

 

100SV51A

 

None 55 4.5 2A 6

0.150

 

150SV51A

 

None 55 6.2 3A 6

0.250

 

250SV51B

 

None 80 10.5 4A 6

0.500

 

500SV51B

 

None 80 13.8 5A 6

0.750

 

750SV51F

 

None 115 15.5 6A 6

1

 

1S51F

 

None 115 21.2 7A 6

1.5

 

1.5S51F

 

None 115 30.1 8A 6

2

 

2S51F

 

None 115 39.1 9A 6

3

 

3S4F 2–5%FCBN 115 55.2 10A 28

5 5S4F 2–5%FCBN 115 115 13B 28

7.5 7S4F 2–5%FCBN 115 150 13B 28

10 10S4F 2–5%FCBN 115 165 13B 28

15 15S5H 4–2.5%FCBN 150 200 17D 19

25 25S5H 4–2.5%FCBN 150 230 17D 19

37.5 37S5H 4–2.5%FCBN 150 325 18D 19

50 50S5H 4–2.5%FCBN 150 350 18D 19

75 75S5H 4–2.5%FCBN 150 495 21D 19

100 100S5H 4–2.5%FCBN 150 705 22D 19

167 167S5H 4–2.5%FCBN 150 1020 24D 19

Standard Ventilated and Resin-Filled
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General Purpose Dry Type Transformers

Three Phase Three Phase 

Note: Boldface Catalog Numbers indicate in-stock transformers.
a (FCBN) Full Capacity Taps Below Normal where noted.
c For enclosure styles see Dimensions Table Page 27. 
f See Wiring Diagrams Page 41.

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Tapsa

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

480 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

3 3T2F 2—5%FCBN 115 125 12C 8

6 6T2F 2—5%FCBN 115 150 12C 8

9 9T2F 2—5%FCBN 115 265 14C 8

15 15T2F 2—5%FCBN 115 335 14C 8

15 15T68F 4—2.5%2+2- 115 335 14C 9

15 15T3H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 200 17D 10

30 30T2F 2—5%FCBN 115 775 16C 29

30 30T3H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 250 17D 10

45 45T3H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 340 18D 10

75 75T3H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 500 19D 10

112.5 112T3H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 750 21D 10

150 150T3H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1020 22D 10

225 225T3H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1275 24D 10

300 300T3H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1680 25D 10

500 500T68H 4—2.5%2+2- 150 2460 30D 11

750 750T90H 4—3.5%2+2- 150 3250 31D 11

1000 1000T77H 2—5%1+1- 150 6300 33F 16

480 Volts Delta Primary
240 Volts Delta Secondary 60 Hz

6 6T5F 2—5%FCBN 115 150 12C 12

9 9T75F 4—2.5%FCBN 115 265 14C 13

15 15T75F 4—2.5%FCBN 115 335 14C 13

15 15T6H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 200 17D 14

30 30T6H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 250 17D 14

45 45T6H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 340 18D 14

75 75T6H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 500 19D 14

112.5 112T6H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 750 21D 14

150 150T6H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1020 22D 14

225 225T6H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1275 24D 14

300 300T6H 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1680 25D 14

500 500T63H 4—2.5%2+2- 150 2460 30D 15

750 750T91H 4—3.5%2+2- 150 3250 31D 15

1000 1000T78H 2—5%1+1- 150 6000 33F 17

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Tapsa

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

480 Volts Delta Primary
240 Volts Delta Secondary 120 Volts CENTER TAP 60 Hz 

30 30T6HCT 6—2.5%2+4- 150 250 17D 20

45 45T6HCT 6—2.5%2+4- 150 340 18D 20

75 75T6HCT 6—2.5%2+4- 150 500 19D 20

112.5 112T6HCT 6—2.5%2+4- 150 750 21D 20

150 150T6HCT 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1020 22D 20

225 225T6HCT 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1275 24D 20

300 300T6HCT 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1680 25D 20

500 500T63HCT 4—2.5%2+2- 150 2460 30D 33

750 750T91HCT 4—3.5%2+2- 150 3250 31D 26

1000 1000T78HCT 2—5%1+1- 150 6300 33F 27

480 Volts Delta Primary
480Y/277 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T76H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 200 17D 11

30 30T76H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 250 17D 11

45 45T76H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 340 18D 11

75 75T76H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 500 19D 11

112.5 112T76H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 750 21D 11

150 150T76H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 1020 22D 11

225 225T76H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 1275 24D 11

300 300T76H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 1680 25D 11

500 500T76H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 2460 30D 11

480 Volts Delta Primary
380Y/220 Volts Secondary 60 Hz 

15 15T96H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 200 17D 11

30 30T96H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 250 17D 11

45 45T96H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 340 18D 11

75 75T96H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 500 19D 11

112.5 112T96H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 750 21D 11

150 150T96H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 1020 22D 11

225 225T96H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 1275 24D 11

300 300T96H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 1680 25D 11

500 500T96H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 2460 30D 11

Standard Ventilated and Resin-Filled
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General Purpose Transformers

Three Phase Three Phase

Note: Boldface Catalog Numbers indicate in-stock transformers.
a (FCBN) Full Capacity Taps Below Normal where noted.
c For enclosure styles see Dimensions Table Page 27. 
f See Wiring Diagrams Page 41.

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Tapsa

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

600 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

6 6T7F 2—5%FCBN 115 150 12C 8

9 9T7F 2—5%FCBN 115 265 14C 8

15 15T7F 2—5%FCBN 115 335 14C 8

15 15T8H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 200 17D 11

30 30T8H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 250 17D 11

45 45T8H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 340 18D 11

75 75T8H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 500 19D 11

112.5 112T8H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 750 21D 11

150 150T8H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1020 22D 11

225 225T8H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1275 24D 11

300 300T8H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1680 25D 11

500 500T8H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 2460 30D 11

750 750T8H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 3250 31D 11

1000 1000T88H 4—3.5%FCBN 150 6000 33F 11

600 Volts Delta Primary
480Y/277 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T74H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 200 17D 11

30 30T74H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 250 17D 11

45 45T74H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 340 18D 11

75 75T74H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 500 19D 11

112.5 112T74H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 750 21D 11

150 150T74H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1020 22D 11

225 225T74H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1275 24D 11

300 300T74H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1680 25D 11

500 500T74H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 2460 30D 11

600 Volts Delta Primary
240 Volts Delta Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T10H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 200 17D 15

30 30T10H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 250 17D 15

45 45T10H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 340 18D 15

75 75T10H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 500 19D 15

112.5 112T10H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 750 21D 15

150 150T10H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1020 22D 15

225 225T10H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1275 24D 15

300 300T10H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1680 25D 15

500 500T10H 4—2.5%FCBN 150 2460 30D 15

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Tapsa

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

208 Volts Delta Primary
480Y/277 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T64H 2—5%FCBN 150 200 17D 30

30 30T64H 2—5%FCBN 150 250 17D 30

45 45T64H 2—5%FCBN 150 340 18D 30

75 75T64H 2—5%FCBN 150 500 19D 30

112.5 112T64H 2—5%FCBN 150 750 21D 30

150 150T64H 2—5%FCBN 150 1020 22D 30

225 225T64H 2—5%FCBN 150 1275 24D 30

300 300T64H 2—5%FCBN 150 1680 25D 30

500 500T64H 2—5%FCBN 150 2460 30D 30

240 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T12H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 200 17D 11

30 30T12H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 250 17D 11

45 45T12H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 340 18D 11

75 75T12H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 500 19D 11

112.5 112T12H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 750 21D 11

150 150T12H 4—2.5%2+ 2- 150 1020 22D 11

225 225T11H 2—5%FCBN 150 1275 24D 16

300 300T11H 2—5%FCBN 150 1680 25D 16

500 500T11H 2—5%FCBN 150 2460 30D 16 

Standard Ventilated and Resin-filled
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General Purpose Transformers

Energy saving WATCHDOG® transformers have these special
features:

• Designed for higher efficiency at minimum operating cost.
• Constructed for an extra-long life expectancy using 220°C

insulation system designed for full load operation at a max-
imum temperature rise of 115°C or 80°C above 40°C ambi-
ent, instead of 150° rise.

• Capable of continuous emergency overload at 15% on
115°C rise, 30% on 80°C rise.

Single Phase

Three Phase

Note: Boldface Catalog Numbers indicate in-stock transformers.
c For enclosure styles see Dimensions Table Page 27. 
f See Wiring Diagrams Page 41.
q When 240V connection is used there will be 3-5% taps, 1 above and 2 

below 240 volts.

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Taps

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

240 x 480 Volts Primary, 120/240 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15S3HF 6—2.5%2+4- q 115 230 17D 3

25 25S3HF 6—2.5%2+4- q 115 325 18D 3

37.5 37S3HF 6—2.5%2+4- q 115 350 18D 3

50 50S3HF 6—2.5%2+4- q 115 495 21D 3

75 75S3HF 6—2.5%2+4- q 115 705 22D 3

100 100S3HF 6—2.5%2+4- q 115 1020 24D 3

240 x 480 Volts Primary, 120/240 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15S3HB 6—2.5%2+4- q 80 230 17D 3

25 25S3HB 6—2.5%2+4- q 80 325 18D 3

37.5 37S3HB 6—2.5%2+4- q 80 350 18D 3

50 50S3HB 6—2.5%2+4- q 80 495 21D 3

75 75S3HB 6—2.5%2+4- q 80 705 22D 3

100 100S3HB 6—2.5%2+4- q 80 1020 24D 3

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Taps

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

480 Volts Delta Primary, 208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T3HF 6—2.5%2+4- 115 250 17D 10

30 30T3HF 6—2.5%2+4- 115 340 18D 10

45 45T3HF 6—2.5%2+4- 115 500 19D 10

75 75T3HF 6—2.5%2+4- 115 650 21D 10

112.5 112T3HF 6—2.5%2+4- 115 1020 22D 10

150 150T3HF 6—2.5%2+4- 115 1275 24D 10

225 225T3HF 6—2.5%2+4- 115 1680 25D 10

300 300T3HF 6—2.5%2+4- 115 2460 30D 10

500 500T90HF 4—3.5%2+2- 115 3250 31D 11

480 Volts Delta Primary, 208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T3HB 6—2.5%2+4- 80 250 17D 10

30 30T3HB 6—2.5%2+4- 80 340 18D 10

45 45T3HB 6—2.5%2+4- 80 500 19D 10

75 75T3HB 6—2.5%2+4- 80 750 21D 10

112.5 112T3HB 6—2.5%2+4- 80 1020 22D 10

150 150T3HB 6—2.5%2+4- 80 1275 24D 10

225 225T3HB 6—2.5%2+4- 80 1680 25D 10

300 300T3HB 6—2.5%2+4- 80 2460 30D 10

500 500T90HB 4—3.5%2+2- 80 3250 31D 11

Energy Saving Premium WATCHDOG® Type

Typical Dry Type General Purpose Energy 
Saving Premium WATCHDOG® Type
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General Purpose Dry Type Transformers

Aluminum windings in general purpose transformers can be
replaced with copper windings which are preferred by some
customers. 

Three Phase

Three Phase

Note: Boldface Catalog Numbers indicate in-stock transformers.
c For enclosure styles see Dimensions Table Page 27. 
f See Wiring Diagrams Page 41.

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Taps

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

480 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T3HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 240 17D 10

30 30T3HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 300 17D 10

45 45T3HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 385 18D 10

75 75T3HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 600 19D 10

112.5 112T3HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 780 21D 10

150 150T3HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1080 22D 10

225 225T3HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1520 24D 10

300 300T3HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1920 25D 10

500 500T68HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 2550 30D 11

750 750T90HCU 4—3.5%2+2- 150 3800 31D 11

480 Volts Delta Primary
240 Volts Delta Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T6HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 240 17D 14

30 30T6HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 300 17D 14

45 45T6HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 385 18D 14

75 75T6HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 600 19D 14

112.5 112T6HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 780 21D 14

150 150T6HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1080 22D 14

225 225T6HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1520 24D 14

300 300T6HCU 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1920 25D 14

500 500T63HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 2550 30D 15

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Taps

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

600 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T79HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 240 17D 11

30 30T79HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 300 17D 11

45 45T79HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 385 18D 11

75 75T79HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 600 19D 11

112.5 112T79HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 780 21D 11

150 150T79HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 1080 22D 11

225 225T79HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 1520 24D 11

300 300T79HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 1920 25D 11

500 500T79HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 2550 30D 11

750 750T79HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 3800 31D 11

600 Volts Delta Primary
240 Volts Delta Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T129HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 240 17D 15

30 30T129HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 300 17D 15

45 45T129HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 385 18D 15

75 75T129HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 600 19D 15

112.5 112T129HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 780 21D 15

150 150T129HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 1080 22D 15

225 225T129HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 1520 24D 15

300 300T129HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 1920 25D 15

500 500T129HCU 4—2.5%2+2- 150 2550 30D 15

With Copper Windings

Typical Dry Type General Purpose Transformer
with Copper Windings
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Non-ventilated transformers are intended for use in contami-
nated or dust-laden environments, indoor or outdoor.

Single Phase

Note: Boldface Catalog Numbers indicate in-stock transformers.
a (FCBN) Full Capacity Taps Below Normal where noted.
c For enclosure styles see Dimensions Table Page 27. 
f See Wiring Diagrams Page 41.
q When 240V connection is used there will be 3-5% taps, 1 above and 2 

below 240V.

Three Phase

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Tapsa

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

240 x 480 Volts Primary
120/240 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15S3HNV 6—2.5%2+4-q 150 230 17E 3

25 25S3HNV 6—2.5%2+4-q 150 310 18E 3

37.5 37S3HNV 6—2.5%2+4-q 150 350 18E 3

50 50S3HNV 6—2.5%2+4-q 150 495 21E 3

75 75S3HNV 6—2.5%2+4-q 150 1020 24E 3

100 100S3HNV 6—2.5%2+4-q 150 1220 25E 3

600 Volts Primary
120/240 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15S5HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 230 17E 19

25 25S5HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 310 18E 19

37.5 37S5HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 350 18E 19

50 50S5HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 495 21E 19

75 75S5HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1020 24E 19

100 100S5HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1220 25E 19

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Tapsa

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

480 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T68F 4—2.5%2+2- 115 335 14C 9

30 30T2F 2—5%FCBN 115 775 16C 29

30 30T3HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 340 19E 10

45 45T3HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 510 19E 10

75 75T3HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1020 22E 10

112.5 112T3HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1275 24E 10

150 150T3HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1680 25E 10

225 225T3HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 2100 23E 10

300 300T3HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 3300 28E 10

480 Volts Delta Primary
240 Volts Delta Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T75F 4—2.5%FCBN 115 335 14C 13

30 30T6HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 340 19E 14

45 45T6HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 510 19E 14

75 75T6HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1020 22E 14

112.5 112T6HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1275 24E 14

150 150T6HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1680 25E 14

225 225T6HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 2100 23E 14

300 300T6HNV 6—2.5%2+4- 150 3300 28E 14

600 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 15T7F 2—5%FCBN 115 335 14C 8

30 30T8HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 340 19E 11

45 45T8HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 510 19E 11

75 75T8HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1020 22E 11

112.5 112T8HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1275 24E 11

150 150T8HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 1680 25E 11

225 225T8HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 2100 23E 11

300 300T8HNV 4—2.5%FCBN 150 3300 28E 11

Special Purpose Transformers
Non-Ventilated Type

Typical Non-Ventilated Transformer
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Export model transformers are designed to accommodate
voltage systems world-wide.

Export model transformers 10kVA and smaller are certified by
TUV (file no. E9571881.01) to meet EN standard EN60-742 in
addition to being UL Listed. Original equipment is eligible for the
“CE” mark if transformer components meet the EN60-742
standard. Because the EN standard has a more severe over-
load requirement, the 1S67F has a UL rating of 1kVA but an EN
rating of 0.750kVA.

Single  Phase

Note: Boldface Catalog Numbers indicate in-stock transformers.
t 0.750kVA EN rating.
a (FCBN) Full Capacity Taps Below Normal where noted.
c For enclosure styles see Dimensions Table Page 27. 
f See Wiring Diagrams Page 41.

Stainless steel enclosures provide better corrosion resistance
than standard painted enclosures. Square D has an entire line
of resin-filled transformers available with #316 stainless steel
enclosures to meet demands for extra protection in environ-
ments where harsh chemicals or corrosive materials such as
acids, food products, gasoline, organic solvents, or salt water
are present. 

Square D transformers with #316 stainless steel have a higher
nickel content than #304 stainless steel, making them even
more resistant to harsh environments.

Units are painted with standard ANSI 49 gray and have a
NEMA Type 3R rating. Additional voltages not listed below are
available. Contact your local Square D field office for details.

Single Phase

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Taps

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

190/200/208/220 x 380/400/416/440 Volts Primary
110/220 Volts Secondary 50/60 Hz

1t 1S67F None 115 21.2 9A 31

2 2S67F None 115 39.1 11A 31

3 3S67F None 115 55.2 11A 31

5 5S67F None 115 135 13B 31

7.5 7S67F None 115 165 13B 31

10 10S67F None 115 165 13B 31

15 15S67H None 150 225 17D 32

25 25S67H None 150 260 17D 32

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Tapsa

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

240 x 480 Volts Primary
120/240 Volts Secondary  60 Hz

1 1S1FSS None 115 21 7A 1
1.5 1.5S1FSS None 115 30 8A 1
2 2S1FSS None 115 39 9A 1
3 3S1FSS None 115 55.2 10A 1
5 5S1FSS None 115 115 13B 1
7.5 7S1FSS None 115 150 13B 1

10 10S1FSS None 115 165 13B 1
15 15S1FSS None 115 320 15B 1
25 25S1FSS None 115 385 15B 1

480 Volts Primary
120/240 Volts Secondary  60 Hz

3 3S40FSS 2–5% FCBN 115 55.2 10A 28
5 5S40FSS 2–5% FCBN 115 115 13B 28
7.5 7S40FSS 2–5% FCBN 115 150 13B 28

10 10S40FSS 2–5% FCBN 115 165 13B 28
15 15S40FSS 2–5% FCBN 115 320 15B 28
25 25S40FSS 2–5% FCBN 115 385 15B 28

Three Phase
480 Volts Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary  60 Hz

3 3T2FSS 2–5% FCBN 115 125 12C 8
6 6T2FSS 2–5% FCBN 115 150 12C 8
9 9T2FSS 2–5% FCBN 115 265 14C 8

15 15T2FSS 2–5% FCBN 115 335 14C 8
30 30T2FSS 2–5% FCBN 115 775 16C 29

Special Purpose Transformers
Export Model and Stainless Steel Enclosure

Typical Export Model Transformer Typical Stainless Steel Enclosure
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Application
Type NL and NLP are dry type transformers intended to feed
applications such as computers, copiers, printers, FAX
machines, video display terminals and other equipment having
switching-mode power supplies. These transformers are spe-
cially built to handle high harmonics associated with such
loads. Type NLP is designed particularly for more severe non-
linear applications and has reduced sound levels three decibels
below NEMA standards. 

Features
Features for typical non-linear load service include:

• Three-phase, dry type transformers, 480 Delta – 208Y/120
• Electrostatic shield
• Class 220 installation
• Reduced core flux to compensate for harmonic voltage dis-

tortion
• 200% neutral with double size neutral terminal for addi-

tional customer neutral cables
• Additional coil capacity to compensate for higher non-linear

load loss
• Temperature rise of 115°C
• Heavy-gauge ventilated indoor enclosures (weather

shields available)
• UL Listed

Three Phase Standard NL Model 60 Hz          

Note: Boldface Catalog Numbers indicate in-stock transformers.
c For enclosure styles see Dimensions Table Page 27. 
f See Wiring Diagrams Page 41.

Three  Phase Premium NLP Model 

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Taps

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

480 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

Aluminum Wound
UL K-4 Rated 

15 15T3HFISNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 240 17D 10

30 30T3HFISNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 300 18D 10

45 45T3HFISNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 500 19D 10

75 75T3HFISNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 725 21D 10

112.5 112T3HFISNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 950 22D 10

150 150T3HFISNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 1290 24D 10

225 225T3HFISNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 1900 25D 10

300 300T68HFISNL 4—2.5%2+2- 115 2100 25D 11

500 500T90HFISNL 4—3.5%2+2- 115 3600 29D 11

480 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

Copper Wound
UL K-4 Rated 

15 15T3HFISCUNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 330 18D 10

30 30T3HFISCUNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 380 18D 10

45 45T3HFISCUNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 475 18D 10

75 75T3HFISCUNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 865 21D 10

112.5 112T3HFISCUNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 1090 22D 10

150 150T3HFISCUNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 1450 24D 10

225 225T3HFISCUNL 6—2.5%2+4- 115 2065 25D 10

300 300T68HFISCUNL 4—2.5%2+2- 115 2200 25D 11

500 500T90HFISCUNL 4—3.5%2+2- 115 4300 29D 11

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Taps

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

480 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

Aluminum Wound
UL K-13 Rated

15 15T3HFISNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 245 17D 10

30 30T3HFISNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 350 18D 10

45 45T3HFISNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 600 19D 10

75 75T3HFISNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 780 22D 10

112.5 112T3HFISNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 1025 22D 10

150 150T3HFISNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 1390 25D 10

225 225T3HFISNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 2010 25D 10

300 300T68HFI8NLP 4—2.5%2+2- 115 2100 30D 11

500 500T90HFISNLP 4—3.5%2+2- 115 3600 32F 11

480 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

Copper Wound
UL K-13 Rated

15 15T3HFISCUNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 330 18D 10

30 30T3HFISCUNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 380 18D 10

45 45T3HFISCUNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 600 19D 10

75 75T3HFISCUNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 865 22D 10

112.5 112T3HFISCUNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 1250 22D 10

150 150T3HFISCUNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 1955 25D 10

225 225T3HFISCUNLP 6—2.5%2+4- 115 2450 25D 10

300 300T68HFISCUNLP 4—2.5%2+2- 115 2400 30D 11

500 500T90HFISCUNLP 4—3.5%2+2- 115 5000 33F 11

Special Purpose Transformers
Transformers for Non-Linear Loads
Standard NL Model and Premium NLP Model

Type NL Transformers for typical non-linear load service and Type NLP 
Transformers for more severe non-linear load service.
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Special Purpose Transformers

How to Order Single Phase
Select the voltage required from the chart below and insert the
voltage code in place of the parentheses (     ) in the catalog
number.

Single Phase

Note: Boldface Catalog Numbers indicate in-stock transformers.
Single phase stocked in voltage codes 6 and 7, from 1 through 25kVA.
a (FCBN) Full Capacity Taps Below Normal where noted.
c For enclosure styles see Dimensions Table Page 27. 
f See Wiring Diagrams Page 41.

Application
Although any transformer with two windings is an “isolating”
transformer, because the internal primary winding is isolated
and insulated from the secondary winding, isolation transform-
ers have a special function.  They isolate electrical power from
the normal supply source to reduce the effect of power
surges. For example, applications such as electronic motor
controls, X-ray machines, and computers benefit from the use
of shielded isolation transformers.

Accessories
• Electrostatic shields — Isolation transformers can be

equipped with electrostatic shields between the primary
and secondary to reduce line interference or undesirable
frequencies; critical equipment may require this added pro-
tection. An electrostatic shield is indicated by “IS” at the end
of the catalog number, such as 3S6FIS.

• Filters — Primary surge suppression and secondary filters
can be added to shielded isolation transformers for addi-
tional reduction of transient and across-the-line surges.
Surge suppression and filters are indicated by “FIL” at the
end of the catalog number, such as 15T3HISFIL.

Three Phase

Voltage Code Primary Secondary Wiringf

6 120x240 120/240 1

7 208 120/240 6

8 277 120/240 6

9 208 208 7

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Taps

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

480 Volts Primary
120/240 Volts Secondary (with Electrostatic Shield) 60 Hz

1 1S(    )FIS None 115 21.2 7A

1.5 1.5S(     )FIS None 115 30.1 8A

2 2S(     )FIS None 115 39.1 9A

3 3S(     )FIS None 115 55.2 10A

5 5S(     )FIS None 115 115 13B

7.5 7S(     )FIS None 115 150 13B

10 10S(    )FIS None 115 165 13B

15 15S(     )HIS None 150 200 17D

25 25S(     )HIS None 150 230 17D

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Tapsa

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

480 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary (With Electrostatic Shield) 60 Hz

9 9T2FIS 2—5%FCBN 115 265 14C 8

15 15T3HIS 6—2.5%2+4- 150 200 17D 10

30 30T3HIS 6—2.5%2+4- 150 250 17D 10

45 45T3HIS 6—2.5%2+4- 150 340 18D 10

75 75T3HIS 6—2.5%2+4- 150 500 19D 10

112.5 112T3HIS 6—2.5%2+4- 150 750 21D 10

150 150T3HIS 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1020 22D 10

225 225T3HIS 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1275 24D 10

300 300T3HIS 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1680 25D 10

500 500T68HIS 4—2.5%2+2- 150 2460 30D 11

208 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary (With Electrostatic Shield) 60 Hz

9 9T85FIS 2—5%FCBN 115 265 14C 8

15 15T85HIS 2—5%FCBN 150 200 17D 16

30 30T85HIS 2—5%FCBN 150 250 17D 16

45 45T85HIS 2—5%FCBN 150 340 18D 16

75 75T85HIS 2—5%FCBN 150 500 19D 16

112.5 112T85HIS 2—5%FCBN 150 750 21D 16

150 150T85HIS 2—5%FCBN 150 1020 22D 16

225 225T85HIS 2—5%FCBN 150 1275 24D 16

300 300T85HIS 2—5%FCBN 150 1680 25D 16

500 500T85HIS 2—5%FCBN 150 2460 30D 16

Shielded Isolation Transformers

Typical Shielded  Isolation Transformer
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Special Purpose Transformers

Three Phase

Note: Boldface Catalog Numbers indicate in-stock transformers.
a (FCBN) Full Capacity Taps Below Normal where noted.
c For enclosure styles see Dimensions Table Page 27. 
f See Wiring Diagrams Page 41.

Three Phase

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Taps

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

480 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary  (With Shield and Filter) 60 Hz

15 15T3HISFIL 6—2.5%2+4- 150 265 19D 10

30 30T3HISFIL 6—2.5%2+4- 150 330 19D 10

45 45T3HISFIL 6—2.5%2+4- 150 390 19D 10

75 75T3HISFIL 6—2.5%2+4- 150 525 21D 10

112.5 112T3HISFIL 6—2.5%2+4- 150 840 22D 10

150 150T3HISFIL 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1125 25D 10

225 225T3HISFIL 6—2.5%2+4- 150 1365 26D 10

Typical Shielded Isolation Transformer With Filter

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Tapsa

Deg. C.
Temp.
Rise

Wt.
(lbs)

Encl.
c

Wiring
f

480 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary (With Shield and Filter) 60 Hz

15 15T85HISFIL 2—5%FCBN 150 265 19D 16

30 30T85HISFIL 2—5%FCBN 150 330 19D 16

45 45T85HISFIL 2—5%FCBN 150 390 19D 16

75 75T85HISFIL 2—5%FCBN 150 525 21D 16

112.5 112T85HISFIL 2—5%FCBN 150 840 22D 16

150 150T85HISFIL 2—5%FCBN 150 1125 25D 16

225 225T85HISFIL 2—5%FCBN 150 1365 26D 16

Isolation Transformers
Shielded and Filtered
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Application
Buck and Boost transformers are isolating transformers that
have 120 x 240 volt primaries and either 12/24 or 16/32 volt sec-
ondaries. When used as isolating transformers, they carry the
full load stated on the nameplate. However, their primary use
and value is that the primary and secondary can be intercon-
nected for use as an autotransformer. When used as an
autotransformer to slightly step up or down voltage, the Buck
and Boost transformer can carry loads in excess of its name-
plate rating. Using the transformer in this way is one of the most
economical and compact means of slightly adjusting voltage.

How to Make a Selection
Refer to the Tables 1–10 that  follow for guidelines in selecting
the correct transformer that supplies the required voltage for a
specific kVA load.

Single Phase Loads – If load voltages of 115V, 120V, 230V or
240V are required, refer to Tables 1, 2, 3 or 4 respectively.

Three Phase Loads – (For power or lighting, but available volt-
age must be a 3-phase, 4-wire system with neutral for lighting.)
If load voltages of 230V, 240V, 460V or 480V are required, refer
to Tables 5, 6, 7 or 8 respectively.

Three Phase Loads – (Open delta connection for 3-wire power
loads only.  Requires only 3-phase, 3-wire available voltage.)  If
load voltages of 230V or 240V are required, refer to Tables 9 or
10 respectively.

To use Tables 1–10 in this section, do the following:

1. Calculate LOAD kVA:

2. Select the Desired Load Voltage table nearest the voltage
required.

3. Check for the nearest Available Voltage to the actual volt-
age measured.

4. Follow down the vertical column of the voltage measured
and select a load kVA value equal to or greater than calcu-
lated (never smaller), then move horizontally to the left and
select the transformer catalog number.

Note:  For 3-phase loads, two or three transformers may be
required as shown in the table heading.

5. Refer to the correct wiring diagram number at the bottom of
the “Load kVA” column for the load kVA you have chosen.

Common “Mis-Applications”
Using Buck and Boost transformers incorrectly can be avoided
by observing both common sense and the restrictions for
autotransformers in the National Electrical Code. The following
are some examples of incorrect use.

• Creating a 240/120 single phase service from 208Y/120
source.
This creates unbalanced line-to-line neutral voltages. This
application is proper only for 240V 2-wire loads.

• Bucking or boosting 3-phase, 3-wire systems for 3-phase,
4-wire loads.
This uses three Buck and Boost transformers in a 3-phase
wye connection. The neutral created by this connection is
not stable and will not yield proper line-to-neutral voltages
under load. This connection violates NEC Article 210-9,
Exception No.1. The wye connection can be used for 3-wire
to 3-wire, 4-wire to 3-wire, and 4-wire to 4-wire applications.

• Correcting long-line voltage drop where load fluctuates.
Line drop will vary with load. If Buck and Boost transform-
ers are used to correct voltage drop during peak load cycle,
dangerously high voltages may result under lightly loaded
conditions. 

Single Phase kVA = 
Load Volts x Load Amperes

1000

Three Phase kVA =
Load Volts x Load Amperes x 1.73

1000

138V

120V
208V

236V

N

PH

2 Phases and
Neutral from
208Y/120 Service

PH

PH
PH

PH

N

PH

480V
3PH4W
Service

446V
3PH3W
Service

220V

238V
262V

242V
240V

Source

240V
Source

Load

Load

Long Line With 20V Drop Under Full Load

Long Line With 2V Drop Under Light Load

Special Purpose Transformers
Buck and Boost Transformers

Buck & Boost 
Transformer
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Table 1: Desired Load Voltage:  115V Single Phase, 60 Hz One Transformer Required

Table 2: Desired Load Voltage:  120V Single Phase, 60 Hz One Transformer Required

Transformer
Catalog

Numbers

Available Voltage

91 96 101 105 127 130 138 146

Single Phase Load kVA

50SV43A — 0.25 — 0.5 0.5 — 0.25 —

50SV46A 0.18 — 0.37 — — 0.37 — 0.18

100SV43A — 0.5 — 1 1 — 0.5 —

100SV46A 0.37 — 0.75 — — 0.75 — 0.37

150SV43A — 0.75 — 1.5 1.5 — 0.75 —

150SV46A 0.56 — 1.12 — — 1.12 — 0.56

250SV43B — 1.25 — 2.5 2.5 — 1.25 —

250SV46B 0.94 — 1.88 — — 1.88 — 0.94

500SV43B — 2.5 — 5 5 — 2.5 —

500SV46B 1.88 — 3.75 — — 3.75 — 1.88

750SV43F — 3.75 — 7.5 7.5 — 3.75 —

750SV46F 2.81 — 5.62 — — 5.62 — 2.81

1S43F — 5 — 10 10 — 5 —

1S46F 3.75 — 7.5 — — 7.5 — 3.75

1.5S43F — 7.5 — 15 15 — 7.5 —

1.5S46F 5.62 — 11.25 — — 11.25 — 5.62

2S43F — 10 — 20 20 — 10 —

2S46F 7.5 — 15 — — 15 — 7.5

3S43F — 15 — 30 30 — 15 —

3S46F 11.25 — 22.5 — — 22.5 — 11.25

Wiring Diagram 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2

Transformer 
Catalog 

Numbers

Available Voltage

95 100 106 109 132 136 144 152

Single Phase Load kVA

50SV43A — 0.25 — 0.5 0.5 — 0.25 —

50SV46A 0.18 — 0.37 — — 0.37 — 0.18

100SV43A — 0.5 — 1 1 — 0.5 —

100SV46A 0.37 — 0.75 — — 0.75 — 0.37

150SV43A — 0.75 — 1.5 1.5 — 0.75 —

150SV46A 0.56 — 1.12 — — 1.12 — 0.56

250SV43B — 1.25 — 2.5 2.5 — 1.25 —

250SV46B 0.94 — 1.88 — — 1.88 — 0.94

500SV43B — 2.5 — 5 5 — 2.5 —

500SV46B 1.88 — 3.75 — — 3.75 — 1.88

750SV43F — 3.75 — 7.5 7.5 — 3.75 —

750SV46F 2.81 — 5.62 — — 5.62 — 2.81

1S43F — 5 — 10 10 — 5 —

1S46F 3.75 — 7.5 — — 7.5 — 3.75

1.5S43F — 7.5 — 15 15 — 7.5 —

1.5S46F 5.62 — 11.25 — — 11.25 — 5.62

2S43F — 10 — 20 20 — 10 —

2S46F 7.5 — 15 — — 15 — 7.5

3S43F — 15 — 30 30 — 15 —

3S46F 11.25 — 22.5 — — 22.5 — 11.25

Wiring Diagram 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2

H1
H3

H2
H4

X1

HV

LV

X2
X4X3

1

H3
H2H1
H4 X1 X2 X3 X4

HV

LV

2

Special Purpose Transformers
Buck and Boost Transformers
Single Phase
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Special Purpose Transformers

Table 3: Desired Load Voltage:  230V Single Phase, 60 Hz One Transformer Required

Table 4: Desired Load Voltage:  240V Single Phase, 60 Hz One Transformer Required

                

Transformer
Catalog 

Numbers

Available Voltage

203 208 216 219 242 245 253 261

Single Phase Load kVA

50SV43A — 0.5 — 1 1 — 0.5 —

50SV46A 0.37 — 0.75 — — 0.75 — 0.37

100SV43A — 1 — 2 2 — 1 —

100SV46A 0.75 — 1.5 — — 1.5 — 0.75

150SV43A — 1.5 — 3    3 — 1.5 —

150SV46A 1.12 — 2.25 — — 2.25 — 1.12

250SV43B — 2.5 —  5      5 — 2.5 —

250SV46B 1.88 — 3.75 — — 3.75 — 1.88

500SV43B — 5 — 10 10 — 5 —

500SV46B 3.75 — 7.5 — — 7.5 — 3.75

750SV43F — 7.5 — 15 15 — 7.5 —

750SV46F 5.62 — 11.25 — — 11.25 — 5.62

1S43F — 10 — 20 20 — 10 —

1S46F 7.5 — 15 — — 15 — 7.5

1.5S43F — 15 — 30 30 — 15 —

1.5S46F 11.25 — 22.5 — — 22.5 — 11.25

2S43F — 20 — 40 40 — 20 —

2S46F 15 — 30 — — 30 — 15

3S43F — 30 — 60 60 — 30 —

3S46F 22.5 — 45 — — 45 — 22.5

Wiring Diagram 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4

Transformer
Catalog

Numbers

Available Voltage

212 218 225 229 252 256 264 272

Single Phase Load kVA

50SV43A — 0.5 — 1 1 — 0.5 —

50SV46A 0.37 — 0.75 — — 0.75 — 0.37

100SV43A — 1 — 2 2 — 1 —

100SV46A 0.75 — 1.5 — — 1.5 — 0.75

150SV43A — 1.5 — 3 3 — 1.5 —

150SV46A 1.12 — 2.25 — — 2.25 — 1.12

250SV43B — 2.5 — 5 5 — 2.5 —

250SV46B 1.88 — 3.75 — — 3.75 — 1.88

500SV43B — 5 — 10 10 — 5 —

500SV46B 3.75 — 7.5 — — 7.5 — 3.75

750SV43F — 7.5 — 15 15 — 7.5 —

750SV46F 5.62 — 11.25 — — 11.25 — 5.62

1S43F — 10 — 20 20 — 10 —

1S46F 7.5 — 15 — — 15 — 7.5

1.5S43F — 15 — 30 30 — 15 —

1.5S46F 11.25 — 22.5 — — 22.5 — 11.25

2S43F — 20 — 40 40 — 20 —

2S46F 15 — 30 — — 30 — 15

3S43F — 30 — 60 60 — 30 —

3S46F 22.5 — 45 — — 45 — 22.5

Wiring Diagram 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4

Buck and Boost Transformers
Single Phase

H2H1 H3 H4 X3
X1

X4
X2

HV

LV

3
H2H1 H3 H4 X1 X2 X3 X4

HV

LV

4
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Neutral

NeutralNeutral

Neutral

LV LV LV LV

LV LV LV LV

HVHVHV HV

H1 H2 H3 H4 X1 X2 X3 X4
H1 H2 H3 H4 X1 X2 X3 X4

H1 H2 H3 H4 X1 X2 X3 X4

HV

H1 H2 H3 H4 X3
X1

X4

X2

HV

H1 H2 H3 H4 X3
X1

X4

X2

HV

H1 H2 H3 H4 X3
X1

X4

X2

HV

LV

HV

H1 H2

H3 H4

X1 X2

X3 X4
H1 H2

H3 H4 X1 X3 X4X2
H1 H2

H3 H4 X1 X3 X4

HVHVHV

LV LV LV LV

X2
X1 X3 X4

HV

X2

H1 H2

H3 H4

H1 H2

H3 H4

X1 X2

X3 X4

H1 H2

H3 H4

X1 X2

X3 X4

HV HV HV

LV LV LV

7

9

10

8

Special Purpose Transformers

Table 5: Desired Load Voltage:  230Y/133 Three Phase,
60 Hz, Three Transformers Required       

Table 6: Desired Load Voltage:  240Y/138 Three Phase, 
60 Hz, Three Transformers Required

Table 7: Desired Load Voltage:  460Y/265 Three Phase, 
60 Hz, Three Transformers Required

Table 8: Desired Load Voltage:  480Y/277 Three Phase, 
60 Hz, Three Transformers Required

Transformer
Catalog

Numbers

Available Voltage

181Y/105 192Y/111 203Y/117 208Y/120

Three Phase Load kVA

50SV43A — 0.75 — 1.5
50SV46A 0.56 — 1.12 —
100SV43A — 1.5 — 3
100SV46A 1.12 — 2.25 —
150SV43A — 2.25 — 4.5

150SV46A 1.69 — 3.38 —
250SV43B — 3.75 — 7.5
250SV46B 2.81 — 5.62 —
500SV43B — 7.5 — 15
500SV46B 5.62 — 11.25 —

750SV43F — 11.25 — 22.5
750SV46F 8.45 — 16.9 —

1S43F — 15 — 30
1S46F 11.25 — 22.5 —

1.5S43F — 22.5 — 45

1.5S46F 16.9 — 33.8 —
2S43F — 30 — 60
2S46F 22.5 — 45 —
3S43F — 45 — 90
3S46F 33.8 — 67.6 —

Wiring Diagram 8 8 7 7

Transformer
Catalog

Numbers

Available Voltage

189Y/109 200Y/115 212Y/122 218Y/126

Three Phase Load kVA

50SV43A — 0.75 — 1.5
50SV46A 0.56 — 1.12 —
100SV43A — 1.5 — 3
100SV46A 1.12 — 2.25 —
150SV43A — 2.25 — 4.5

150SV46A 1.69 — 3.38 —
250SV43B — 3.75 — 7.5
250SV46B 2.81 — 5.62 —
500SV43B — 7.5 — 15
500SV46B 5.62 — 11.25 —

750SV43F — 11.25 — 22.5
750SV46F 8.45 — 16.9 —

1S43F — 15 — 30
1S46F 11.25 — 22.5 —

1.5S43F — 22.5 — 45

1.5S46F 16.9 — 33.8 —
2S43F — 30 — 60
2S46F 22.5 — 45 —
3S43F — 45 — 90
3S46F 33.8 — 67.6 —

Wiring Diagram 8 8 7 7

Transformer
Catalog

Numbers

Available Voltage

406Y/235 418Y/242 432Y/250 438Y/253

Three Phase Load kVA

50SV43A — 1.5 — 3
50SV46A 1.12 — 2.25 —
100SV43A — 3 — 6
100SV46A 2.25 — 4.5 —
150SV43A — 4.5 — 9

150SV46A 3.38 — 6.76 —
250SV43B — 7.5 — 15
250SV46B 5.62 — 11.25 —
500SV43B — 15 — 30
500SV46B 11.25 — 22.5 —

750SV43F — 22.5 — 45
750SV46F 16.9 — 33.8 —

1S43F — 30 — 60
1S46F 22.5 — 45 —

1.5S43F — 45 — 90

1.5S46F 33.8 — 67.6 —
2S43F — 60 — 120
2S46F 45 — 90 —
3S43F — 90 — 180
3S46F 67.6 — 135 —

Wiring Diagram 10 10 9 9

Transformer
Catalog

Numbers

Available Voltage

424Y/245 436Y/252 450Y/260 457Y/264

Three Phase Load kVA

50SV43A — 1.5 — 3
50SV46A 1.12 — 2.25 —
100SV43A — 3 — 6
100SV46A 2.25 — 4.5 —
150SV43A — 4.5 — 9

100SV46A 3.38 — 6.76 —
250SV43B — 7.5 — 15
250SV46B 5.62 — 11.25 —
500SV43B — 15 — 30
500SV46B 11.25 — 22.5 —

750SV43F — 22.5 — 45
750SV46F 16.9 — 33.8 —

1S43F — 30 — 60
1S46F 22.5 — 45 —

1.5S43F — 45 — 90

1.5S46F 33.8 — 67.6 —
2S43F — 60 — 120
2S46F 45 — 90 —
3S43F — 90 — 180
3S46F 67.6 — 135 —

Wiring Diagram 10 10 9 9

Buck and Boost Transformers
Three Phase
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HV HV

LV

LV LV

HVHV

X4 X3 X2 X1 H4 H3 H2 H1 H1 H2 H3 H4 X1 X2 X3 X4

HV

LV

HV

LVLV

X2

X4

X1

X3

X1

X3

X2
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Special Purpose Transformers

Table 9: Desired Load Voltage: 230V, Three Phase, 60 Hz,
(Open Delta-Power Loads Only) Two Transformers Required

Table 10: Desired Load Voltage:  240V, Three Phase, 60 Hz, 
(Open Delta-Power Loads Only) Two Transformers Required

Transformer
Catalog

Numbers

Available Voltage

203 209 216 219 242 245 253 260

Three Phase Load kVA

50SV43A — 0.86 — 1.72 1.72 — 0.86 —
50SV46A 0.64 — 1.29 — — 1.29 — 0.64
100SV43A — 1.72 — 3.43 3.43 — 1.72 —
100SV46A 1.29 — 2.58 — — 2.58 — 1.29
150SV43A — 2.58 — 5.16 5.16 — 2.58 —

150SV46A 1.94 — 3.88 — — 3.38 — 1.94
250SV43B — 4.3 —  8.6      8.6 — 4.3 —
250SV46B 3.23 — 6.45 — — 6.45 — 3.23
500SV43B — 8.6 — 17.2 17.2 — 8.6 —
500SV46B 6.45 — 12.9 — — 12.9 — 6.45

750SV43F — 12.9 — 25.8 25.8 — 12.9 —
750SV46F 9.7 — 19.4 — — 19.4 — 9.7

1S43F — 17.2 — 34.3 34.3 — 17.2 —
1S46F 12.9 — 25.8 — — 25.8 — 12.9

1.5S43F — 25.8 — 51.6 51.6 — 25.8 —

1.5S46F 19.4 — 38.8 — — 38.8 — 19.4
2S43F — 34.3 — 68.8 68.8 — 34.3 —
2S46F 25.8 — 51.6 — — 51.6 — 25.8
3S43F — 51.6 — 103.2 103.2 — 51.6 —
3S46F 38.8 — 77.6 — — 77.6 — 38.8

Wiring Diagram 6 6 5 5 5 5 6 6

Transformer
Catalog

Numbers

Available Voltage

212 218 225 229 252 256 264 272

Three Phase Load kVA

50SV43A — 0.86 — 1.72 1.72 — 0.86 —
50SV46A 0.64 — 1.29 — — 1.29 — 0.64
100SV43A — 1.72 — 3.43 3.43 — 1.72 —
100SV46A 1.29 — 2.58 — — 2.58 — 1.29
150SV43A — 2.58 — 5.16 5.16 — 2.58 —

150SV46A 1.94 — 3.88 — — 3.38 — 1.94
250SV43B — 4.3 — 8.6 8.6 — 4.3 —
250SV46B 3.23 — 6.45 — — 6.45 — 3.23
500SV43B — 8.6 — 17.2 17.2 — 8.6 —
500SV46B 6.45 — 12.9 — — 12.9 — 6.45

750SV43F — 12.9 — 25.8 25.8 — 12.9 —
750SV46F 9.7 — 19.4 — — 19.4 — 9.7

1S43F — 17.2 — 34.3 34.3 — 17.2 —
1S46F 12.9 — 25.8 — — 25.8 — 12.9

1.5S43F — 25.8 — 51.6 51.6 — 25.8 —

1.5S46F 19.4 — 38.8 — — 38.8 — 19.4
2S43F — 34.3 — 68.8 68.8 — 34.3 —
2S46F 25.8 — 51.6 — — 51.6 — 25.8
3S43F — 51.6 — 103.2 103.2 — 51.6 —
3S46F 38.8 — 77.6 — — 77.6 — 38.8

Wiring Diagram 6 6 5 5 5 5 6 6

Buck and Boost Transformers
Three Phase
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MINI POWER-ZONE Power Supply

480 Volts Primary Single Phase
120/240 Volts Secondary 60 Hz    

Application
The MINI POWER-ZONE® packaged power supply is the low
voltage (600 volts and below) version of our POWER-ZONE®

package unit substation. The MINI POWER-ZONE provides a
compact power supply for small loads and is suitable for service
equipment. This unit is a space-saving substitute for an individ-
ual main breaker, transformer, and secondary distribution panel
that are connected via conduit. Proper coordination of primary
breaker and transformer is assured to prevent nuisance tripping
on power-on inrush. The MINI POWER-ZONE power supply is
UL Listed for both indoor and outdoor use. 

Features
The MINI POWER-ZONE package includes these features:

• A transformer with a maximum full load temperature rise of
115°C using a 180°C insulation system. The core and coil is
encapsulated in an epoxy resin-sand combination. 

• A circuit breaker section enclosed in a weather-resistant,
steel enclosure.

• Enclosures use an electrostatically applied, ANSI 49 color,
powder coating to protect both the transformer and panel
board section and to provide extra corrosion resistance. This
construction provides an exceptionally durable unit for use in
wet, dirty, or dusty applications.

• Unique two-part construction uses removable transformers
that can be replaced without disturbing external panelboard
wiring. All sizes are furnished from Square D warehouse
stock, complete with the transformer main primary and main
seondary circuit breakers sized in accordance with National
Electrical Code requirements.

• Accommodates standard Square D plug-on branch circuit
breakers and QUIK-GARD® ground fault circuit breakers.

• Shunt trip capability on the primary breaker is available by
special order if local code requires remote tripping when the
package is used as service equipment.

• Electrostatic shield and bolt-on panel are available by special
order.

kVA Catalog
Number

Dimensions

Height Width Depth

IN mm IN mm IN mm

5 MPZ5S40F 32.7 831 12.0 305 11.9 303

7.5 MPZ7S40F 32.7 831 12.0 305 11.9 303

10 MPZ10S40F 32.7 831 12.0 305 11.9 303

15 MPZ15S40F 42.9 1090 17.4 442 13.5 343

25 MPZ25S40F 42.9 1090 17.4 442 13.5 343

480 Volts Delta Primary Three Phase
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

15 MPZ15T2F 44.6 1133 27.4 696 13.6 345

22.5 MPZ22T2F 44.6 1133 27.4 696 13.6 345

30 MPZ30T2F 44.6 1133 27.4 696 13.6 345

Single Phase
480 Volts Primary
120/240 Volts Secondary 60 Hz    

Three Phase
480 Volts Delta Primary
208Y/120 Volts Secondary 60 Hz          

Note: Boldface Catalog Numbers indicate in-stock transformers.

kVA   Catalog
Number

Wt.
Lbs.

Primary Main
Circuit Breaker

Feeder Breakers

Secondary Main
Circuit Breaker

Max. No.
1 Pole or 2 Pole

Max.
Amperes

5 MPZ5S40F 175 FAL24020    20A QO-230      30A 6 or 3 20

7.5 MPZ7S40F 200 FAL24030    30A QO-240      40A 8 or 4 30

10 MPZ10S40F 215 FAL24040    40A QO-260      60A 10 or 5 40

15 MPZ15S40F 350 FAL24060    60A QO-280      80A 16 or 8 60

25 MPZ25S40F 425 FAL24100  100A QO-2125  125A 24 or 12 100

kVA   Catalog
Number

Wt.
Lbs.

Primary Main
Circuit Breaker

Feeder Breakers

Secondary Main
Circuit Breaker

Max. No.
1 Pole or 2 pole

Max.
Amperes

15 MPZ15T2F 710 FAL34040    40A QO-360      60A 12 or 4 40

22.5 MPZ22T2F 725 FAL34070    70A QO-380      80A 18 or 6 60

30 MPZ30T2F 755 FAL34090    90A QO-3100  100A 24 or 8 80

Special Purpose Transformers
MINI POWER-ZONE® Power Supply
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Special Purpose Transformers

Drive Isolation Transformer

How to Order
To complete the catalog number, select the voltage required
from the chart and insert the voltage code in place of the paren-
theses (     ) in the catalog number.

Application
Square D drive isolation transformers are designed for the spe-
cial requirements of ac and dc motor drives, and allow for high-
surge, harmonic, and offset currents. Drive isolation  transform-
ers  should not be confused with isolation transformers (see
Page 17). Drive isolation transformers reduce transient genera-
tion into a supply power and buffer SCR current surges.

The main function of drive isolation transformers is to provide
the following:

• Voltage Change — if necessary, these units adjust the
voltage to match the motor drive voltage requirements.

• Isolated Secondary Winding — normally the secondary
is grounded to a new isolated building ground to provide
greater insurance against drive “noise” coupling back into
the primary system and affecting other equipment on the
same service.

• Reactive Buffer — tends to ease the rate of current
change in the solid-state switching elements contained in
the drive.

Features
• Evaluated according to UL Standard 1561 for effects of

harmonic heating.
• Designed for typical harmonics per IEEE 519-1992.
• Meets 4% minimum reactance for 150°C temperature rise

designs.
• Conforms to IEEE-597 Class B overload, which requires

150% of load for one minute per hour.
• Designed for the mechanical stress of dc drive current

spikes.
• Designed for the thermal and mechanical stress of highly-

cyclic process control applications.

Voltage Code Primary Secondary

142 230 Delta 230Y/132
143 230 Delta 460Y/265
144 460 Delta 230Y/132

145 460 Delta 460Y/265
146 575 Delta 230Y/132
147 575 Delta 460Y/265

Drive Isolation Transformers

Three Phase 60 Hz           

Note: Transformers are in stock for voltage code 145 through 275kVA and voltage code 144 through 93kVA.
c For enclosure styles see Dimensions Table Page 27. 
f See Wiring Diagrams Page 41.

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Taps

Deg. C.
Temp. Rise Wt. (lbs.) Encl.c Wiringf

7.5 7T(  )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 180 17D 16

11 11T(  )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 180 17D 16

15 15T( )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 190 17D 16

20 20T(  )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 210 17D 16

27 27T( )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 250 17D 16

34 34T(  )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 295 18D 16

40 40T( )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 350 18D 16

51 51T( )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 445 20D 16

63 63T(  )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 465 20D 16

75 75T(  )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 550 20D 16

93 93T(  )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 845 22D 16

118 118T(  )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 920 22D 16

145 145T(  )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 1025 22D 16

175 175T(  )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 1325 25D 16

220 220T( )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 1400 25D 16

275 275T(  )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 1560 25D 16

330 300T( )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 1550 25D 16

440 440T( )HIDT 2—5%1+1- 150 1900 25D 16

550 550T( )HDIT 2—5%1+1- 150 2500 30D 16
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Accessories

Transformer Lug Kits

VERSAtile® Compression Equipment Lugs – UL Listed

Mechanical Set – Screw Type Lugs

Transformer
kVA Size and Phase Tool Type

Terminal Lugs Hardware Included
Kit Catalog Number

Qty. Catalog Number Qty. Type

15-37.5 1-Phase

VC6

8 VCEL-021-14S1 8 .25" x 1" Cap Screws VCEL-SK115-45  3-Phase 5 VCEL030-516H1 1 .25" x 2" Cap Screws

50-75 1-Phase 13 VCEL030-516H1 8 .25" x 1" Cap Screws VCEL-SK275-112.5 3-Phase 8 .25" x 2" Cap Screws

100-167 1-Phase

VC6FT

3 VCEL-030-516H1 3 .25" x .75" Cap Screws VCEL-SK3150-300 3-Phase 26 VCEL-075-12H1 16 .37" x 2" Cap Screws

100-167 1-Phase 3 VCEL-030-516H1 3 .25" x 1" Cap Screws VCEL-SK3-050150-300 3-Phase 26 VCEL-075-12H1 16 .37" x 2" Cap Screws

500 3-Phase VC6FT
VC8 34 VCEL-075-12H1 21 .37" x 2" Cap Screws VCEL-SK4

Transformer
kVA Size

Terminal Lugs Hardware Included
Kit Catalog Number

Qty. Catalog Number Qty. Type

15-37.5 1-Phase 8 DA-2 9 .25" x .75" Cap Screws DA-SK115-45  3-Phase 5 DA-250

50-75 1-Phase 13 DA-250 8 .25" x .75" Cap Screws DA-SK275-112.5 3-Phase 8 .25" x 1.75" Cap Screws

100-167 1-Phase 3 DA-250 3 .25" x .75" Cap Screws DA-SK3150-300 3-Phase 26 DA600 16 .37" x 2" Cap Screws

500 3-Phase 34 DA-600 21 .37" x 2" Cap Screws DA-SK4

Lug Kits
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Enclosures and Accessories

Table 1: Enclosure Dimensions and Accessories
Enclosure 

Number/Style
Height Width Depth Mounting Weathershield Wall Mounting 

Bracket
Ceiling Mount-

ing BracketIN mm IN mm IN mm
1 A 5 127 4.47 114 3.44 87 Wall — —
2 A 5.5 140 4.47 114 3.44 87 Wall — — —
3 A 5 127 4.85 123 3.75 95 Wall — — —
4 A 5.5 140 5.23 133 4.06 103 Wall — — —
5 A 6.19 157 6.19 157 4.69 119 Wall — — —
6 A 6.69 170 6.19 157 4.69 119 Wall — — —
7 A 8.13 270 6.94 176 5.31 135 Wall — — —
8 A 8.25 210 8.68 220 6.56 167 Wall — — —
9 A 9.56 243 8.68 220 6.56 167 Wall — — —

10 A 10.5 267 8.62 219 6.5 165 Wall — — —
11 A 12.56 319 8.62 219 6.5 165 Wall — — —
12 C 13.5 343 14.75 375 9 229 Wall — — —
13 B 14.75 375 9.75 248 11.75 298 Wall — — —
14 C 14.75 375 19.1 485 12.25 311 Wall — — —
15 B 20 508 15 381 13.5 343 Wall — — —
16 C 22 559 25 635 13.5 343 Wall — — —

17
D 27 686 20 508 16 406 Floor WS363 WMB361–362 CMB363
E 27 686 20 508 16 406 Floor N/A WMB361–362 CMB363

18
D 30 762 20 508 20 508 Floor WS363 WMB363–364 CMB363
E 30 762 20 508 20 508 Floor N/A WMB363–364 CMB363

19
D 30 762 30 762 20 508 Floor WS364 WMB363–364 CMB364
E 30 762 30 762 20 508 Floor N/A WMB363–364 CMB364

20
D 37 940 30 762 20 508 Floor WS364 WMB363–364 CMB364
E 37 940 30 762 20 508 Floor N/A WMB363–364 CMB364

21
D 37 940 30 762 24 610 Floor WS364 N/A CMB364
E 37 940 30 762 24 610 Floor N/A N/A CMB364

22
D 43.75 1111 32 813 27 686 Floor WS380 N/A CMB380
E 43.75 1111 32 813 27 686 Floor N/A N/A CMB380

23
D 48 1219 48 1219 29.5 749 Floor WS368 N/A N/A
E 48 1219 48 1219 29.5 749 Floor N/A N/A N/A

24
D 49.5 1257 35 889 28.5 724 Floor WS381 N/A CMB381
E 49.5 1257 35 889 28.5 724 Floor N/A N/A CMB381

25
D 49.5 1257 41 1041 32 813 Floor WS382 N/A N/A
E 49.5 1257 41 1041 32 813 Floor N/A N/A N/A

26
D 57.5 1461 41 1041 32 813 Floor WS382 N/A N/A
E 57.5 1461 41 1041 32 813 Floor N/A N/A N/A

27
D 58 1473 48 1219 29.5 749 Floor WS368 N/A N/A
E 58 1473 48 1219 29.5 749 Floor N/A N/A N/A

28
D 60 1524 56 1422 36 914 Floor WS370A N/A N/A
E 60 1524 56 1422 36 914 Floor N/A N/A N/A

29
D 68 1727 56 1422 36 914 Floor WS370A N/A N/A
E 68 1727 56 1422 36 914 Floor N/A N/A N/A

30
D 71 1803 48 1219 36 914 Floor WS383 N/A N/A
E 71 1803 48 1219 36 914 Floor N/A N/A N/A

31
D 74 1880 56 1422 40.5 1029 Floor WS384 N/A N/A
E 74 1880 56 1422 40.5 1029 Floor N/A N/A N/A

32 F 91.5 2324 56 1422 54 1372 Floor N/A N/A N/A
33 F 91.5 2324 72 1829 54 1372 Floor N/A N/A N/A
34 F 91.5 2324 84 2134 54 1372 Floor N/A N/A N/A

Enclosure Dimensions and Accessories
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Enclosures and Accessories
Enclosure Style and Accessories

Enclosure Style A Enclosure Style B Enclosure Style C

Enclosure Style D Enclosure Style E

Transformer with Added WeathershieldEnclosure Style F 
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Other Transformer Products

Application
Square D manufactures three lines of general purpose control
power transformers, a high-efficiency line, a standard line, and
an international line. All three lines are specifically designed to
handle high inrush associated with contactors and relays for
applications such as conveyor systems, paint lines, punch
presses, or overhead cranes.

Type T and TF control power transformers, designed for interna-
tional markets, are rated for 50/60 Hz. They are the best choice
when size and cost are of concern for 50-1000 VA and when
products need to meet the CE mark for international standards. 

The Type T, like the Type K, also offers various temperature
classes:

• 50-150 VA with a 55°C Temperature Rise
• 200-350 VA with a 80°C Temperature Rise
• 500-1000 VA with a 115°C Temperature Rise

Separate Fingersafe® accessory kits may be purchased and
installed to meet EN60-742 for CE approval. The Type T and TF
line meets requirements of UL, CSA, CE, and NOM. They are
UL Listed under E61239, Guide XPTQ2, CSA certified under
LR37055, Guide 184-N-90, CE marked under EN60742, and
NOM117.

The standard line, Type K (1000-5000 VA) transformers, are the
best choice if size and cost are of concern. These standard
units use the most advanced insulating materials, making it
possible to offer the advantages of different temperature
classes: 

• 50 VA- 250 VA with a 55˚C Temperature Rise
• 300 VA- 350 VA with a 80˚C Temperature Rise
• 500 VA - 5000 VA with a 115˚C Temperature Rise

Type K control transformers are UL Listed under UL File
No.E61239, Guide XPTQ2 and CSA certified under CSA File
No. LR37055, Guide 184–N–90. The standard line includes
Type KF designed with a top-mounted fuse block to accommo-
date two primary Class CC time delay fuses and one second-
ary 1.5" x 13/32" size fuse.

Type E control transformers are high-efficiency units with a
55˚C temperature rise. This is the best choice when low heat
contribution is required. These high-efficiency units provide
extra regulation and lower energy losses. Type E control trans-
formers are UL listed under File E61239 and also CSA certified
under File No.LR37055, Guide 184–N–90.

All Square D control transformers are copper-wound, vacuum
impregnated with varnish and fully tested in strict compliance
with ANSI, CSA, and UL codes. Windings are additive polarity.
Jumper cables are supplied with each transformer.

Enhancements for Special Applications
The standard, high-efficiency, and international models all have
designs adapted to meet the needs of special applications:

• Top-mounted fuse block —indicated as type KF, TF,  or
EOF.

• Leads — instead of terminal boards, are available on lim-
ited sizes. Indicated as type KL or EL.

• Secondary fuse protection kits — are available for 25-
750 VA standard and  50-1000 VA for high efficiency. Indi-
cated as type S if factory installed or AP if field installed. 

• Shorting bars — for interconnnecting terminals of dual-
voltage transformers are included, extras available in sepa-
rate kits. Indicated as type SB.

• Special sizes and voltage combinations are available.
• Transformer kits — for factory or field installation in combi-

nation starters. Indicated as type GO or GFT.

Enhancements for Type T and TF Line Only
• Fingersafe® Covers — snap on to meet CE requirements

(FSC-1 50-200 VA, FSC-2 250-1000 VA, and FSC-23 spe-
cial 6 terminal applications)

• Fuse Pullers Kit — offers finger protection from fuse block
for CE requirements and facilitates every fuse change out.
(FP-1)

• Secondary Fuse Protection Kits — now available field-
installable. Indicated as SF type.

Regulation
Class 9070 transformers are designed with low impedance wind-
ings for excellence voltage regulation. This allows Class 9070
transformers to accommodate the high momentary inrush cur-
rent caused when electromechanical devices such as contac-
tors, relays and solenoids are energized. The secondary voltage
drop between no load and momentary overload is low, helping to
assure satisfactory operation of magnetic components.

Selection Guide
1. Determine inrush and sealed VA of each coil in the control

circuit.
2. Total the sealed VA of all coils.
3. Total the inrush VA of all coils at 100% secondary voltage.

Add this value to the total sealed VA present (if any) when
inrush occurs.

4. If the supply voltage is stable and varies no more than ±5%,
refer to the 90% secondary voltage column. If the voltage
varies as much as ±10%, use the 95% voltage column.

5. Using the regulation chart, select a transformer:
A. With a continuous VA rating equal to or greater than the

value obtained in step 2
B. With a maximum inrush VA equal to or greater than the

value obtained in step 3

Regulation Chart — Inrush VA@ 30% Power Factor    

VA

95% Secondary 
Voltage

90% Secondary 
Voltage

85% Secondary 
Voltage

Type 
E

Type 
K Type T Type E Type K Type T Type E Type K Type T

25 72 N/A 161 109 N/A 221 131 N/A 281
50 171 161 161 235 221 221 299 281 281
75 327 244 244 390 337 337 554 437 437

100 382 307 307 553 440 440 722 575 575
150 468 521 521 735 765 765 997 1014 1014
200 1065 1065 759 1538 1538 1060 2163 2163 1369
250 1290 1290 1190 1949 1949 1660 2680 2680 2120
300 1700 1237 1335 2489 1775 1845 3384 2299 2350
350 2500 1480 1610 4115 2104 2270 5393 2712 2910
500 3600 1836 2650 4836 2651 3500 6900 3441 4340
750 6250 3482 3270 8583 5042 4895 13183 6564 6530

1000 8750 4244 5350 13275 6345 7675 19462 8388 9935
1500 16500 10023 N/A 22863 14735 N/A 35378 19304 N/A
2000 24300 12744 N/A 36688 19202 N/A 54737 25450 N/A
3000 28900 18176 N/A 44789 28096 N/A 98007 37797 N/A
5000 78500 29868 N/A 116406 48349 N/A 187579 66541 N/A

Control Power Transformers
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Type T
• Rated for IEC, UL, CSA and NOM
• Tri-lingual markings (English, Spanish and French)
• Fingersafe® cover accessories allow OEMs to apply “CE”

mark on their machinery
• Declaration of Conformity to EN60 742
• All the Features of the Type K

 

Type T  D1=  240/480V-120V,  230/460V-115V, 220/440V-110V, 50/60 Hz      Type T                   

q The following voltage codes will have the same dimensions as their respective VA sizes from the D1 codes: D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D12, D13, D14, D15, D23, D31, D33.
f See table below for dimensions.

Type T          

a Width dimensions with fingersafe covers on.

Type K  
• Vacuum Impregnated
• Flexible Mounting Plates
• Copper magnet wire

Type K, Standard Single Phase D1=240/480V-120V, 230/460V-115V, 220/440V-110V, 50/60 Hz     

Types shown in bold type are normally stocked items.
a The following voltage codes will have the same dimension as their respective VA sizes from the D1 codes: D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D12, D13, D14, D15, D23, D31, D33.

A
D

B

C

EF

9070T150D1 Figure 1

Type & 
Voltage 
Codeq

UL VA
Rating

IEC VA
Rating

Dim./Accs.
Codef

T25D1 25 25 T1
T50D1 50 50 T1
T75D1 75 75 T2
T100D1 100 100 T3
T150D1 150 150 T4
T200D1 200 200 T5
T250D1 250 160 T6
T300D1 300 200 T7
T350D1 350 250 T8
T500D1 500 300 T9
T750D1 750 500 T10
T1000D1 1000 630 T11

Type & 
Voltage Code 
(D18, 20, 32)

UL VA
Rating

IEC VA
Rating

Dim./Accs.
Codef

T25 25 25 T2
T50 50 50 T2
T75 75 75 T4
T100 100 100 T4
T150 150 150 T5
T200 200 200 T7
T250 250 160 T8
T300 300 200 T8
T350 350 250 T9
T500 500 300 T10
T750 750 500 T11
T1000 1000 630 N/A

Type &
Voltage
Code

Dimensions – See Figure 1 Terminal
Covers Slot Wt.

(lbs)A B C Da E F

T1 3.09 3.00 2.58 3.84 2.00 2.50 FSC-1 .20 x .38 2.6
T2 3.34 3.38 2.89 4.09 2.38 2.81 FSC-1 .20 x .48 3.6
T3 3.34 3.38 2.89 4.09 2.38 2.81 FSC-1 .20 x .48 3.6
T4 3.59 3.75 3.20 4.34 2.88 3.13 FSC-1 .20 x .38 5.1
T5 3.59 3.75 3.20 4.34 2.88 3.13 FSC-1 .20 x .38 5.1

T6 5.25 3.75 3.25 6.05 2.88 3.13 FSC-2 .20 x .38 7.3
T7 4.70 4.50 3.80 5.50 2.56 3.75 FSC-2 .20 x .38 8.6
T8 5.09 4.50 3.80 5.89 3.00 3.75 FSC-2 .20 x .38 9.9
T9 5.46 4.50 3.80 6.26 3.56 3.75 FSC-2 .20 x .38 11.5
T10 5.66 5.25 4.43 6.46 3.43 4.38 FSC-2 .28 x .56 16.9
T11 6.04 5.25 4.43 6.84 4.31 4.38 FSC-2 .28 x .56 19.3

Type and 
Voltage 
Code

VA
Dimensions — See Figure 1

Weight
A B C E F Slot

K50D1 50 3.09 3.00 2.58 2.00 2.50 .20 x .38 2.6
K75D1 75 3.34 3.38 2.89 2.38 2.81 .20 x .48 3.2
K100D1 100 3.34 3.38 2.89 2.38 2.81 .20 x .48 3.6
K150D1 150 3.59 3.75 3.20 2.88 3.13 .20 x .48 5.1
K200D1 200 4.81 4.50 3.75 2.50 3.75 .20 x .38 7.8

K250D1 250 5.19 4.50 3.75 2.88 3.75 .20 x .38 9.2
K300D1 300 4.88 4.50 3.75 2.56 3.75 .20 x .38 8.0
K350D1 350 5.31 4.50 3.75 3.00 3.75 .20 x .38 10.0
K500D1 500 5.88 4.50 3.75 3.56 3.75 .20 x .38 12.2
K750D1 750 5.56 5.25 4.38 3.44 4.38 .28 x .41 15.4

K1000D1 1000 6.50 5.25 4.38 4.31 4.38 .28 x .41 20.3
K1500D1 1500 6.62 7.06 6.56 4.13 5.81 .28 x .56 30.0
K2000D1 2000 6.94 7.06 6.56 4.44 5.81 .28 x .56 35.0
K3000D1 3000 7.91 9.00 9.50 4.63 7.63 .44 x .69 52.0
K5000D1 5000 9.63 9.00 9.50 6.56 7.63 .44 x .69 84.0

Control Power Transformers
Type T, Type K

Other Transformer Products
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Type TF and KF
Type TF KF transformers can help panel builders and machin-
ery OEMs comply with the revised UL Standard 508 and NEC
450. The primary fuse clips accommodate Class CC time delay,
rejection type fuses. The secondary fuse clips use a midget
1.5" x 13/32") fuse. Type TF and KF transformers help to free up
space, reduce labor and additional costs associated with pur-
chasing, stocking and installing separate fuse blocks. The Type
TF transformers, with the use of the Fingersafe® cover accesso-
ries and fuse pullers, comply with “CE” requirements.

           

Type TF (with top mounted fuse block) D1=240/480V-120V, 50/60 Hz           Type TF (with top mounted fuse block)                   

q The following voltage codes will have the same dimensions as their respective VA sizes from the D1 codes: D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D12, D13, D14, D15, D23, D31, D33.
f See table below for dimensions.

Type TF          

a Width dimensions with fingersafe covers on.
c Height dimensions with fingersafe covers on.

Type KF D1=240/480V-120V, 50/60 Hz     

a The following voltage codes will have the same dimension as their respective VA sizes from the D1 codes: D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D12, D13, D14, D15, D23, D31, D33.

A
D

B

C
G

EF

9070TF150D1 Figure 2

Type & 
Voltage 
Codeq

UL VA
Rating

IEC VA
Rating

Dim./Accs.
Codef

TF25D1 25 25 TF1
TF50D1 50 50 TF1
TF75D1 75 75 T2F
TF100D1 100 100 TF3
TF150D1 150 150 TF4
TF200D1 200 200 TF5
TF250D1 250 160 TF6
TF300D1 300 200 TF7
TF350D1 350 250 TF8
TF500D1 500 300 TF9
TF750D1 750 500 TF10
TF1000D1 1000 630 TF11

Type & 
Voltage Code 
(D18, 20, 32)

UL VA
Rating

IEC VA
Rating

Dim./Accs.
Codef

TF25 25 25 TF2
TF50 50 50 TF2
TF75 75 75 TF4
TF100 100 100 TF4
TF150 150 150 TF5
TF200 200 200 TF7
TF250 250 160 TF8
TF300 300 200 TF8
TF350 350 250 TF9
TF500 500 300 TF10
TF750 750 500 TF11
TF1000 1000 630 N/A

Type &
Voltage
Code

Dimensions — See Figure 2 Terminal
Covers Slot Wt.

(lbs)A B C Da E F Gc

T1 3.09 3.00 4.00 3.84 2.00 2.50 4.20 FSC-1 .20 x .38 2.9
T2 3.34 3.38 4.25 4.09 2.38 2.81 4.45 FSC-1 .20 x .48 3.9
T3 3.34 3.38 4.25 4.09 2.38 2.81 4.45 FSC-1 .20 x .48 3.9
T4 3.59 3.75 4.55 4.34 2.88 3.13 4.75 FSC-1 .20 x .38 5.4
T5 3.59 3.75 4.55 4.34 2.88 3.13 4.75 FSC-1 .20 x .38 5.4

T6 5.25 3.75 4.55 6.05 2.88 3.13 4.75 FSC-2 .20 x .38 7.6
T7 4.70 4.50 5.10 5.50 2.56 3.75 5.30 FSC-2 .20 x .38 8.9
T8 5.09 4.50 5.10 5.89 3.00 3.75 5.30 FSC-2 .20 x .38 10.2
T9 5.46 4.50 5.10 6.26 3.56 3.75 5.30 FSC-2 .20 x .38 11.8
T10 5.66 5.25 5.73 6.46 3.43 4.38 5.93 FSC-2 .28 x .56 17.2
T11 6.04 5.25 5.73 6.84 4.31 4.38 5.93 FSC-2 .28 x .56 19.6

Type and 
Voltage 
Code

VA Dimensions — See Figure 2
Weight

60 Hz A B C E F Slot

KF50D1 50 3.09 3.00 3.87 2.00 2.50 .20 x .38 2.9
KF75D1 75 3.34 3.38 4.19 2.38 2.81 .20 x .48 3.5
KF100D1 100 3.34 3.38 4.19 2.38 2.81 .20 x .48 3.9
KF150D1 150 3.59 3.75 4.50 2.88 3.13 .20 x .38 5.4
KF200D1 200 4.81 4.50 5.06 2.50 3.75 .20 x .38 8.1

KF250D1 250 5.19 4.50 5.06 2.88 3.75 .20 x .38 9.5
KF300D1 300 4.88 4.50 5.06 2.56 3.75 .20 x .38 8.3
KF350D1 350 5.31 4.50 5.06 3.00 3.75 .20 x .38 10.3
KF500D1 500 5.88 4.50 5.06 3.56 3.75 .20 x .38 12.5
KF750D1 750 5.56 5.25 5.69 3.44 4.38 .28 x .41 15.7
KF1000D1 1000 6.50 5.25 5.69 4.31 4.38 .28 x .41 20.6

Control Power Transformers
Type TF and Type KF

Other Transformer Products
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Type E D1=240/480V-120V     

a The following voltage codes will have the same dimension as their respective VA sizes from the D1 codes: D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D12, D13, D14, D15, D23, D31, D33.
        

Type EO3D1

Cross Referencea

a Cross reference is for VA size only. Type E is not directly replaceable by Type 
K in all sizes. Please compare dimensions.

Type T Field Installable Accessories     

t Cannot be used when CE is required, can also be factory installed by adding to end of catalog number, i.e. 9070T50D1SF25.
k Can be used with the FP-1 and one additional cover to meet CE requirements.

Other Field Installable Secondary Fusing     

i Use AP4 kit for 9070K150D18, D19, D20 and D32.

Type
VA Dimensions — See Figure 3

Weight
Dim./

Accessory 
Codea60 Hz 50 Hz A B C E F Slot

EO17D1 25 25 3.31 3.00 2.50 1.75 2.50 .20 x .38 1.9 EF1
EO1D1 50 35 3.31 3.00 2.50 2.00 2.50 .20 x .38 2.2 EF2
EO18D1 75 75 3.78 3.38 2.81 2.19 2.81 .20 x .38 3.5 EF3
EO2D1 100 70 3.78 3.38 2.81 2.38 2.81 .20 x .38 3.8 EF4
EO3D1 150 120 4.44 3.75 3.13 2.88 3.13 .20 x .38 6.0 EF5

EO4D1 300 240 5.56 4.50 3.75 3.25 3.75 .20 x .38 10.5 EF6
EO16D1 350 280 6.19 4.50 3.75 3.81 3.75 .20 x .38 13.2 EF7
EO51D1 500 400 6.56 5.25 4.38 3.81 4.38 .28 x .41 17.2 EF8
EO61D1 750 500 7.94 5.25 4.38 5.13 4.38 .28 x .41 24.5 EF9
EO71D1 1000 900 7.94 6.00 5.00 4.75 5.00 .28 x .63 30.5 EF10

EO81D1 1500 1300 8.59 7.06 6.03 5.88 5.81 .44 x .69 45.0 EF11
EO91D1 2000 1800 9.22 7.06 6.03 6.50 5.81 .44 x .69 56.0 EF12
EO10D1 3000 3000 9.44 9.00 8.38 5.88 7.63 .44 x .69 72.0 EF13
EO11D1 5000 5000 12.06 9.00 8.38 8.50 7.63 .44 x .69 115.0 EF14

A
B

C

EF

Figure 3

EO1 K50

EO18 K75

EO2 K100

EO3 K150

EO19 K200

EO15 K250

EO4 K300

EO16 K350

EO51 K500

EO61 K750

EO71 K1000

EO81 K1500

EO91 K2000

EO10 K3000

EO11 K5000

Part No. Description Notes

FP-1 Fuse puller Kit, used on all TF units 3 pullers/kit, 10 kit minimum, available in bulk packaging of 150 pullers 
by adding a B to the end of the catalog number.

FSC-1 Finger-protected cover kit to be used on 25VA to 200VA 2 covers/kit, 10 kit minimum, available in bulk packaging of 100 covers 
by adding a B to the end of the catalog number.FSC-2 Finger-protected cover kit to be used on 250VA to 1000VA

FSC-23 Finger-protected cover kit to be used with all VAs 
with voltage codes D19, D35, D40 or D41 2 covers/kit, 1 kit minimum.

SF25A t Secondary fuse block kit to be used on 25VA to 200VA Accommodates 11⁄4" x 13⁄32" size fuse.SF25B t Secondary fuse block kit to be used on 250VA to 1000VA

SF41A t Secondary fuse block kit to be used on 25VA to 200VA Accommodates a midget 11⁄2" x 13⁄32" size fuse.SF41B t Secondary fuse block kit to be used on 250VA to 1000VA

FB-1Ak 1-Pole non-rejection fuse block, and FSC-1 Accommodates a 11⁄2" x 13⁄32" size fuse.FB-1Bk 1-Pole non-rejection fuse block, and FSC-2

FB-2Ak 2-Pole non-rejection fuse block, and FSC-1 Accommodates a 11⁄2" x 13⁄32" size fuse.FB-2Bk 2-Pole non-rejection fuse block, and FSC-2

FB-3Ak 3-Pole, 2 rejection and 1 non-rejection fuse block, and FSC-1 Accommodates a 11⁄2" x 13⁄32" size fuse.FB-3Bk 3-Pole, 2 rejection and 1 non-rejection fuse block, and FSC-2

Part No. Description

AP1 2" x 9⁄16" fuse size used on Type EO, 25 to 500VA; Type K, 50 to 500VA; and Type T 25 to 500VA

AP2 11⁄4" x 1⁄4" fuse size used on Type EO, 25 to 350VA; Type K, 50 to 500VA; and Type T 25 to 500VA

AP3 11⁄4" x 1⁄4" fuse size used on Type EO, 25 to 150VA and Type K, 50 to 150VAi

AP4 11⁄4" x 1⁄4" fuse size used on Type EO, 200 to 750VA and Type K, 200 to 1000VA

Control Power Transformers
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Voltage Codes for Wiring Diagrams

k Use Codes D8 and D9 on transformers with leads only. On other requests 
with these voltages please use the stocked Code D1.

a Use Finger-protected cover kit FSC-23. 

Ordering Information   

Wiring Diagrams
Circuit diagrams below represent transformer connection con-
figuration for voltage codes listed below. Specific voltage
arrangements are included on the label of each control trans-
former.                             

Voltage 
Code Primary-Secondary Voltage Circuit

Diagram

D1
220/440-110
230/460-115
240/480-120

2

D2 240/480-24 2

D3 208-120 1

D4 277-120 1

D5
550-110
575-115
600-120

1

D6 380-110 1

D8 k
220-110
230-115
240-120

1

D9 k
440-110
460-115
480-120

1

D12
440-220
460-230
480-240

1

D13 120-12/24 7

D14 208-24 1

D15 240/480-24/120 5

D16 600-24 1

D17 415-110 1

D18 208/277/380-95/115 32

D19 a 208/240/277/380/480-24 20

D20 208/230/460-115 13

D22 480-277 1

D23 120/240-24 2

D24
110-110
115-115
120-120

1

D25 277-24 1

D26 208/240/416/480-120 . . .

D27 208/240/480-120 13

D31
220/440-110/220
230/460-115/230
240/480-120/240

5

D32
220/440/550-90/110
230/460/575-95/115
240/480/600-100/120

32

D33 380/400/415-115/230 21

D34 208/480/575-120 13

D35 a 208/230/380/440/460-110/115 . . .

D36 600-12/24 7

D37 600-120/240 7

D38 240/480-12 2

D39 208/380/416-95/115 32

D40 a 208/240/380/416/480-120 . . .

D41 a 208/230/400/440/460-110/115 . . .

Example Class Type

9070 T F 50 D1

Type T or K 
Control Transformer

With top mounted 
fuse block

VA Size
50VA 200VA 500VA
75VA 250VA 750VA

100VA 300VA 1000VA
150VA 350VA

Voltage Codes
D1  – 240/480-120V
D2  – 240/480-24V
D3  – 280-120V
D4  – 277-120V
D5  – 600-120V
D23 – 120/240-24V

C.D. Wiring Diagram Price Sec

1 Single V. Single V.

2 Dual V. Single V.

3 With 1 Tap Single V.

4 Single V. With 1 Tap

5 Dual V. With 1 Tap

7 Single V. Dual V.

8 Dual V. Dual V.

13 With 2 Tap Single V.

20 With 4 Tap Single V.

21 With 2 Tap Dual V.

32 With 2 Tap With 1 Tap

H1

X2

H2

X1

X2 X1

H1 H4H3 H2

X2 X1

H1 H2 H3

H2H1

X3 X2 X1

X3 X2 X1

H1 H3 H2 H4

X4 X2 X3 X1

H1 H2

H1

X4 X2 X3 X1

H3 H2 H4

X2 X1

H1 H2 H3 H4

X2 X1

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6

H1 H2 H3 H4

X4 X2 X3 X1

X3 X2 X1

H1 H2 H3 H4

Control Power Transformers
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 Dry Type Open Core and Coil

The compact space-saving design of Square D’s open core and coil
dry type transformers can be used in general applications. Additional
features of open core and coil transformers include: 

• Class 220°C insulation with 150° temperature rise.
• Aluminum windings
• Top terminated

Available in single phase from 5-75 kVA and 3-phase from 
9-112.5 kVA

• UL component recognized

Single Phase           

Three Phase 60 Hz               

Table 1       

k 115°C temperature rise
f See Wiring Diagrams, Page 41.
q When 240V connection is used there will be 3-5% taps, 1 above and 2 below 240 volts. 
a FCBN full capacity taps below normal where noted.

kVA Catalog
Number

Full Capacity
Taps

Dimensions (IN) Wt.
(lbs)

Wiring
f Figure

A B C D E F G

240x480 Volts Primary
120/240 Volts Secondary 60 Hz

5 5S1HFOCk None 8.0 9.0 11.0 8.0 7.75 — — 66 1 1
7.5 7S1HOC None 8.0 9.0 14.25 8.0 8.50 — — 80 1 1

10 10S1HOC None 8.0 9.0 14.25 8.0 8.50 — — 100 1 1
15 15S1HOC None 16.0 16.5 12.5 13.0 4.50 6.5 6.0 110 1 2
25 25S3HOC 6—2.5%2+4-q 16.0 16.5 13.0 13.0 4.50 7.0 6.0 120 3 2
37.5 37S3HOC 6—2.5%2+4-q 19.0 16.5 16.0 13.0 5.50 9.5 6.5 230 3 2
50 50S3HOC 6—2.5%2+4-q 19.0 18.0 17.0 13.0 6.50 9.5 6.5 260 3 2
75 75S3HOC 6—2.5%2+4-q 19.0 18.0 17.0 13.0 6.50 9.5 7.5 335 3 2

kVA Catalog
Number

Dimensions (IN) – See Figure 3 Wt.
(lbs) How to Order Three Phase

To complete the catalog number, select the
voltage required from Table 1 and insert
the voltage code in place of the parentheses
(    ) in the catalog number.

A B C D E F G
9 9T(    )HOC 13.0 18.0 12.5 16.0 4.0 6.5 6.0 120

15 15T(    )HOC 13.0 18.0 12.5 16.0 4.0 6.5 6.0 120
30 30T(    )HOC 16.0 18.0 12.5 16.0 4.5 6.5 6.0 170
45 45T(    )HOC 16.0 18.0 16.0 16.0 4.5 8.5 7.5 260
75 75T(    )HOC 19.5 21.0 16.0 16.0 6.5 8.5 7.5 365

112.5 112T(    )HOC 19.5 21.0 19.5 16.0 8.0 9.0 10.5 565

Voltage
Code

Primary
Voltage

Secondary
Voltage

Full Capacity
Tapsa

 Wiring
f

12 240 Delta 208Y/120 4-2.5% 2+2- 11

3 480 Delta 208Y/120 6-2.5% 2+4- 10

8 600 Delta 208Y/120 4-2.5% FCBN 11

Open Core and Coil
Other Transformer Products

D

A
Max.

B

Max.
C

G

E E

F

Max.
C

G

E E

F

D

A
Max.

B

Figure 2

Figure 1

Figure 3

B

D

C

A

E

Max.

Max.
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Table 1  Voltage Codes

Two-Coil Motor Starting Autotransformer 60 Hz

Three-Coil Motor Starting Autotransformer 60 Hz

Application
Square D motor starting autotransformers offer a space-saving
design for medium-duty motor starting service. Features of
open core and coil transformers include: 

• Class 220°C insulation
• Available in two-coil and three-coil designs
• 10-400 Horse Power
• 50%, 65%, 80%, 100% Taps

How to Order
To complete the catalog number, select the voltage required
from Table 1 and insert the voltage code in place of the paren-
theses ( ) in the catalog number.

Voltage Code  Primary Voltage

200 208

201 240

202 480

203 600

Horse
Power

Catalog
Number

Dimensions (IN)  - See Figure 1 Weight
(lbs) Fig.

A B C D E

10 MSA10T( )H2 7.5 10.5 8.0 9.0 6.0 45 1

20 MSA20T(  )H2 7.5 10.5 8.0 9.0 6.0 45 1

30 MSA30T( )H2 7.5 10.5 10.0 9.0 7.5 65 1

50 MSA50T( )H2 7.5 10.5 10.0 9.0 7.5 65 1

75 MSA75T(  )H2 8.5 12.25 10.25 9.0 7.5 95 1

100 MSA100T(  )H2 8.5 12.25 10.25 9.0 7.5 95 1

125 MSA125T( )H2 11.0 14.5 10.5 9.0 7.5 125 1

150 MSA150T(  )H2 11.0 14.5 10.5 9.0 7.5 125 1

200 MSA200T( )H2 11.0 14.5 10.5 9.0 7.5 145 1

250 MSA250T(  )H2 14.25 17.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 160 1

300 MSA300T( )H2 14.25 17.0 12.25 9.0 9.0 180 1

400 MSA400T(  )H2 16.0 19.25 13.0 9.0 9.0 225 1

Horse
Power

Catalog
Number

Dimensions (IN)  - See Figure 2 Weight
(lbs) Fig.

A B C D E

10 MSA10T(  )H3 7.5 10.5 7.0 9.0 4.0 37 2

20 MSA20T(  )H3 7.5 10.5 7.0 9.0 4.0 37 2

30 MSA30T( )H3 8.25 13.0 7.25 9.0 6.0 55 2

50 MSA50T(  )H3 8.25 13.0 7.25 9.0 6.0 55 2

75 MSA75T( )H3 12.0 14.5 9.5 9.0 7.25 85 2

100 MSA100T(  )H3 12.0 14.5 9.5 9.0 7.25 85 2

125 MSA125T( )H3 12.0 14.5 9.5 9.0 7.25 135 2

150 MSA150T( )H3 14.0 15.5 10.0 9.0 7.5 135 2

200 MSA200T(  )H3 14.0 15.5 10.0 9.0 7.5 135 2

250 MSA250T(  )H3 14.0 15.5 10.5 9.0 7.62 145 2

300 MSA300T(  )H3 14.0 15.5 10.5 9.0 9.12 210 2

400 MSA400T( )H3 14.75 18.25 12.0 9.0 9.12 230 2

7/16" Dia. Mounting Holes (4)
(10 hp - 50 hp)

9/16" Dia. Mounting Holes (4)
75 hp - 400 hp)

D

C

E

B

A

1/2 x 7/8"
Mounting Slots (4)

E

C

A

D

B

Figure 2
Three-Coil Autotransformer

Figure 1
 Two-Coil Autotransformer

Motor Starting Autotransformers
Other Transformer Products
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Application
Transformer disconnects mount inside or outside a control sys-
tem enclosure and provide power to auxiliary single-phase
loads when the main three-phase disconnect is either “on” or
“off”. The transformer disconnect is normally wired to the line
side of the control panel's main disconnect. This convenient
source of 120 volt power can be used for auxiliary or isolated
loads, such as panel lighting,  portable power tools, and pro-
grammable controller equipment.

Standard Features
The standard NEMA Type 1 enclosure is lockable for general
purpose applications. The disconnect switch is rated at 45
amperes, 600 volts and has an external handle mechanically
interlocked with the enclosure cover. The handle can lock in the
“off” position.  A standard fused and grounded transformer sec-
ondary is also included.

Primary fuse holders and secondary fuse holders for branch
circuit protection are  standard, complying with National Electri-
cal Code requirements (two Class CC rejection-type fuse hold-
ers are supplied on the primary).

Square D offers two models of transformer disconnects:  
• Model  MN — Mini disconnect has a smaller enclosure with

a pre-drilled standard outlet hole.  (100 through 500VA)
• Model SK — Standard disconnect is available in small and

large sizes  (250 through 3000VA).
Standard features for both models include:

• UL Listed: File E137621. NEMA Type 1 & 12 enclosures.
• CSA Certified: File LR37055. NEMA 1 enclosures only.
• Disconnect Switch — Rated at 600V, 45A.  Short-circuit

withstand integrated rating of 100,000A when protected by
Class CC fuses.

• Enclosure — NEMA Type 1 Rated.
• Type KF or TF  Transformer — A Square D 230/460-115V

Control Power Transformer provided with a top mounted
fuse block that accepts two Class CC time delay primary
fuses and one secondary fuse 11⁄2 in. x 13⁄32 in.

• Knockouts — Conveniently located.
• Ground Terminal.
• Flanges — External mounting flanges with slotted holes

provided for “hook and hang” mounting.
• 90° Access Cover Stop.
• Wide variety of units are stocked.

Variations of Standard SK Model
The SK Model can have the following factory modifications
(See Factory Modifications Table, Page 37):

• Add one or two outlet receptacles, either  duplex, ground
fault protected, or twist-lock.

• Substitute a 55°C rise high efficiency transformer or a
shielded transformer.

• Add a red warning pilot light.
• Add an additional secondary fuse.
• Replace standard primary fuse blocks with 5 inch Class “R”

fuse blocks.
• Substitute special voltage transformers.

Transformer Disconnects
How to Order

Cross Reference

NEMA Type 1 Rated Transformer Disconnect
230/460 – 115V, 50/60Hz, Standard

NEMA Type 12 Rated Transformer Disconnectt
230/460 – 115V, 50/60Hz   

t Rated NEMA Type 3R by adding form N3.

To Order Specify:
• Class No. 9070
• Type Number
• VA Rating
• Enclosure
• Factory Modifications
• Voltage

Catalog Number

Class Type# VA Enclosure(s)
Rating

Factory
Modification Voltage

9070 SK 1000 G1 P1 230/460-115

Old Square D Number New Square D Number
SK5271M MN100GOD1
SK5271N MN250GOD1
SK5271Q, R SK250G1D1
SK5271S, J SK500G1D1
SK5271T, K SK750G1D1
SK5271U SK1000G1D1
SK5271V SK1500G2D1
SK5271W SK2000G2D1
SK5271X SK3000G2D1

Catalog Number Transformer Continuous VA Enclosure Size
MN100G0D1 100 0
MN250G0D1 250 0
MN500G0D1 500 0
SK250G1D1 250 1
SK500G1D1 500 1
SK750G1D1 750 1
SK1000G1D1 1000 1
SK1500G2D1 1500 2
SK2000G2D1 2000 2
SK3000G2D1 3000 2

Catalog Number VA
SK250A2D1 250
SK500A2D1 500
SK750A2D1 750
SK1000A2D1 1000
SK1500A2D1 1500
SK2000A2D1 2000
SK3000A2D1 3000

Transformer Disconnects
Other Transformer Products
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Fusing – Now Standard in Type MN & SK Units

Factory Modifications for NEMA Type 1 and NEMA Type 12 
Rated Transformer Disconnectp

Note:  If either Model No. F30 or G16, or the combination of Model No. E23 
and F11 are ordered on SK250G1 through SK1000G1, the Size 2 enclosure 
must be supplied. Therefore, the catalog numbers change to SK2501000G2 
and a list price adder will apply.

q Not available with other receptacle options.
k Consult factory for inrush data.
c E23 and F11 not available together in Size 1 enclosure.
a Must specify if CSA required.
f 55° rise transformer is standard in MN100G0, MN250G0, and SK250G1 

units. Form “C” is not available on 3000VA units.
p Mini enclosure is limited to only one modification, restricted to E23, F11, 

G13, or G14.            

Please Contact Local Square D Field Office for other Voltages

 .  

Dimensions  

Standard fuse holders accommodate:

2 Primary 11⁄2 in. x 13⁄32 in. Class CC rejection-type

1 Secondary 11/2 in. x 13/32

Model 
No. Modification Available on 

Sizes

G13q Duplex Receptacle, Door-Mounted G0,G1,G2 & A2

G14qa Class A Ground Fault Protected Receptacle, 
Door-Mounted G0,G1,G2 & A2

G15q Twist-Lock Receptacle, Door-Mounted G1 & G2

G16q Two Duplex Receptacles, Door-Mounted G2 & A2

E23c Electrostatically-Shielded Transformer G0,G1,G2 & A2

P1 “ON” Red Warning Pilot Light G1,G2 & A2

Cf 55°C Rise Transformer G1,G2 & A2

F11c Additional Fusible Secondary Circuit G0,G1,G2 & A2

F30 Replace Standard 13⁄32 in. x 11⁄2 in. Class CC G2 & A2

    Primary Fuse Holders with 13⁄16 in. x 5 in.

    Primary Fuse Holders

N3 Convert NEMA Type 12 to NEMA Type 3R A2

Special Voltages (see voltage chart) G0, G1,G2,A2

Voltage Codes

Voltage
Code

Primary
Voltage

Secondary
Voltage

D1
220/440
230/460
240/480

110
115
120

D3 208 120

D4 277 120

D5
550
575
600

110
115
120

D6 380 110

D17 415 110

D24
110
115
120

110
115
120

1/2"- 3/4"
Knockouts

1/2"- 3/4" Conduit

E

F

H 

J

90°

G

C

B

A

D

I

ON

OFF

460V

115V

230V

Power
On

Optional

R

H1E23 H3

X1 X2

FU
1

L1 L2 L3

OFF

Optional
Connection

ON

FU
2

X1A
X1B X2B

X2A

FU
5

FU
3

FU
4

H2 H4
H1 H3 H2 H4

P1

F11

G13, G14, G15, G16
F30 - Not Shown on Drawing

G

F

EJ

K

C

BH

A

D

I

90°

Enclosure Type
G0, G1, G2

Enclosure
Type A

Enclosure
A B C D E F G H I J K (DIA.)

IN mm IN mm IN mm IN mm IN mm IN mm IN mm IN mm IN mm IN mm IN mm

G0 10.30 261 2.00 51 2.65 67 11.30 286 7.00 177 7.81 198 15.25 386 2.09 53 0.32 8 1.00 25 . . . . . .

G1 10.80 274 1.70 43 6.00 152 11.80 300 9.40 239 8.96 228 16.81 427 2.09 53 0.32 8 1.00 25 . . . . . .

G2 13.80 351 1.70 43 10.00 254 14.80 376 13.40 340 12.21 310 23.06 586 2.09 53 0.32 8 1.00 25 . . . . . .

A2 13.50 342 2.86 72 6.00 152 14.50 367 16.50 417 13.49 341 25.56 647 2.44 62 4.25 108 15.75 398 .32 8

Transformer Disconnnects
Other Transformer Products
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Transformer Installation
Installation Clearances
A dry type ventilated transformer depends on the free flow of air
for cooling and proper operation. Ventilation openings must be
at least 6 inches from any wall or obstruction. Local code
restrictions may require different installation clearances.

Enclosure Grounding
The core and coil assembly of a ventilated transformer rests on
rubber isolation pads within the enclosure. This mimimizes
noise transmission and isolates the transformer from the enclo-
sure. The core assembly is grounded to the enclosure at the
factory. For proper installation, the enclosure must be solidly
grounded to prevent electrical hazard.

Neutral Grounding
The load side of a transformer is considered a separately derived
source. If one of the conductors on the load side is a neutral, the
National Electrical Code requires the conductor to be solidly
grounded to an available building ground. When comparing
phase-to-ground and phase-to-neutral voltage readings, signifi-
cant differences in those readings may indicate improper neutral
grounding. Grounding of transformer secondaries without neu-
trals is not necessary. In such cases, phase-to-ground voltage
measurements are unpredictable and normally insignificant.

Proper Use and Selection of Taps
Taps are usually supplied on the primary winding to allow
matching of the supply voltage to the voltage rating of the trans-
former connection. Selection of a tap position above the nomi-
nal connection will lower the secondary output and vice-versa.
Taps should not be used to raise a secondary output voltage
that has fallen due to temporary loading situations. When the
loads return to normal a high voltage condition can cause
equipment damage.

Electrostatic Shield Grounding
For most applications the shield, secondary neutral, and enclo-
sure grounding must be grounded to an available building
ground. Some special installations require non-standard shield
connections. Such circumstances must be completely specified
by the electrical designer.

Loads and Transformer Temperature
Overloading of Transformers
In general, a dry type transformer cannot be overloaded without
damaging the insulation system and reducing the transformer's
life. Complete failure of the transformer is possible depending
on the severity of an overload.

Temperature Rise vs. Overload Capacity
Reduced temperature rise is the only valid way to provide con-
tinuous overload capabilities. Square D's WATCHDOG® trans-
formers are designed with additional capacity beyond their
nameplate rating.  The 115°C rise units have 15% extra capac-
ity, while the 80°C rise transformers have an extra 30% capacity.

Effects of Non-Linear Loads
Transformers generate heat which raises the external  tempera-
ture of the enclosure. Standards define enclosure temperature
as the sum of the ambient temperature and the temperature
rise of the enclosure. Enclosure temperatures as high as 90°C
are considered normal.

• Drive Isolation Applications – AC and DC drives cause
distorted current to flow in the windings of transformers
supplying power to the drives. The resulting additional heat-
ing and mechanical stress must be allowed for in the trans-
former design. Use of standard general purpose lighting
transformers for this application is not recommended.
Square D stocks a complete line of drive isolation
transformers specifically designed for AC and DC drive
application.

• Other Electronic Load Applications – Many types of
loads cause distorted current waveforms. Some of these
loads are common office automation equipment such as
personal computers, copiers, FAX machines and printers.
Others are SCR controlled process systems, lighting con-
trols, UPS systems and discharge lighting. If the current

PH C

Neutral

PH B

PH A

Secondary

Shield

Enclosure and Building Ground

Primary

504

HV

H2

H1

X1 X0

X0

1 2 3

54 6 7

492

444456468

480

432

X2X1

H1 H2 H3

X3
X2

X3

H3

HV Amps

HV Taps

LV AmpsLV480 180 416208Y/120

7 6 5  4  3 2 1 7 6 5  4  3 2 1 7 6 5  4  3 2 1
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150°C Rise
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220°C Insulation
System
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distortion is high enough, it can cause overheating of sys-
tem neutrals and transformers. Square D offers application
assistance and measurement and analysis services.

Overcurrent Protection for Lighting Transformers
The National Electrical Code, Article 450-3 requires both pri-
mary and secondary overcurrent protection, either in the form
of circuit breakers or fuses. Square D offers application assis-
tance in breaker and fuse sizing.

Transformer Performance Considerations
Inrush and Excitation Current

• Definitions – Inrush is a high, initial peak of current occur-
ring during the first few cycles of transformers energization.
Excitation current is the steady-state current that keeps the
transformer energized after the inrush has dissipated.

• Inrush problems when backfeeding transformers – The
magnitude of the inrush is significantly increased when
backfeeding a transformer (the amount of increase is
dependent on the individual design). This high inrush can
cause breakers to trip unnecessarily or fuses to blow.
Increasing the rating of the primary overcurrent protection
may be necessary. 

Note: When operating Delta-Wye transformers in reverse,
the neutral connection must not be connected or grounded
when the Wye side is used as a primary.

Impedance
• Definition – Impedance, usually designated as %IZ, is a

way of expressing the amount of current-limiting effect the
transformer will represent if the load side of the transformer
becomes short-circuited. Considered along with the X/R
ratio, the information is used for systems analysis to deter-
mine proper interrupting ratings and coordination of protec-
tive devices.

• Use of impedance to determine interrupting capacity –
Knowing the maximum current available on the load side of
a transformer is necessary to properly choose current inter-
rupting values for disconnects and overcurrent protective
devices.  Here is a simple method of estimating short circuit
current:       

Other factors besides impedance affect short circuit current.
Primary system capacity and motor current contribution from
the load side will change the short circuit value obtained
using the above simplified method. Make sure to take all fac-
tors into account to ensure that device interrupting ratings
are properly coordinated. Contact your local Square D repre-
sentative for information on system analysis service.

Transformer Performance Considerations
Impedance

• When not to specify impedance – Transformer imped-
ance will vary depending on transformer size, voltage,
winding material and many other factors. Although non-
standard impedances are obtainable, they usually require
additional cost. Only a specific reason should prompt spec-
ifying impedance, allowing manufacturers to supply their
standard designs is more cost effective. 

Transformer Voltage Regulation
• Definition – Transformer regulation is defined as the per-

centage difference between voltage at the secondary ter-
minals under no-load condition and voltage under full load.
This value depends on the load power factor and is usually
reported at 1.0 PF and 0.8 PF. 

• Motor Starting Calculations – The starting current of a
motor can be as high as six or seven times the full-load run-
ning current. This initial high current can cause excessive
voltage drop because of transformer regulation. Reduced
voltage can cause the motor to fail to start and remain in a
stalled condition, or it can cause the starter coil to release
or “chatter”.  A typical goal is to allow 10-12% maximum
voltage drop at start. The voltage decrease during motor
starting can be estimated as follows::       

• Other High Inrush Load Applications – Certain control
voltage requirements, such as magnetic starters and con-
tactors, require better transformer regulation than that avail-
able with standard lighting transformers. Square D offers a
full line of control power transformers designed for these
high inrush applications.

Transformer Loss and Cost of Operation
Energy Savings with Low Temperature Rise Transformers
The phrase “lower losses” means reduced electrical costs to
keep the units energized and running, reduced heat generation,

SECONDARY SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT =
TRANSFORMER SECONDARY

FULL LOAD RATING

TRANSFORMER IMPEDANCE

EXAMPLE: A TRANSFORMER WITH 208 AMPERES
FULL LOAD CURRENT AND 5% IMPEDANCE

Inrush

Amps

Excitation

Seconds

SECONDARY SHORT CIRCUIT =
208

= 4160 AMPERES
.05

VOLTAGE DROP (%) =

MOTOR LOCKED
ROTOR CURRENT

X IMPEDANCE (%)
TRANSFORMER SECONDARY

FULL LOAD RATING

EXAMPLE: TRANSFORMER HAS 833 AMPERES FULL LOAD CURRENT 
AND 6.3% IMPEDANCE AND IS SUPPLYING A MOTOR WITH 2500 
AMPERES LOCKED ROTOR CURRENT

    VOLTAGE DROP (%) =
2500

X  6.3 = 18.9%
833
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and lower air conditioning costs. Less heat also translates into
longer transformer life. The WATCHDOG® transformers are low
temperature rise units (80°C and 115°C). Their energy losses
have been significantly reduced to achieve the lower tempera-
ture rise.

Maximize Efficiency
Maximum transformer efficiencies can be obtained when the
average loading is kept in the 60-80% range. Therefore, care-
fully review the required load profile before determining the kVA
size of the transformer to be installed.

Load

Typical Questions
Q. What is the humming sound that occurs when a transformer

is energized and how can it be minimized? 

A. A phenomenon know as “magnetostriction” causes the hum.
Core steel lamination lengthens and shortens as it reacts to
the alternating magnetic field producing the sound. The
humming noise is minimized by a quality manufacturing pro-
cess and the use of sound dampening pads between the
core and coil assembly and the enclosure mounting bars.
Permissible sound levels are limited by standards and vary
depending on transformer kVA size. If an application calls for
sound levels below these standards, special transformer
construction is required.

Q. Can a transformer manufactured for use at 60 Hz be oper-
ated at 50 Hz?

A. Lighting general purpose transformers with 60 Hz name-
plate ratings should not be used for 50 Hz applications.
However, transformers rated at 50 Hz or 50/60 Hz can be
operated at 60 Hz.

Q. Can transformers with Delta (3-wire) primaries be used on
Wye (4-wire) systems?

A. Yes, the neutral wire of the 4-wire service is simply not
hooked up. Installing a Wye primary transformer on a Wye
service is not necessary.

Q. Why is there a 5% limit for single phase loading on Delta-
Delta connected transformers with 240/120 center tapped
secondaries?

A. Delta-Delta connected transformers are intended to supply
balanced three-phase loads, such as motors. Unbalanced
loading will cause a circulating current to flow in the wind-
ings. This additional current is like a “hidden” load within
transformer windings and can severely de-rate or even over-
load the transformer. Adding a center tap on the secondary
for a combination of a  240V three-phase and 120V single-
phase loads will create an unbalance. The amount of unbal-
ance is limited to 5% to prevent excessive circulating cur-
rents.

Q. What is the difference between “isolating” and “insulating”
transformers?

A. Insulating and isolating are both terms used to describe
transformers with electrically separate primary and second-
ary windings. The windings are insulated from one another
making the current within each winding closed off from the
other. All transformers with electrically separate primary and
secondary windings are both insulating and isolating. Isola-
tion transformers may or may not have electrostatic shields.

Q. Can transformers be used to convert single phase to three
phase?

A. No, transformers cannot convert single-phase power to
three-phase power. That conversion can only be done by
motor generators, rotary phase converters, or electronic
converters. Single-phase transformers can be connected to
three-phase systems by simply connecting two-phase lines,
or a single-phase and neutral to the primary of the trans-
former.

Q. What are buck and boost transformers?

A Buck and boost transformers are small isolating transform-
ers that, connected as autotransformers, allow small correc-
tions in voltage.

98%

97%

96%

0 25% 50% 75% 100%

E
ffi

ci
en

cy
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242V12/24V
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Dry Type Transformers
Wiring Diagrams
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Transformers—
large and small,
look to Square D.

Square D Company is a leading 
manufacturer and supplier of 
transformers, from small control 
transformers to large power 
transformers. The full line of Square D 
transformers is available from an 
extensive network of Square D sales offices 
and distributors located throughout 
North America.

Square D company is part of 
Group Schneider, a global manufacturer 
of transformers, electrical distribution, 
automation and industrial equipment.

Square D has been serving industrial, 
construction and utility markets, as well 
as individual consumers and government 
agencies for over 85 years. We offer 
unsurpassed quality, innovative design 
and a committed staff of trained sales 
representatives and service technicians 
willing to stand behind every product 
we sell.

For more information on how we can 
fulfill your electrical needs, call your 
Square D sales representative or 
authorized Square D distributor.
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Data Bulletin
2700DB0202R6/06

10/2006
Nashville, TN, USA

Replaces 2700DB0202 R4/04 dated 07/2004

Corner-Grounded Delta (Grounded B Phase) Systems
Class 2700
Retain for future use.

INTRODUCTION Corner-grounded delta systems are not recommended for new installations. 
However, some utilities still provide this system, and many old installations 
still exist. Schneider Electric has tested equipment for use on 
corner-grounded delta systems to provide Underwriters Laboratories Inc.® 
(UL®) Listed products for this application.

This document outlines the background of the corner-grounded delta 
systems and lists the equipment rated for use on these systems.

Background In the past, delta-delta connected transformers were extensively used in 
electrical distribution systems. With this type of system, it was practical to 
continue distributing three-phase power while performing maintenance on 
one unit of the three-phase transformer bank. Now, with the advent of more 
reliable modern transformers and the popularity of three-phase units, the 
delta-delta connected transformer no longer has the advantage it once had.

One of the disadvantages of the delta-delta system is the absence of an 
intentional connection to ground on the transformer secondary. To obtain a 
grounded system, one of the corners of the delta secondary is grounded.

With decreased usage of the delta-delta connected transformer, and 
increased usage of delta-wye connected transformers, the corner-grounded 
delta is rarely applied in modern systems.

Definitions

Corner-Grounded Delta System A system in which the transformer secondary is delta-connected with one 
corner of the delta solidly grounded. Corner-grounded delta systems are 
also referred to as grounded B phase systems, grounded phase services, 
and end-grounded delta systems.

Ungrounded System A system without an intentional connection to ground, except through 
potential indicating or measuring devices.

Grounded System A system that has at least one conductor or point intentionally connected to 
ground, either solidly or through an impedance.

Solidly Grounded An intentional connection made directly to ground without inserting any 
resistor or impedance.

Figure 1: System Diagram, 3φ3W Ground Bφ Delta
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STANDARDS This section contains a list of standards that are applicable to corner-
grounded delta systems. These standards address three basic points:

1. Any two-pole circuit breaker intended for use on corner-grounded delta 
systems shall be tested and rated for such use.

2. No overcurrent device is permitted to be used to disconnect the 
grounded conductor, unless this device simultaneously disconnects all 
conductors of the circuit, including the ground.

3. If the system is a corner-grounded delta system and fuses will be used 
for motor overload protection, a fuse must be installed in the grounded 
conductor, but only at the motor controller.

NEMA Standards Publication No. PB 1

PB 1–7.7 Corner-Grounded (Grounded B Phase)
Three-Phase Delta Applications

Two-pole circuit breakers intended to be installed on corner-grounded 
(grounded B phase) delta systems to supply three-phase loads shall be 
marked “1 phase - 3 phase.”

NEMA Standards Publication No. PB 2

PB 2–7.9 Corner-Grounded (Grounded B Phase)
Three-Phase Delta Applications

Two-pole circuit breakers intended to be installed on corner-grounded 
(grounded B phase) delta systems to supply three-phase loads shall be 
marked “1 phase–3 phase.”

National Electrical Code® (NEC®)

240.85 Applications A circuit breaker with a straight voltage rating, such as 240V or 480V, shall 
be permitted to be applied in a circuit in which the nominal voltage between 
any two conductors does not exceed the circuit breaker’s voltage rating. 
A two-pole circuit breaker shall not be used for protecting a 3-phase, 
corner-grounded delta circuit unless the circuit breaker is marked 
1φ–3φ to indicate such suitability.

A circuit breaker with a slash rating, such as 120/240V or 480Y/277V, shall 
be permitted to be applied in a solidly grounded circuit where the nominal 
voltage of any conductor to ground does not exceed the lower of the two 
values of the circuit breaker’s voltage rating and the nominal voltage 
between any two conductors does not exceed the higher value of the circuit 
breaker’s voltage rating.

FPN: Proper application of molded case circuit breakers on 3-phase systems, 
other than solidly grounded wye, particularly on corner grounded delta systems, 
considers the circuit breakers’ individual pole-interrupting capability.

Article 230.90 (B) Not in Grounded Conductor No overcurrent device shall be inserted in a grounded service conductor 
except a circuit breaker which simultaneously opens all conductors of 
the circuit.

Article 240.22 Grounded Conductor No overcurrent device shall be connected in series with any conductor that 
is intentionally grounded, unless one of the following two conditions are met:

(1) The overcurrent device opens all conductors of the circuit, including the 
grounded conductor, and is designed so that no pole can operate 
independently.

(2) Where required by Sections 430.36 or 430.37 for motor overload 
protection.
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Article 404.2 Switch Connections (A) Three-Way and Four-Way Switches. Three-way and four-way switches 
shall be wired so that all switching is done only in the ungrounded circuit 
conductor. Where in metal raceways or metal-armored cables, wiring 
between switches and outlets shall be in accordance with 300.20(A).
Exception: Switch loops shall not require a grounded conductor.

(B) Grounded Conductors. Switches or circuit breakers shall not disconnect 
the grounded conductor of a circuit. 
Exception: A switch or circuit breaker shall be permitted to disconnect a 
grounded circuit conductor where all circuit conductors are disconnected 
simultaneously, or where the device is arranged so that the grounded 
conductor cannot be disconnected until all the ungrounded conductors 
of the circuit have been disconnected.

Article 430.36 Fuses—In Which Conductor Where fuses are used for motor overload protection, a fuse shall be inserted 
in each ungrounded conductor and also in the grounded conductor if the 
supply system is three-wire, three-phase ac with one conductor grounded. 

Schneider Electric adds the following clarification note to Article 430.36:

NOTE: It is prohibited to fuse the grounded conductor on service or 
distribution disconnects.

Article 430.85 In Grounded Conductors One pole of the controller shall be permitted to be placed in a permanently 
grounded conductor, provided the controller is designed so that the pole in 
the grounded conductor cannot be opened without simultaneously opening 
all conductors of the circuit.

UL Standard 67

Paragraph 13.2.4 A two-pole circuit breaker, used in a panelboard marked for use on a corner-
grounded delta system, shall be marked “1φ–3φ.”

Paragraph 13.5.2 An overcurrent device shall not be connected in the permanently grounded 
wire of any circuit unless opening of the overcurrent device simultaneously 
opens all the conductors in that circuit.

UL Standard 891

Paragraph 8.6.11.3 A two-pole circuit breaker intended for use on a 3-phase load shall be 
marked “1φ – 3φ” when installed in a switchboard for use on a corner 
grounded delta system.

Paragraph 8.6.6.3 No overcurrent device shall be placed in any permanently grounded 
conductor unless it simultaneously opens all conductors of the circuit.

UL Standard 489

Paragraph 7.1.11.3.1.4 Two-pole circuit breakers are to be tested on a single-phase circuit with the 
load terminals short circuited. An additional two-pole sample shall be tested 
on a three-phase circuit if the circuit breaker is marked “1φ–3φ.”

VOLTAGES
Table 1: Possible Low Voltage Corner-Grounded Delta Systems

System Voltage Phase-to-Phase Voltage Description

120 V 120 V
The ungrounded phases, generally A and C 
phases, have the same phase-to-ground 
voltage, while B phase is solidly grounded.

240 V 240 V

480 V 480 V

600 V 600 V
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THEORY A corner-grounded delta system has the following characteristics:

• Grounding one phase stabilizes the voltage of the other two phases 
to ground.

• High fault currents may flow on the first ground fault, requiring the 
immediate clearance of this first fault.

• The voltage to ground in this system will be the system voltage, usually 
240 or 480 volts.

Corner-grounded delta systems are not recommended for new installations 
because more suitable and reliable systems are available today. Even though 
this system is not recommended, it is encountered today for several reasons:

• As mentioned in the “Background” section on page 1, nearly all low 
voltage systems in the past were supplied from transformers with 
delta-connected secondaries. Grounding one of the phases provided a 
means of obtaining a grounded system. In this way, a grounded system 
could be obtained at a minimum of expense where existing delta 
transformer connections did not provide access to the system neutral.

• The recommended practice for most systems involves grounding one 
conductor of the supply.

• Possibly, customers wanted to avoid installing equipment ground fault 
protection as required by the NEC on solidly grounded wye 
electrical services.

• This system could result in the use of less expensive equipment, since 
two-pole switches and a neutral could be used for three-pole applications.

Corner-grounded delta systems have several advantages and 
disadvantages, as listed below.

Advantages Corner-grounded delta systems:

• Stabilize voltages of the ungrounded phases to ground.

• Reduce the generation of transient overvoltages.

• Provide a method for protecting electrical distribution systems when 
used in combination with equipment grounding.

Disadvantages Due to its disadvantages, the corner-grounded delta system has little 
reason for modern day use:

• The system is unable to supply dual-voltage service for lighting and 
power loads.

• It requires a positive identification of the grounded phase throughout 
the system.

• A higher line-to-ground voltage exists on two phases than in a 
neutral-grounded system.

• Most manufacturers’ electrical distribution equipment is not rated for use 
on this system.

• Fault switching (opening) is much more severe for the clearing device, 
and ratings may be greatly reduced.

Testing Why isn’t more equipment rated for corner-grounded delta systems? 
Testing is required to get equipment rated for this system. Since the system 
is no longer frequently specified, most manufacturers do not test for its use.

Michael Jobe
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APPLICATION Schneider Electric has tested and obtained a UL listing for equipment to be 
used on grounded B phase systems. The “Devices” section on page 5 lists 
devices on unassembled and factory assembled distribution equipment that is 
suitable for such use. It is recommended to provide some type of equipment 
ground fault protection when the equipment is used on grounded B phase 
systems, due to the potential high fault currents on the first ground fault.

When ordering factory assembled equipment for use on grounded B phase 
systems, the order should be clearly identified as such on the order entry 
paperwork, because of the special requirements. Merchandised equipment 
must be properly selected and ordered from the Digest.

It is also recommended for engineers to specify that equipment is 
UL-labeled as suitable for use on grounded B phase systems, when 
applicable. This will ensure that our competitors quote and supply 
equipment rated for use on corner-grounded systems.

DEVICES NOTE: All equipment listed in this document is rated for use on systems 
with a grounded B phase.

BP Fusible Switches BP switches can be used on corner-grounded delta systems in manually or 
electrically operated, upright or inverted mount, and two- or three-pole2 
versions. The short-circuit current rating of BP switches on this system is 
200,000 ampere interrupting rating (AIR) with Class L fuses installed.

QMB and QMJ Switches Table 3 lists QMB and QMJ switches that are UL Listed in File E34358, Vol. 2, 
Section 1 for grounded B phase systems. Two- and three-pole switches listed in 
Table 3 are rated for grounded B phase. However, only two-pole switches are 
marked to indicate a grounded B phase rating. The short-circuit current rating 
for 30–200 A Series E1 switches is 200,000 AIR. The short-circuit current rating 
for Series E1 400–800 A switches is 50,000 AIR. 

Table 2: BP Switches

BP Switch Ampere 
Rating

Grounded B Phase 
System Rated

Maximum Grounded B 
Phase Voltage 1

1 For 240 V grounded B phase systems, use only 480 V BP switches listed in the table above.
2 Three-pole switches have a copper link inserted in the center phase to restrict insertion of a fuse 

into the grounded conductor.

800

Yes 480 Vac

1200

1600

2000

2500

Table 3: QMB and QMJ Switches

QMB/QMJ 
Switch 
Series

QMB/QMJ 
Switch 
Ampere 
Rating

Grounded B Phase Rated

Main 
Switch

Branch 
Switch

240 Vac 
Unit

480 Vac 
Unit

Two-
pole

Three-
pole11

1 Three-pole switches have a copper link inserted in the center phase to restrict insertion of a fuse into 
the grounded conductor. The rating is not shown on the wiring diagram of three-pole switches.

E1

30
N/A

Yes Yes Yes
Yes

Yes

60

100

Yes

200

400

600

800 N/A
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Safety Switches Table 4 lists two-pole safety switches that are UL Listed for use on 240 and 
480 Vac grounded B phase systems. Refer to the Digest, CAD drawings, or 
device wiring diagram(s) for complete information.

Molded Case Circuit Breakers Table 5 lists molded case circuit breakers that are UL Listed for 240 Vac 
grounded B phase systems. Table 6 on page 7 lists UL Listed ratings 
available for use on 480 Vac grounded B phase systems.

NOTE: Electronic = ET1.01 electronic trip system. Micrologic = 3.0, 5.0, 3.0A, 5.0A, 6.0A, 5.0P, 
6.0P, 5.0H, and 6.0H Micrologic trip system.

Table 4: Safety Switches

Safety Switches Ampere Rating System Voltage (VAC) Type Construction NEMA Types Short Circuit Rating

General Duty

30 120

Neutral installed,
e.g., D223N 1, 3R

10,000 A

240
10,000 A when used in conjunction with 
Class H or K fuses. 100,000 A when used 
in conjunction with Class R, J, or T fuses.

60

100

200

Heavy Duty

30

240
or

480

Two-pole or
three-pole, 

neutral installed,
e.g., H223N

1, 3R, 4, 4X, 5, 
12, 12K

10,000 A when used in conjunction with 
Class H or K fuses. 200,000 A when used 
in conjunction with Class R, J, or T fuses.

60

100

200

400

600

Table 5: 240 Vac UL Listed Grounded B Phase Interrupting Ratings

Catalog Number 
Prefix

No. Poles1

1 The grounded phase should be connected to the center pole only.

Ampere Rating
UL Listed 240 Vac 

Grounded B Phase RMS 
Sym. Amperes

Q0-H, Q0B-H 2 15–100 5,000

QB, QD, QG, QJ

22

2 Standard labeling includes grounded B phase.

100–225 10,000

EDB, EGB, EJB 15–125 18,000, 35,000, 65,000

HD, HG, HJ, HL 15–150
25,000, 35,000, 65,000, 100,000

JD, JG, JJ, JL

23

3 Built using three-pole module.

150–250

FH-FHL4

4 Add suffix 5861 to the catalog number for grounded B phase labeling.

15–100 42,000

KH-KHL 70–250 42,000

LH, LHL4 125–400 30,000

MG, MJ Electronic 300–800

65,000PG, PJ, PK, PL Electronic 600–1200

RG Electronic 1200-2500

RJ Electronic 1200–2500 100,000

RL Electronic 1200–2500 125,000

MG, MJ Electronic

3

300–800

65,000PG, PK Electronic 600–1200

PG, PK Micrologic® 250–1200

PJ, PL Electronic 600–1200
100,000

PJ, PL Micrologic 250–1200

RG, RK Electronic 1200–2500
65,000

RG, RK Micrologic 600–2500

RJ Electronic 1200–2500
100,000

RJ Micrologic 600–2500

RL Electronic 1200–2500
125,000

RL Micrologic 600–2500
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NOTE: Electronic = ET1.01 electronic trip system. Micrologic = 3.0, 5.0, 3.0A, 5.0A, 6.0A, 5.0P, 
6.0P, 5.0H, and 6.0H Micrologic trip system.

UNASSEMBLED AND ASSEMBLED 
EQUIPMENT

Panelboards

QMB Panelboards QMB panelboards are UL Listed for use on grounded B phase systems 240 
or 480 Vac with appropriately rated switches installed.

I-Line® Circuit Breaker Panelboards, 240 Vac I-Line panelboards are UL Listed to indicate a 3φ3W, 240 Vac grounded B 
phase rating with appropriately rated circuit breakers installed (see Table 5 
on page 6 for 240 Vac circuit breakers).

I-Line Circuit Breaker Panelboards, 480 Vac I-Line panelboards are UL Listed for use on 480 Vac grounded B phase 
systems with the appropriately rated circuit breakers installed when using 
the B phase as grounded.

NQOD and NF Circuit Breaker Panelboards NQOD and NF panelboards are UL Listed and can be used on 3φ3W, 
240 Vac grounded B phase systems with rated main circuit breakers 
installed (see Table 7).

Table 6: 480 Vac UL Listed Grounded B Phase Interrupting Ratings

Catalog Number 
Prefix

No. Poles1

1 The grounded phase should be connected through the center pole only.

Ampere Rating
UL Listed 480 Vac 

Grounded B Phase RMS 
Sym. Amperes

HD, HG, HJ, HL

3

15–150
18,000, 35,000, 65,000, 100,000

JD, JG, JJ, JL 150–250

FH-FHL 15–100 25,0002

2 UL pending

KH-KHL 70–250
35,0002

LH-LHL 125–400

MH 300-1000 65,0002

PH 2000A 100,000

MG, MJ Electronic,
PG Micrologic 300-800

35,000,PG Electronic 600–1200

PG Micrologic 250–1200

PK Electronic 600–1200
65,000

PK Micrologic 250–1200

PJ Electronic/ 600–1200
65,000

PJ Micrologic 250–1200

PL Electronic 600–1200
100,000

PL Micrologic 250–1200

RG Electronic 1200–2500
35,000

RG Micrologic 600–2500

RJ, RK Electronic 1200–2500
65,000

RJ, RK Micrologic 600–2500

RL Electronic 1200–2500
100,000

RL Micrologic 600–2500

NT 800–1200 100,000

NW 800–6000 150,000
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Switchboards QED custom switchboards are UL Listed for use on grounded B phase 
systems when properly rated devices are installed (see the “Devices” 
section beginning on page 5 for details about these devices). QED 
switchboards can be rated up to 480 Vac as shown in Table 8.

REFERENCES • IEEE Standard 142, 1991: “IEEE Recommended Practice for Grounding 
of Industrial and Commercial Power Systems.”

• IEEE No. 241, 1990: “Electrical Systems for Commercial Buildings.”

• National Electrical Code, 2002.

• NEMA Standards: Publication No. PB1, 2000.

• NEMA Standards: Publication No. PB2, 2001.

• Underwriters Laboratories Standard 67, 2003.

• Underwriters Laboratories Standard 891, 2003.

• Underwriters Laboratories Standard 489, March 2003.

Table 7: NQOD and NF Circuit Breaker Panelboards

Main Circuit Breaker Type
240 Vac Grounded B Phase Rated

NQOD NF

QB, QD, QG, QJ Yes No

EDB, EGB, EJB No Yes

HD, HG, HJ, HL

Yes

Yes
JD, JG, JJ, JL

FH No

KH

YesLH

Main lugs only

Branches for NF include EDB, EGB, and EJB. Branches for NQOD include QO-H and QOB-H.

Table 8: Switchboard Voltages

Type of Switchboard Grounded B Phase System Rating

Circuit breaker switchboards 240 Vac, 480 Vac

Fusible switchboards 240 Vac, 480 Vac
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1. What is a transformer and how does it work?
A transformer is an electrical apparatus designed to convert
alternating current from one voltage to another. It can be
designed to “step up” or “step down” voltages and works
on the magnetic induction principle. A transformer has no
moving parts and is a completely static solid state device,
which insures, under normal operating conditions, a long and
trouble-free life. It consists, in its simplest form, of two or
more coils of insulated wire wound on a laminated steel core.
When voltage is introduced to one coil, called the primary, 
it magnetizes the iron core. A voltage is then induced in the
other coil, called the secondary or output coil. The change of
voltage (or voltage ratio) between the primary and secondary
depends on the turns ratio of the two coils.

2. What are taps and when are they used? Taps
are provided on some transformers on the high voltage
winding to correct for high or low voltage conditions, and still
deliver full rated output voltages at the secondary terminals.
Standard tap arrangements are at two-and-one-half and five
percent of the rated primary voltage for both high and low
voltage conditions. For example, if the transformer has a 480
volt primary and the available line voltage is running at 504
volts, the primary should be connected to the 5% tap above
normal in order that the secondary voltage be maintained at
the proper rating. The standard ASA and NEMA designation
for taps are “ANFC” (above normal full capacity) and “BNFC”
(below normal full capacity).

3. What is the difference between “Insulating,”
“Isolating,”and“Shielded Winding”transformers?
Insulating and isolating transformers are identical. These terms
are used to describe the isolation of the primary and secondary
windings, or insulation between the two. A shielded transformer
is designed with a metallic shield between the primary and
secondary windings to attenuate transient noise. This is
especially important in critical applications such as computers,
process controllers and many other microprocessor controlled
devices. All two, three and four winding transformers are of
the insulating or isolating types. Only autotransformers, whose
primary and secondary are connected to each other electrically,
are not of the insulating or isolating variety.

4. Can transformers be operated at voltages
other than nameplate voltages? In some cases,
transformers can be operated at voltages below the nameplate
rated voltage. In NO case should a transformer be operated at
a voltage in excess of its nameplate rating, unless taps are
provided for this purpose. When operating below the rated
voltage, the KVA capacity is reduced correspondingly. For
example, if a 480 volt primary transformer with a 240 volt
secondary is operated at 240 volts, the secondary voltage is
reduced to 120 volts. If the transformer was originally rated 10
KVA, the reduced rating would be 5 KVA, or in direct proportion
to the applied voltage.

5. Can 60 Hz transformers be operated at 50 Hz?
ACME transformers rated below 1 KVA can be used on 50 Hz
service. Transformers 1 KVA and larger, rated at 60 Hz, should
not be used on 50 Hz service, due to the higher losses and
resultant heat rise. Special designs are required for this service.
However, any 50 Hz transformer will operate on a 60 Hz service.

Transformer Questions & Answers
6. Can transformers be used in parallel? Single
phase transformers can be used in parallel only when their
impedances and voltages are equal. If unequal voltages are
used, a circulating current exists in the closed network between
the two transformers, which will cause excess heating and result
in a shorter life of the transformer. In addition, impedance
values of each transformer must be within 7.5% of each other.
For example: Transformer A has an impedance of 4%, trans-
former B which is to be parallel to A must have an impedance
between the limits of 3.7% and 4.3%. When paralleling three
phase transformers,the same precautions must be observed
as listed above, plus the angular displacement and phasing
between the two transformers must be identical.

7. Can Acme Transformers be reverse connected?
ACME dry-type distribution transformers can be reverse
connected without a loss of KVA rating, but there are certain
limitations. Transformers rated 1 KVA and larger single phase,
3 KVA and larger three phase can be reverse connected without
any adverse effects or loss in KVA capacity. The reason for this
limitation in KVA size is, the turns ratio is the same as the voltage
ratio. Example: A transformer with a 480 volt input, 240 volt
output— can have the output connected to a 240 volt source
and thereby become the primary or input to the transformer,
then the original 480 volt primary winding will become the
output or 480 volt secondary. On transformers rated below 
1 KVA single phase, there is a turns ratio compensation on the
low voltage winding. This means the low voltage winding has
a greater voltage than the nameplate voltage indicates at no
load. For example, a small single phase transformer having a
nameplate voltage of 480 volts primary and 240 volts secondary,
would actually have a no load voltage of approximately 250 volts,
and a full load voltage of 240 volts. If the 240 volt winding were
connected to a 240 volt source, then the output voltage would
consequently be approximately 460 volts at no load and
approximately 442 volts at full load. As the KVA becomes
smaller, the compensation is greater— resulting in lower output
voltages. When one attempts to use these transformers in
reverse, the transformer will not be harmed; however, the
output voltage will be lower than is indicated by the nameplate.

8. Can a Single Phase Transformer be used on a
Three Phase source? Yes. Any single phase transformer
can be used on a three phase source by connecting the primary
leads to any two wires of a three phase system, regardless
of whether the source is three phase 3-wire or three phase
4-wire. The transformer output will be single phase.

9. Can Transformers develop Three Phase power
from a Single Phase source? No. Phase converters or
phase shifting devices such as reactors and capacitors are
required to convert single phase power to three phase.

10. How do you select transformers?

(1) Determine primary voltage and frequency.
(2) Determine secondary voltage required.
(3) Determine the capacity required in volt-amperes.

This is done by multiplying the load current (amperes) by the
load voltage (volts) for single phase. For example: if the load
is 40 amperes, such as a motor, and the secondary voltage is
240 volts, then 240 x 40 equals 9600 VA. A 10 KVA (10,000

Michael Jobe
Highlight



All of these insulation systems will normally have the same
number of years operating life. A well designed transformer,
observing these temperature limits, will have a life expectancy
of 20-25 years. 

17. Why should Dry-Type Transformers never
be over-loaded? Overloading of a transformer results in
excessive temperature. This excessive temperature causes
overheating which will result in rapid deterioration of the
insulation and cause complete failure of the transformer coils.

18. Are temperature rise and actual surface
temperature related? No. This can be compared with
an ordinary light bulb. The filament temperature of a light bulb
can exceed 2000 degrees, yet the surface temperature of the
bulb is low enough to permit touching with bare hands.

19. What is meant by “impedance” in 
transformers? Impedance is the current limiting charac-
teristic of a transformer and is expressed in percentage.

20. Why is impedance important? It is used for
determining the interrupting capacity of a circuit breaker or fuse
employed to protect the primary of a transformer. Example:

Determine a minimum circuit breaker trip rating and interrupting
capacity for a 10 KVA single phase transformer with 4%
impedance, to be operated from a 480 volt 60 Hz source.

Calculate as follows: 

Normal Full Load Current =
Nameplate Volt Amps = 10,000 VA =

Line Volts 480 V   
20.8 Amperes

Maximum Short Circuit Amps =
Full Load Amps 20.8 Amps

4% 
=

4%
=

520 Amps

The breaker or fuse would have a minimum interrupting rating
of 520 amps at 480 volts.
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volt-amperes) transformer is required. ALWAYS SELECT THE
TRANSFORMER LARGER THAN THE ACTUAL LOAD. This is
done for safety purposes and allows for expansion, in case more
load is added at a later date. For 3 phase KVA, multiply rated
volts x load amps x 1.73 (square root of 3) then divide by 1000.

(4) Determine whether taps are required. Taps are usually 
specified on larger transformers.

(5) Use the selection charts in Section I.

11. What terminations are provided? Primary and
Secondary Terminations are provided on ACME Dry-Type
Transformers as follows:

No lugs— lead type connection on
0-25 KVA single phase 
0-15 KVA three phase 
Bus-bar terminations 
(drilled to NEMA standards) 
37.5 -250 KVA single phase 
25-500 KVA three phase

12.Can 60 Hz transformers be used at higher
frequencies? ACME transformers can be used at frequencies
above 60 Hz up through 400 Hz with no limitations provided
nameplate voltages are not exceeded. However, 60 Hz trans-
formers will have less voltage regulation at 400 Hz than 60 Hz.

13. What ismeant byregulation in a transformer?
Voltage regulation in transformers is the difference between
the no load voltage and the full load voltage. This is usually
expressed in terms of percentage. For example: A transformer
delivers 100 volts at no load and the voltage drops to 95 volts
at full load, the regulation would be 5%. ACME dry-type 
distribution transformers generally have regulation from 2%
to 4%, depending on the size and the application for which
they are used.

14. What is temperature rise in a transformer?
Temperature rise in a transformer is the temperature of
the windings and insulation above the existing ambient or
surrounding temperature.

15. What is “Class” in insulation? Insulation class
was the original method used to distinguish insulating materials
operating at different temperature levels. Letters were used for
different designations. Letter classifications have been replaced
by insulation system temperatures in degrees Celsius. The
system temperature is the maximum temperature at the
hottest spot in the winding (coil). Graphical representations of
six insulation systems recognized by Underwriters’ Laboratories,
Inc. are shown in Figure A. These systems are used by Acme
for a large part of the product line.

16.Is one insulation system better than another?
Not necessarily. It depends on the application and the cost
benefit to be realized. Higher temperature class insulation
systems cost more and larger transformers are more expensive
to build. Therefore, the more expensive insulation systems are
more likely to be found in the larger KVA units.

Referring to Figure A, small fractional KVA transformers use
insulation class 130°C. Compound filled transformers use
insulation class 180°C. Larger ventilated transformers are
designed to use 220°C insulation.

10

Total Winding Temperature °C

COIL HOT SPOT
DIFFERENTIAL

AV. WINDING
RISE

AMBIENT

105

130

180

220
30

25

10

55
80

115

150

AGENCY: UL/ANSI 1561 MARCH 1987

40 40 40 40

Figure A



25. Can transformers listed in this catalog be
reconnected as autotransformers to increase
their KVA rating? Several standard single phase transform-
ers listed in this catalog can be connected as autotransformers.
The KVA capacity will be greatly increased when used as an
autotransformer, in comparison to the nameplate KVA as an
insulating transformer. Examples of autotransformer applications
are changing 600 volts to 480 volts in either single phase or three
phase; changing 480 volts to 240 volts single or three phase or
vice versa; or the developing of a fourth wire (neutral) from a 480
volt three phase three wire system for obtaining 277 volts single
phase. This voltage is normally used for operating fluorescent
lamps or similar devices requiring 277 volts. For further details
showing KVA and voltage combinations for various autotrans-
former connections refer to Page 30 and 31 in this catalog.

26. Are ACME Transformers shown in this 
catalog U.L. Listed? All of the transformers, with few
exceptions, are listed by Underwriters’ Laboratories and have
met their rigorous requirements. We are also prepared to have
transformers, which are not presently listed, submitted for
listing to Underwriters’upon the customer’s request. Please
contact the factory for details. 

27. Is CSAcertificationavailable for transformers
shown in this catalog? Most ACME transformers shown
in this catalog are certified by Canadian Standards Association.
They have been designed and tested in accordance with the
latest specifications. Please contact the factory if further
details are required.

28. What is BIL and how does it apply to
transformers listed in this catalog? BIL is an
abbreviation for Basic Impulse Level. Impulse tests are dielectric
tests that consist of the application of a high frequency steep
wave front voltage between windings, and between windings
and ground. The Basic Impulse Level of a transformer is a
method of expressing the voltage surge (lightning, switching
surges, etc.) that a transformer will tolerate without breakdown.
All transformers manufactured in this catalog, 600 volts and
below, will withstand the NEMA standard BIL rating, which is
10 KV. This assures the user that he will not experience break-
downs when his system is properly protected with lightning
arrestors or similar surge protection devices. 

29. What is polarity, when associatedwith a
transformer? Polarity is the instantaneous voltage obtained
from the primary winding in relation to the secondary winding.
Transformers 600 volts and below are normally connected in
additive polarity — that is, when tested the terminals of the
high voltage and low voltage windings on the left hand side are
connected together, refer to diagram below. This leaves one

Example: Determine the interrupting capacity, in amperes, of
a circuit breaker or fuse required for a 75 KVA, three phase
transformer, with a primary of 480 volts delta and secondary
of 208Y/120 volts. The transformer impedance (Z) = 5%. If the
secondary is short circuited (faulted), the following capacities
are required:

Normal Full Load Current =
Volt Amps 75,000 VA

√ 3 x Line Volts √ 3 x 480 V
90 Amps

Maximum Short Circuit Line Current =
Full Load Amps = 90 Amps

5% 5%
1,800 Amps

The breaker or fuse would have a minimum interrupting rating
of 1,800 amps at 480 volts.

NOTE: The secondary voltage is not used in the calculation.
The reason is the primary circuit of the transformer is the only
winding being interrupted.

21. Can Single Phase Transformers be used
for Three Phase applications? Yes. Three phase
transformers are sometimes not readily available whereas
single phase transformers can generally be found in stock.
Three single phase transformers can be used in delta connected
primary and wye or delta connected secondary. They should
never be connected wye primary to wye secondary, since this
will result in unstable secondary voltage. The equivalent three
phase capacity when properly connected of three single phase
transformers is three times the nameplate rating of each single
phase transformer. For example: Three 10 KVA single phase
transformers will accommodate a 30 KVA three phase load.

22.Does ACME provide “Zig-Zag” Grounding
Transformers? Yes. Please refer to Page 31 for a special
diagram which can be used to connect standard single phase
off - the-shelf transformers in a three phase zig-zag manner.
This system can be used for either grounding or developing a
fourth wire from a three phase neutral. An example would be
to change a 480 V — three phase — three wire system to a
480Y/277 V — three phase — four wire system.

23. What color are ACME Dry-Type Transformers?
ASA 61 (NEMA) light gray is used on all enclosed transformers
from .050 to 500 KVA.

24. How do you select a transformer to operate
in an ambient higher than 40° centigrade? When
the ambient exceeds 40°C use the following chart for de-rating
standard transformers.

Instead of ordering custom built transformers to operate in
ambients higher than 40°C, it is more economical to use a
standard transformer of a larger KVA rating.
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Maximum Ambient Maximum Percentage
Temperature of Loading

40°C (104°F) 100%
50°C (122°F) 92%
60°C (140°F) 84%

H1 H2

x2 x1

120 VOLT
OUTPUT

240 VOLT
INPUT

VOLT
METER

360
VOLT

READING
ADDITIVE
POLARITY



high voltage and one low voltage terminal unconnected. When
the transformer is excited, the resultant voltage appearing
across a voltmeter will be the sum of the high and low voltage
windings.This is useful when connecting single phase trans-
formers in parallel for three phase operations. Polarity is a term
used only with single phase transformers.

30. What is exciting current? Exciting current, when
used in connection with transformers, is the current or amperes
required for excitation. The exciting current on most lighting
and power transformers varies from approximately 10% on
small sizes of about 1 KVA and smaller to approximately .5%
to 4% on larger sizes of 750 KVA. The exciting current is made
up of two components, one of which is a real component and
is in the form of losses or referred to as no load watts; the other
is in the form of reactive power and is referred to as KVAR.

31. Will a transformer change Three Phase to
Single Phase? A transformer will not act as a phase changing
device when attempting to change three phase to single phase.
There is no way that a transformer will take three phase in and
deliver single phase out while at the same time presenting a
balanced load to the three phase supply system. There are,
however, circuits available to change three phase to two phase
or vice versa using standard dual wound transformers. Please
contact the factory for two phase applications.

32.Can air cooled transformers be applied to
motor loads? This is an excellent application for air cooled
transformers. Even though the inrush or starting current is five
to seven times normal running current, the resultant lower
voltage caused by this momentary overloading is actually
beneficial in that a cushioning effect on motor starting is the
result. The tables on Pages 11 and 12 illustrate some typical
transformer requirements for use with motor applications.

33. How is an Acme Drive Isolation Transformer
(DIT) different than a General Purpose
Transformer? DITs, as the name implies, are designed to
be used with motor drives (AC and DC) and to provide isolation
from the service line. They are specifically designed to withstand
the“short circuit like”duty imposed by the firing of the thyristors.
Harmonics generated by drives create added loads on the
transformer. Therefore, it is important that a transformer of
equal or greater KVA to that recommended by the drive
manufacturer be installed for a particular motor application.

34. How are transformers sized to operate
Three Phase induction type squirrel cage
motors? The minimum transformer KVA rating required to
operate a motor is calculated as follows:

Minimum Transformer KVA =
Running Load Amperes x 1.73

x Motor Operating Voltage
1000

NOTE: If motor is to be started more than once per hour add
20% additional KVA.

Care should be exercised in sizing a transformer for an induction
type squirrel cage motor as when it is started, the lock rotor
amperage is approximately 5 to 7 times the running load
amperage. This severe starting overload will result in a drop
of the transformer output voltage. When the voltage is low the
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torque and the horsepower of the motor will drop proportion-
ately to the square of the voltage. For example: If the voltage
were to drop to 70% of nominal, then motor horsepower and
torque would drop to 70 % squared or 49% of the motor
nameplate rating.

If the motor is used for starting a high torque load, the motor
may stay at approximately 50% of normal running speed as
illustrated by the graph below:

The underlying problem is low voltage at the motor terminals. If
the ampere rating of the motor and transformer overcurrent
device falls within the motor’s 50% RPM draw requirements,
a problem is likely to develop. The overcurrent device may not
open under intermediate motor ampere loading conditions.
Overheating of the motor and/or transformer would occur,
possibly causing failure of either component.

This condition is more pronounced when one transformer is
used to power one motor and the running amperes of the
motor is in the vicinity of the full load ampere rating of the
transformer. The following precautions should be followed:

(1) When one transformer is used to operate one motor, the 
running amperes of the motor should not exceed 65% of 
the transformer’s full load ampere rating.

(2) If several motors are being operated from one transformer,
avoid having all motors start at the same time. If this is
impractical, then size the transformer so that the total run-
ning current does not exceed 65% of the transformer’s full
load ampere rating.

35. Why are Small Distribution Transformers
not used for Industrial Control Applications?
Industrial control equipment demands a momentary overload
capacity of three to eight times normal capacity. This is most
prevalent in solenoid or magnetic contactor applications where
inrush currents can be three to eight times as high as normal
sealed or holding currents but still maintain normal voltage at
this momentary overloaded condition. Distribution transformers
are designed for good regulation up to 100 percent loading, but
their output voltage will drop rapidly on momentary overloads
of this type making them unsuitable for high inrush applications.

Industrial control transformers are designed especially for
maintaining a high degree of regulation even at eight times
normal load.This results in a larger and generally more expensive
transformer. For a complete listing of ACME industrial control
transformers, refer to Section V.
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36. Can 4-Winding Single Phase Transformer be
auto-connected? Yes. There are occasions where 480 volts
single phase can be stepped down to 240 volts single phase by
autoconnecting a standard 4-winding isolating transformer as
shown in Figure 1. If connected in this manner, the nameplate
KVA is doubled. For example: A 10 KVA load can be applied to
a 5 KVA 4-winding transformer if connected per Figure 1.

37. What about balanced loading on Three
Phases? Each phase of a three phase transformer must be
considered as a single phase transformer when determining
loading. For example: A 45 KVA three phase transformer with a
208Y/120 volt secondary is to service 4 loads at 120 volts single
phase each. These loads are 10 KVA, 5 KVA, 8 KVA,and 4 KVA.

NOTE: that maximum loading on any phase does not exceed
10 KVA. Each phase has a 15 KVA capacity.

45 KVA
3 phase    

=   15 KVA per phase

If incorrect method is used, phase B will have an 18 KVA load
which is 3 KVA above its normal capacity of 15 KVA and failure
will result even though we only have a total load of 27 KVA on
a 45 KVA transformer.
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38. What is meant by “Balanced Loading” on
Single Phase Transformer applications? Since
most single phase transformers have a secondary voltage of
120/240, they will be operated as a three wire system. Care
must be taken in properly distributing the load as the transformer
secondary consists of 2 separate 120 volt windings. Each 120
volt winding is rated at one-half the nameplate KVA rating. For
example: A 10 KVA transformer, 120/240 volt secondary is to
service an 8 KVA load at 240 volts and two 1 KVA loads at
120 volts each.

If the incorrect method is used, winding A will be loaded at
6 KVA, and winding B will be loaded at 4 KVA. These do total
10 KVA but, since each winding is only rated at 5 KVA (1/2 of
nameplate rating), we have an overloaded transformer and a
certain failure.

39. What are typical applications for 
transformers? ACME transformers should be specified to:
(1) Distribute power at high voltage.
(2) Eliminate double wiring.
(3) Operate 120 volt equipment from power circuits.
(4) Insulate circuits/establish separately derived circuits.
(5) Provide 3-wire secondary circuits.
(6) Buck and Boost (See Section VII).
(7) Provide electrostatic shielding for transient noise protection.

Figure 1

H1

480V

H3 H2 H4 X1 X3 X2 X4
240V

Enclosure Definitions
Type 1 Enclosures — are intended for indoor
use, primarily to provide a degree of protection against
contact with the enclosed equipment.
Type 2 Enclosures — are intended for indoor
use, primarily to provide a degree of protection against
limited amounts of falling water and dirt. 
Type 3R Enclosures — are intended for outdoor
use, primarily to provide a degree of protection against
falling rain, sleet and external ice formation. 

Definitions Pertaining to Enclosures
Ventilated — means constructed to provide for
circulation of external air through the enclosure to
remove excess heat, fumes or vapors.
Non-Ventilated — means constructed to provide
no intentional circulation of external air through the
enclosure.
Indoor Locations — are those areas protected
from exposure to the weather.
Outdoor Locations — are those areas exposed
to the weather. 
Hazardous (Classified) Locations — are
those areas, which may contain hazardous (classified)
materials in sufficient quantity to create an explosion.
See Article 500 of The National Electrical Code.

(NEUTRAL)

10 KVA

8 KVA 4 KVA5 KVA

A

B

C

CORRECT WAY:

(NEUTRAL)

10 KVA

5 KVA 4 KVA

A

B

C

INCORRECT WAY:

8 KVA

CORRECT WAY:

1 KVA120V

120V

240V 8 KVA

1 KVA

A

B

INCORRECT WAY:

1 KVA 1 KVA120V

120V

240V 8 KVA
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DRY-TYPE DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMERS

① When motor service factor is greater than 1,   
increase full load amps proportionally. 
Example: If service factor is 1.15, increase 
above amp values by 15%.

1 Phase KVA  = Volts x Amps

1000

NOTE: If motors are started more than once per 
hour, increase minimum transformer KVA by 20%.

Steps for Selecting the Proper Transformer
SINGLE PHASE LOADS
1. Determine electrical load

A.Voltage required by load.
B.Amperes or KVA capacity required by load.
C.Frequency in Hz (cycles per second).
D.Verify load is designed to operate on a single phase supply.

All of the above information is standard data normally obtained from equipment
nameplates or instruction manuals.

2. Determine supply voltage

A.Voltage of supply (source).
B.Frequency in Hz (cycles per second).

The frequency of the line supply and electrical load must be the same. Select
single phase transformer designed to operate at this frequency, having a primary
(input) equal to the supply voltage and a secondary (output) equal to the voltage
required by the load.

3. If the load nameplate expresses a rating in KVA, a transformer can be

directly selected from the charts. Choose from a group of transformers with

primary and secondaryvoltages matching those you have just determined.

A. Select a transformer with a standard KVA capacity equal to or greater than

that needed to operate the load. 
B. Primary taps are available on most models to compensate for line voltage

variations. (Refer to question #2 in the Transformer Questions and Answers
Section on page 6.)

C. When load ratings are given only in amperes, tables 1 and 2 or the following
formulas may be used to determine proper KVA size for the required transformer.
(1) To determine KVA when volts and amperes are known:

KVA  = Volts x Amps
1000

(2) To determine Amperes when KVA and volts are known:

Amps  = KVA x 1000
Volts

Single Phase Example
Question: Select a transformer to meet the following conditions. Load is single
phase lighting using incandescent lamps. Each fixture requires 1.3 amps @ 120
volts, 1 phase, 60 Hz, power factor of unity. The installation requires 52-100 watt
fixtures. The desired circuit distributing power to the light fixtures is 120/240 volt,
three wire, single phase. The supply voltage is 460 volt, 3 phase.

Answer: Compute the KVA required.
1.3 amps x 120 volts  = .156 KVA

1000
For each lighting fixture

Always use amps x volts to compute VA, never use lamp wattage.  .156 KVA/
Fixture x 52 Fixture = 8.11 KVA. The two sizes (KVA) nearest 8.11 KVA are 7.5 KVA
and 10 KVA. Use the 10 KVA. This will not overload the transformer and allows some
capacity, 1.89 KVA, for future loads. Since the supply is 460 V (not 480 V) use the
456 V tap. This will produce approximately 120 volts on output. If the tap is not used,
the output will be 115 V compared to the desired 120 V. Note the transformer
selected is single phase but the supply is 480 V, 3 phase. Single phase is obtained
by using any 2 wires of the 3 phase supply.

TABLE 1
Full Load Current in Amperes–
Single Phase Circuits

MIN.
HORSE- 115 V 208 V 230 V TRANS-
POWER FORMER

KVA
1/6 4.4 2.4 2.2 .53
1/4 5.8 3.2 2.9 .70
1/3 7.2 4.0 3.6 .87
1/2 9.8 5.4 4.9 1.18
3/4 13.8 7.6 6.9 1.66

1 16 8.8 8 1.92

1.5 20 11.0 10 2.40

2 24 13.2 12 2.88

3 34 18.7 17 4.10

5 56 30.8 28 6.72

7.5 80 44 40 9.6

10 100 55 50 12.0

TABLE 2
Full Load Amperes
Single Phase A.C. Motors ①

KVA 120V 208V 240V 277V 380V 440V 480V 600V
.050 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

.100 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

.150 1.2 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3

.250 2.0 1.2 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4

.500 4.2 2.4 2.1 1.8 1.3 1.1 1.0 0.8

.750 6.3 3.6 3.1 2.7 2.0 1.7 1.6 1.3

1 8.3 4.8 4.2 3.6 2.6 2.3 2.1 1.7

1.5 12.5 7.2 6.2 5.4 3.9 3.4 3.1 2.5

2 16.7 9.6 8.3 7.2 5.2 4.5 4.2 3.3

3 25 14.4 12.5 10.8 7.9 6.8 6.2 5.0

5 41 24.0 20.8 18.0 13.1 11.3 10.4 8.3

7.5 62 36 31 27 19.7 17 15.6 12.5

10 83 48 41 36 26 22.7 20.8 16.7

15 125 72 62 54 39 34 31 25

25 208 120 104 90 65 57 52 41

37.5 312 180 156 135 98 85 78 62

50 416 240 208 180 131 114 104 83

75 625 360 312 270 197 170 156 125

100 833 480 416 361 263 227 208 166

167 1391 802 695 602 439 379 347 278

250 2083 1201 1041 902 657 568 520 416

1
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THREE PHASE LOADS
1. Determine electrical load

A.Voltage required by load.
B.Amperes or KVA required by load.
C.Frequency in Hz (cycles per second).
D.Verify load is designed to operate on three phase.

All the above information is standard data normally obtained from equipment
nameplates or instruction manuals.

2. Determine supply voltage

A.Voltage of supply (source).
B. Frequency in Hz (cycles per second).

The frequency of the line supply and electrical load must be the same. A three
phase transformer is selected which is designed to operate at this frequency
having a primary (input) equal to the supply voltage and a secondary (output)
equal to the voltage required by the load.

3. If the load nameplate expresses a rating in KVA, a transformer can be

directly selected from the charts. Choose from the group of transformers

with primary and secondary voltages matching that which you have 

just determined.

A.Select a transformer with a standard KVA capacity equal to or greater than

that needed to operate the load. 
B.Primary taps are available on most models to compensate for line voltage

variations. (Refer to question #2 in the Transformer Questions and Answers
Section on page 6.) 

C.When load ratings are given only in amperes, tables 3 and 4 or the following
formulas may be used to determine properKVA size for the required transformer. 
(1) To determine three phase KVA when volts and amperes are known:

Three Phase KVA =
Volts x Amps x 1.73

1000

(2) To determine Amperes when KVA and volts are known:

Amps  = 
3 Phase KVA x 1000

Volts x 1.73

Three Phase Example
Question: Select a transformer to fulfill the following conditions. Load is a three phase
induction motor, 25 horsepower @ 240 volts, 60 Hz and a heater load of 4 kilowatts
@ 240 volts single phase. The supply voltage is 480Y/277, three phase, 4 wire.

Answer: Compute the KVA required. Motor — From table 4 the current is 68 amps. 
240 volts x 68 amps x 1.73 =  28.2 KVA

1000
(The KVA can also be obtained from table 4).

Heater — 4 KVA
A three phase transformer must be selected so that any one phase is not overloaded.
Each phase should have the additional 4 KVA rating required by the heater even though
the heater will operate on one phase only. So, the transformer should have a minimum
KVA rating of 28.2 + 4 + 4 + 4 or 40.2 KVA. Refer to the appropriate selection chart.
A 480 delta primary— 240 delta secondary transformer may be used on a 4 wire,
480Y/277 volt supply. The fourth wire (neutral) is not connected to the transformer.
To not overload the transformer, a 45 KVA transformer should be selected. 

NOTE: Any two wires of the 240 volts, 3 phase developed by the secondary of the
transformer may be used to supply the heater. Any 2 wires of a 3 phase system
is single phase.

TABLE 3
Full Load Current in Amperes–
Three Phase Circuits

TABLE 4
Full Load Amperes
Three Phase A.C. Motors ①

① When motor service factor is greater than 1, 
increase full load amps proportionally. 
Example: If service factor is 1.15, increase
above amp values by 15%.

3 Phase KVA =
Volts x Amps x 1.73

1000

NOTE: If motors are started more than once per
hour, increase minimum transformer KVA by 20%.

MIN.
HORSE- 208 V 230 V 460 V 575 V TRANS-
POWER FORMER

KVA
1/2 2.2 2.0 1.0 0.8 0.9
3/4 3.1 2.8 1.4 1.1 1.2

1 4.0 3.6 1.8 1.4 1.5

2 7.5 6.8 3.4 2.7 2.7

3 10.7 9.6 4.8 3.9 3.8

5 16.7 15.2 7.6 6.1 6.3

10 31 28 14 11 11.2

15 46 42 21 17 16.6

20 59 54 27 22 21.6

25 75 68 34 27 26.6

30 88 80 40 32 32.4

40 114 104 52 41 43.2

50 143 130 65 52 52

60 170 154 77 62 64

75 211 192 96 77 80

100 273 248 124 99 103

125 342 312 156 125 130

150 396 360 180 144 150

200 528 480 240 192 200

KVA 208 V 240 V 380 V 440 V 480 V 600 V

3 8.3 7.2 4.6 3.9 3.6 2.9

4.5 12.5 10.8 6.8 5.9 5.4 4.3

6 16.6 14.4 9.1 7.8 7.2 5.8

9 25 21.6 13.7 11.8 10.8 8.6

15 41 36 22.8 19.6 18.0 14.4

22.5 62 54 34.2 29 27 21.6

30 83 72 45.6 39 36 28

45 124 108 68.4 59 54 43

75 208 180 114 98 90 72

112.5 312 270 171 147 135 108

150 416 360 228 196 180 144

225 624 541 342 294 270 216

300 832 721 456 392 360 288

500 1387 1202 760 655 601 481

750 2081 1804 1139 984 902 721

1000 2775 2405 1519 1312 1202 962



Why Use Buck-Boost Instead
of Another Type Transformer ?
Take a look at the advantages and disadvantages of using
a buck-boost transformer (autotransformer) compared
to a standard isolation transformer of the proper size and
voltage combination.

As you can see, the advantages are many, the economies
great. Buck-boost transformers are readily available
from the stock of your nearest Power Distribution
Products Distributor. 
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A typical buck-boost application is 120 volts in, 12 volts
out for low voltage lighting or control circuitry. In most
applications, this low voltage transformer is field connected
as an autotransformer. (See question 2 for the definition
of an autotransformer). Buck-boost transformers provide
tremendous capabilities and flexibility in KVA sizes and
input/output voltage combinations. Basically you get 75

different transformers... all in one convenient package.

Other buck-boost applications are, where (A) low supply
voltage exists because equipment is installed at the end
of a bus system; (B) the supply system is operating at or
over its design capacity; and (C) where overall consumer
demands may be so high the utility cuts back the supply
voltage to the consumer causing a “brownout.”

Where Are Buck-Boost
Transformers Used?

T-2-11688 T-1-11683

Proper Voltage Is Critical
With nearly two-thirds of all electrical loads being A.C. motor
loads, maintenance of the proper voltage to that motor is very
important. If the supply line voltage is not maintained, motor
winding current is increased causing reduced motor torque and
escalating motor temperature, all of which results in the rapid
loss of insulation life expectancy.

In addition to motor loads, the detrimental effects of low voltage
on both resistive heating loads and incandescent lighting output
is illustrated in the chart.

Anytime you have a lower than standard voltage, equipment

damage and failure can result.

Buck-boost transformers are an economical way to correct this
potentially very serious problem. Anytime a line voltage change
in the 5-20% range is required, a buck-boost transformer should
be considered as your first line of defense.

ADVANTAGES
More efficient

Smaller & lighter

5-10 times increase   
in KVA

Versatile, many 
applications

Lower cost

DISADVANTAGES
No circuit isolation

Cannot create a
neutral

Application voltages and
KVA don‘t match 
the nameplate 
voltages and KVA
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1.What is a buck-boost transformer?
Buck-boost transformers are small single phase transformers
designed to reduce (buck) or raise (boost) line voltage from 5 -
20%. The most common example is boosting 208 volts to
230 volts, usually to operate a 230 volt motor such as an air-
conditioner compressor, from a 208 volt supply line.

Buck-boosts are a standard type of single phase distribution
transformers, with primary voltages of 120, 240 or 480 volts
and secondaries typically of 12, 16, 24, 32 or 48 volts. They
are available in sizes ranging from 50 volt amperes to 10
kilo-volt amperes.

Buck-boost transformers are shipped ready to be connected
for a number of possible voltage combinations. 

X1

X2

X3

X4

OUTPUT

H4

INPUT
H2

H3

H1

X1

X2

X3

X4

OUTPUT

H4

INPUT
H2

H3

H1
X1

X2

X3

X4

OUTPUT

H4

INPUT H2

H3

H1

Questions & Answers About Buck-Boost Transformers

How Low Voltage Affects Various
Equipment Operations and Functions

150%

140%

130%

120%

110%

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

901/2%

81%

72%

105%

111%

117%

84%

70%

57%

111%

123%

138%

901/2%

81%

72%

Increase of Motor
Temperature and
Corresponding Insulation Life
Expectancy Loss

Increase of Motor Winding
Current Requirements in
Induction Motor Loads

Decrease in Motor Torque
Output

Decrease of 
Incandescent
Lighting Output

Decrease of Heat Output in
Resistive Heating Loads

= 5% Low Voltage

= 10% Low Voltage

= 15% Low Voltage

Figure 1. Buck-boost transformer connected as a 
low voltage insulating transformer (primary and 
secondary windings shown series connected).

Figure 2.  Same buck-boost transformer connected
as a boosting autotransformer. The connection from
H1 to X4 “converted” the unit to an autotransformer.

Figure 3.  Illustration No. 2 shown with the primary
and secondary windings “straightened”.

2. How does a buck-boost transformer 
differ from an insulating transformer?
A buck-boost transformer IS an insulating type transformer when
it is shipped from the factory. When it is connected at the job
site, a lead wire on the primary is connected to a lead wire on
the secondary – thereby changing the transformer’s electrical
characteristics to those of an autotransformer. The primary and
secondary windings are no longer “insulated” and secondary
windings are no longer “insulated” and its KVA capacity is
greatly increased. Refer to figures 1, 2 and 3.
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Operation and Construction
7. Why do buck-boost transformers have 4
windings?
To make them versatile! A four winding buck-boost transformer
(2 primary and 2 secondary windings) can be connected eight
different ways to provide a multitude of voltage and KVA outputs.
A two winding (1 primary & 1 secondary) buck-boost transformer
can be connected only one way.

8.Will a buck-boost transformer 
stabilize voltage?
No. The output voltage is a function of the input voltage. If the
input voltage varies, then the output voltage will also vary by
the same percentage.

Load Data
9.Are there any restrictions on the type 
of load that can be operated from a 
buck-boost transformer?
No, there are no restrictions.

10. Why can a buck-boost transformer 
operate a KVA load many times larger than
the KVA rating on its nameplate?
Since the transformer has been auto-connected in such a
fashion that the 22V secondary voltage is added to the 208V
primary voltage, it produces 230V output.

The autotransformer KVA is calculated:

KVA = Output Volts x Secondary Amps
1000

KVA = 230 V x 41.67 Amps  =  9.58 KVA
1000

3. What is the difference between a buck-
boost transformer and an autotransformer?
When a primary lead wire and secondary lead wire of a buck-
boost transformer are connected together electrically, in a
recommended voltage bucking or boosting connection, the
transformer is in all respects, an autotransformer. However, if
the interconnection between the primary and secondary winding
is not made, then the unit is an insulating type transformer.

Applications
4. Why are they used?
Electrical and electronic equipment is designed to operate on
standard supply voltage. When the supply voltage is constantly
too high or too low, (usually more than 55%), the equipment
fails to operate at maximum efficiency. A buck and boost
transformer is a simple and ECONOMICAL means of correcting
this off-standard voltage.

5.What are the most common applications
for buck-boost transformers?
Boosting 208V to 230V or 240V and vice versa for commercial
and industrial air conditioning systems; boosting 110V to 120V
and 240V to 277V for lighting systems; voltage correction
for heating systems and induction motors of all types. Many
applications exist where supply voltages are constantly above
or below normal.

6.Can buck-boost transformers be used to
power low voltage circuits?
Yes, low voltage control, lighting circuits, or other low voltage
applications requiring either 12V, 16V, 24V, 32V or 48V. The
unit is connected as an insulating transformer and the name-
plate KVA rating is the transformer’s capacity.

The picture to the left illustrates the difference in physical size between
the autotransformer of 1 KVA, capable of handling a 9.58 KVA load, and
an isolation transformer capable of handling a 7.5 KVA load.

To cite an example . . . a model T-1-11683 buck-boost transformer has a
nameplate KVA rating of 1 KVA, but when it’s connected as an autotrans-
former boosting 208V to 230V, its KVA capacity increases to 9.58 KVA.
The key to understanding the operation of buck-boost transformers lies in
the fact that the secondary windings are the only parts of the transformer
that do the work of transforming voltage and current. In the example above,
only 22 volts are being transformed (boosted) — i.e. 208V + 22V = 230V.
This 22V transformation is carried out by the secondary windings which are
designed to operate at a maximum current of 41.67 amps (determined by
wire size of windings).

Maximum Secondary Amps =
nameplate KVA x 1000

secondary volts

Maximum Secondary Amps =
1.0 KVA x 1000                

24 V
1000 VA = 41.67 amps

24 V

(1 KVA) T-1-11683            (7.5 KVA) T-2-53515-3S

=



3 PHASE CONNECTIONS

11. Can buck-boost transformers be used
on motor loads?
Yes, either single or three phase. Refer to the motor data
charts in Section I for determining KVA and Amps required by
NEMA standard motors.

12. How are single phase and three phase
load Amps and load KVA calculated?
Single phase Amps = KVA x 1000

Volts

Three phase Amps = KVA x 1000
Volts x 1.73

Single phase KVA = Volts x Amps
1000

Three phase KVA = Volts x Amps x 1.73
1000

Three-Phase
13. Can buck-boost transformers be used
on three-phase systems as well as single
phase systems?
Yes. A single unit is used to buck or boost single phase voltage
— two or three units are used to buck or boost three phase
voltage. The number of units to be used in a three -phase
installation depends on the number of wires in the supply line.
If the three-phase supply is 4 wire Y, use three buck-boost
transformers. If the 3-phase supply is 3 wire Y (neutral not
available), use two buck-boost transformers. Refer to three-
phase selection charts.

14. Should buck-boost transformers be used
to develop a three-phase 4 wire Y circuit
from a three-phase 3 wire delta circuit?
No. A three phase “wye” buck-boost transformer connection
should be used only on a 4 wire source of supply. A delta to
wye connection does not provide adequate current capacity to
accommodate unbalanced currents flowing in the neutral wire of
the 4 wire circuit.

15. Why isn’t a closed delta buck-boost
connection recommended?
A closed delta buck-boost auto transformer connection requires
more transformer KVA than a “wye” or open delta connection
and phase shifting occurs on the output. Consequently the
closed delta connection is more expensive and electrically
inferior to other three-phase connections.

Connection and Frequency
16. How does the installer or user know how
to connect a buck-boost transformer?
The connection chart packed with each unit shows how to
make the appropriate connections. These same connection
charts are also shown in this section (page 118).

17. Can 60 Hertz buck-boost transformers
be used on a 50 Hertz service?
No. Acme buck-boost transformers should be operated only at
the frequencies recommended. However, units recommended
for 50 cycle operation are suitable for 60 cycle operation but
not vice versa.

Selection
18. How do you select a buck-boost
transformer?
Refer to the selection steps on page 109 for easy 4-step
selection, then go to the charts. Also, pages 12 and 13 are
helpful for determining buck-boost KVA when only the H.P.
rating of a motor is available.

Nameplate Data
19. Why are buck-boost transformers 
shipped from the factory as insulating 
transformers and not preconnected at the
factory as autotransformers?
A four winding buck-boost transformer can be auto connected
eight different ways to provide a multitude of voltage and
KVA output combinations. The proper transformer connection
depends on the user’s supply voltage, load voltage and load
KVA. Consequently, it is more feasible for the manufacturer
to ship the unit as an insulating transformer and allow the user
to connect it on the job site in accordance with the available
supply voltage and requirements of his load.

20. Why is the isolation transformer KVA
rating shown on the nameplate instead of
the autotransformer KVA rating?
The KVA rating of a buck-boost transformer when auto
connected depends on the amount of voltage buck or boost.
Since the amount of voltage buck or boost is different for each
connection, it is physically impossible to show all of the various
voltage combinations and attainable KVA ratings on the name-
plate. A connection chart showing the various attainable single
phase and three-phase connections is packed with each unit.

Safety
21. Do buck-boost transformers present a
safety hazard usually associated with auto-
transformers?
No. Most autotransformers, if they are not of the buck-boost
variety, change voltage from one voltage class to another.
(Example 480V to 240V) In a system where one line is grounded,
the user thinks he has 240V; yet due to the primary and
secondary being tied together, it is possible to have 480V to
ground from the 240V output. A buck-boost transformer only
changes the voltage a small amount, such as 208V to 240V.
This small increase does not represent a safety hazard, as
compared to a buck of 480V to 240V. Refer to Figure on the
following page.
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INPUT
(SUPPLY SYSTEM)

DELTA
3 wire

OPEN DELTA
3 wire

WYE
3 or 4 wire

WYE
4 wire

WYE
3 or 4 wire

CLOSED DELTA
3 wire

DESIRED OUTPUT
CONNECTION

WYE
3 or 4 wire

WYE
3 or 4 wire

CLOSED DELTA
3 wire

WYE
3 or 4 wire

OPEN DELTA
3 wire

OPEN DELTA
3 wire

DO NOT USE

DO NOT USE

DO NOT USE

OK

OK

OK



Sound Levels
22. Are buck-boost transformers as quiet as
standard isolation transformers?
Yes. However, an auto-connected buck-boost transformer
will be quieter than an isolation transformer capable of handling
the same load. The isolation transformer would have to be
physically larger than the buck-boost transformer, and small
transformers are quieter than larger ones. (Example) 1 KVA —
40 db; 75 KVA — 50 db. (db is a unit of sound measure).

Cost and Life Expectancy
23. How does the cost of a buck-boost
transformer compare to that of an insulating
transformer — both capable of handling the
same load?
For the most common buck-boost applications, the dollar
savings are generally greater than 75% compared to the
use of an insulating type distribution transformer for the
same application.

24. What is the life expectancy of a buck
boost transformer?
The life expectancy of a buck-boost transformer is the same as
the life expectancy of other dry type transformers.

National Electrical Code
25. Your catalog indicates that a buck-boost
transformer is suitable for connecting as an
AUTOTRANS-FORMER. What is the definition
of an autotransformer and how does it differ
from an isolation transformer?
An autotransformer is a transformer in which the primary (input)
and the secondary (output) are electrically connected to each
other. An isolation transformer, also known as an insulating
transformer, has complete electrical separation between the
primary (input) and the secondary (output). This is illustrated in
the drawing below

An autotransformer changes or transforms only a portion of the
electrical energy it transmits. The rest of the electrical energy
flows directly through the electrical connections between the
primary and secondary. An isolation transformer (insulating
transformer) changes or transforms all of the electrical energy 
it transmits.

Consequently, an autotransformer is smaller, lighter in weight,
and less costly than a comparable KVA size insulating transformer.

Please refer to Question 27 for additional information on
autotransformers.

Buck-boost transformers are frequently field-connected as
autotransformers.

26. Buck-boost transformers are almost
always installed as auto-transformers. Does
the N.E.C. (National Electrical Code) permit 
the use of autotransformers?
Yes. Please refer to N.E.C. Article 450-4, “Autotransformers
600 Volts, Nominal, or Less.” Item (a) explains how to over-
current protect an autotransformer; item (b) explains that an
insulating transformer such as a buck-boost transformer may
be field connected as an autotransformer.

27. When a buck-boost transformer is
connected as an autotransformer such as
boosting 208V to 230V, the KVA is greatly
increased. What is the procedure for deter-
mining the size (ampere rating) of the over-
current protective device such as a fuse or
circuit breaker?
The National Electrical Code Article 450-4 addresses over-
current protection of autotransformers. A copy is reproduced
below for easy reference.

450-4. Autotransformers 600 Volts, Nominal, or Less.

(a) Overcurrent Protection. Each autotransformer 600 volts,
nominal, or less shall be protected by an individual overcurrent
device installed in series with each ungrounded input conductor.
Such overcurrent device shall be rated or set at not more
than 125 percent of the rated full-load input current of the
autotransformer. An overcurrent device shall not be installed
in series with the shunt winding (the winding common to both
the input and the output circuits) of the autotransformer
between Points A and B as shown in Diagram 450-4.

400 VOLTS
LINE TO GROUND
(POTENTIAL SAFETY

HAZARD)

480V
INPUT

240V OUTPUT
LINE TO LINE

PRIMARY
(INPUT)

PRIMARY
(INPUT)

SECONDARY
(OUTPUT)SECONDARY

(OUTPUT)

AUTOTRANSFORMER

ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER

(ALSO CALLED
“INSULATING TRANSFORMER”)
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SHUNT WINDING(S)

B

A

Diagram 450-4
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Exception: Where the rated input current of an autotrans-
former is 9 amperes or more and 125 percent of this current does
not correspond to a standard rating of a fuse or non-adjustable
circuit breaker, the next higher standard rating described in
Section 240-6 shall be permitted. When the rated input current
is less than 9 amperes, an overcurrent device rated or set at not
more than 167 percent of the input current shall be permitted.

(b) Transformer Field-Connected as an Autotransformer.

A transformer field-connected as an autotransformer shall be
identified for use at elevated voltage.

28. I have noted the reprint of the N.E.C. 
(National Electrical Code), Article 450-4
shown in the previous question covering
autotransformer overcurrent protection.
Could you explain this article in detail by
citing an example?
An example of an everyday application is always a good way
to explain the intent of the “Code.” Example: A 1 KVA trans-
former Catalog No. T-1-11683 has a primary of 120 x 240V and a
secondary of12x24V. It is to be connected as an autotransformer
at the time of installation to raise 208V to 230V single phase.

When this 1 KVA unit is connected as an autotransformer for
this voltage combination, its KVA rating is increased to 9.58 KVA
(may also be expressed as 9,580 VA). This is the rating to be
used for determining the full load input amps and the sizing of
the overcurrent protect device (fuse or breaker) on the input.

Full Load Input Amps =

9,580 Volt Amps   = 46 Amps
208 Volts

When the full load current is greater than 9 amps, the over-
current protective device (usually a fuse or non-adjustable
breaker) amp rating can be up to 125 percent of the full load
rating of the autotransformer input amps.

Max. amp rating of the
overcurrent device

= 46 amps x 125% = 57.5 amps

The National Electrical Code, Article 450-4 (a) Exception, permits
the use of the next higher standard ampere rating of the over-
current device. This is shown in Article 240-6 of the N.E.C.

Max. size of the fuse or circuit breaker
= 60 amps

You should have the following information before selecting

a buck-boost transformer.

Line Voltage — The voltage that you want to buck (decrease)
or boost (increase). This can be found by measuring the supply
line voltage with a voltmeter.

Load Voltage — The voltage at which your equipment is
designed to operate. This is listed on the nameplate of the
load equipment.

Load KVA or Load Amps — You do not need to know both —
one or the other is sufficient for selection purposes. This
information usually can be found on the nameplate of the
equipment that you want to operate.

Frequency — The supply line frequency must be the same as
the frequency of the equipment to be operated — either 50 or
60 cycles.

Phase — The supply line should be the same as the equipment
to be operated — either single or three phase.

Steps for Selecting the Proper Buck-Boost Transformer

Four Step Selection

1. A series of LINE VOLTAGE and LOAD VOLTAGE combinations
are listed across the top of each selection chart. Select a LINE
VOLTAGE and LOAD VOLTAGE combination from ANY of the
charts that comes closest to matching the LINE VOLTAGE and
LOAD VOLTAGE of your application.

2. Read down the column you have selected until you reach
either the LOAD KVA or LOAD AMPS of the equipment you
want to operate. You probably will not find the exact value of
LOAD KVA or LOAD AMPS so go to the next higher rating.

3. From this point, read across the column to the far left-hand
side and you have found the catalog number of the exact
buck-boost transformer you need. Refer to the catalog number
listing on page 116 for dimensions.

4. CONNECT the transformer according to the connection diagram
specified at the bottom of the column where you selected YOUR
LINE VOLTAGE and LOAD VOLTAGE combination. Connection
diagrams are found at the end of this section. 

This same connection information is packed with each buck-
boost transformer.
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